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S T E L L I N G E N

1. De bewering van Westerberg et al. dat de door Feenstra et al.

gemeten conversiecoefficienten voor straling in het statistische

gebied na de reactie 15OGd(a, 4n)160Dy in scherpe tegenspraak

zijn met resultaten van hoekverdelingsmetingen, is onjuist.

Westerberg et al. Phys. Rev. Letters 4J_ (1978) 96;
Feenstra et al. Phys. Lett. 69B (1977) 403.

2. Kernen met N \* 56 en Z ^ 40 zijn kernspectroscopisch van bijzon-

dere interesse: |jj>Zr56 lijkt een dubbel magisch karakter te be-

zitten; 98,iooSr e n ioo,i02Zr ^ z i j n kennelijk al duide-

lijk gedeformeerd.'Deze kernen kunnen goed onderzocht worden met

de massaseperator OSTIS in Grenoble, in combinatie met een Mini-

Orange Spectrometer voor de meting van de in de gedeformeerde

kernen voorkomende EÛ overgangen.

3. De spins- en pariteitstoekenningen y en ~2~ > a a n ^ e t w e e 16 lyt>

niveaus die worden verbonden door de 398 keV overgang,liggen meer

voor de hand dan de door Sarantites et al. voorgestelde toeken-
15+ 13+

ningen -=- en —j •.

Sarantites et al. Phys. Rev. C 18 (1978) 774.

4. Ishi verkreeg met een configuratie bestaande uit rechthoekige

SmCos magneten een brede, vlakke transmissiecurve. Zijn pretentie

hiermede een nieuw magnetisch filter te hebben geïntroduceerd,

getuigt van weinig ervaring in het werken met electronenspectro-

meters met permanente magneten.

M. Ishi, Nucl. Instr. & Methods YZ]_ (1975) 53.

5. Voor het onderzoek van met name het lage-energie continuum bene-

den 500 keV zal het gebruik van electronenspectrometers met een

smal transmissievenster gunstiger kunnen zijn dan het gebruik van

gammastralingsdetectoren. Bij de laatste kan niet worden voor-

komen dat ook straling uit het gebied boven het onderzochte ener-

gie-interval op de detector valt en moet het spectrum daarom ge-

corrigeerd worden voor Comptonbijdragen van deze straling met be-

hulp van een zogenaamde afpelprocedure.



6. De bewering van Passoja et al., dat een door hen aangepaste

"intermediate-image" magnetische spectrometer uitgerust met een

3 mm dikke Si(Li) detector geschikt zou zijn om EO overgangen

met energieën tussen 1.5 en 8.6 MeV te kunnen waarnemen via het

proces van interne paarvorming, is op zijn minst onzorgvuldig

gesteld.

A. Passoja et al., Nucl. Instr. & Methods 157 (1978) 513.

7. Prompte L-röntgenstraling geëmitteerd bij reacties met zware ionen

kan bij een voldoend goed energie-scheidend vermogen van de rönt-

gendetector informatie geven over de multipolariteit van het

lage-energie continuum beneden 500 keV van kernen met een atoom-

nummer Z * 60.

Ondanks de te verwachten hoge intensiteit van röntgenstraling van

target- en projectiel-kernen, verdient een poging tot waarneming

van bedoelde L-straling aanbeveling.

8. Ockels houdt bij de constructie van responsecurves voor het ont-

vouwen van continuum spectra van Nal(Tl) detectoren geen reke-

ning met het optreden in de spectra van de terugverstrooiings-

piek rond 200 keV en van de enkelvoudige en dubbele ontsnappings-

piek afkomstig van interne paarvorming.

W.J. Ockels, Proefschrift 1978, pg. .3.3.4. e.v.

9. In het licht van de resultaten van D. Visser et al. met betrekking

tot de waarneming van vacature-geassocieerde jodium-onzuiverheden

in monokristallijn ijzer, moet de interpretatie die Schoeters et

al. geven aan hun metingen aan xenon in polykristallijn ijzer in

twijfel worden getrokken.

D. Visser et al. Phys. Rev. Letters 4Ĵ  (1978) 882.

E. Schoeters et al. Phys. Rev. Letters 37. (1976) 302.

10. Teneinde het ontstaan van windhozen en tornado's tegen te gaan,

verdient op het noordelijk halfrond links rijdend verkeer en op

het zuidelijk halfrond rechts rijdend verkeer de voorkeur.

11. Het bezit van een zakcalculator is niet bevorderlijk voor de vaar-

digheid in het hoofdrekenen; het bezit van een digitaal horloge wel.



12. In de kunst is een model een reëel ding, dat door de kunstenaar

als voorbeeld wordt gebruikt voor het maken van een "imitatie".

In de natuurkunde is een model juist een "imitatie" die door de

fysicus wordt gebruikt om zich een beeld te vormen van een

reëel ding.

13. In het kader van de ruimtelijke ordening verdient het overweging

na te gaan of de vestiging van blindeninstituten, psychiatri-

sche inrichtingen, etc. in de landschappelijk vaak mooiste

streken van ons land niet meer voortkomt iiit de behoefte van

de verplegers dan uit de behoefte van de verpleegden.

14. Voor de energievoorziening van pacemakers wordt nogal eens ge-

bruik gemaakt van een radioactief preparaat, dat is ingekap-

seld in dit instrument.De mogelijkheid is altijd aanwezig dat

verzuimd wordt de pacemaker te verwijderen na het overlijden

van de patient. Daarmee worden crematoria potentiële verspreiders

van radioactief neerslag.

15. De auditieve presentatie van de naam "Noordzee-Quick Restaurant"

van een eetgelegenheid voor vis, wekt onaangename associaties.

16. Damesschaak en aparte damesschaaktoernooien moeten als discrimi-

nerend worden beschouwd, omdat ze het bestaan van een speciale

vrouwenintelligentie veronderstellen.

17. De gebruikelijke interpretatie van de woorden "werker" als een

man die werkt en "werkster" als een vrouw die schoonmaakt,

illustreert hoezeer het taalgebruik achterblijft bij de feite-

lijke toestand.

Stellingen, behorende bij het

proefschrift van S.J. Feenstra,

juni 1979.
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL OUTLINE

Not unlike the widespread human endeavour for progress

and expansion, nuclear physicists strive to extend the do-

main of their investigations by exciting nuclei to ever

increasing angular momentum, with machines of expanding

dimensions and growing costs. With such modern machines

nuclei can be brought into states with both very high spin

and very high excitation energy by way of so called compound-

nucleus or complete-fusion reactions. In such reactions a

projectile nucleus and a target nucleus amalgamate to a

composite system, the compound nucleus. The projectile can

be a neutron (n) , a proton (p), a deuteron (d), a triton

(t) , a 3He-particle, a ''He-particle (a) or any other stable

or unstable isotope. Projectiles heavier than ^He are often

referred to as heavy ions (HI). By their large mass they can

impart more angular momentum to the compound system than con-

ventional light particles (p or a). Very high-spin states

can be reached, where the nucleus is expected to exhibit

remarkable behaviour (BoM74). The advent of large accele-

rators, the improvement of detectors and the rapid develop-

ment of fast electronic data handling devices have consi-

derably assisted in opening this new field of investigation.

Interesting properties of these high-spin states may

express themselves through features of particles and y ray?

emitted during excitation. This telltale radiation acts as

an intermediary through which the physicist can interrogate

the nucleus. Therefore this radiation is subject to exten-

sive investigation. Usually a cascade of many y transitions

is emitted by the nucleus on its way down to the ground

state. The nucleus can choose between a multitude of de-

excitation paths, that emerge from the so called entry

states and that progressively join to a main stream, in

which the last cascade steps are descended jointly. The

lowest members of the cascade are therefore clearly visible

in y-ray spectra, and easily accessible to investigation.

However, they only give information about low spin states.

IT r f

neutron reactions constitute a special category of fusion-reactions,
known as "neutron-capture".



It is intriguing to leave this region with low spin values

by ascending along the cascade till where it fans out in

the innumerable deexcitation branches, none of which is

likely to collect sufficient intensity to be distinguished

in a y-ray spectrum. We then observe a quasi continuum

that is, despite its uninformative appearance, at present

intensively studied. The intention is not, to observe the

individual transitions, but rather to apply "statistical"

methods to extract conclusions on nuclear properties. New

detection and analysis techniques were devised for the

continuum studies. Our contribution in this field is the

investigation of the multipolarity of the continuum

radiation. The multipolarity of an electromagnetic transition

reflects the change of the angular momentum and of the

parity of the wave function for the levels that are con-

nected by this transition. The multipolarity is deduced

from a comparison of measured conversion electron and y-ray

intensities. This thesis gives an account on multipolarity

measurements after two compound-nucleus reactions:
i60Dy(a,4n)160Gd with a still moderate maximum spin value

of about 22 ft, and 1I+sNd (20Ne, 4n) 152Yb reaching a maximum

spin of 40 fi. Of paramount importance for the measurement

of conversion electrons was the so called Mini-Orange

Spectrometer, an instrument that was devised and constructed

during our work (see chapter VIII).

In Chapter II a survey is given of various aspects of

high spin phenomena and formation and decay of the com-

pound nucleus. Deexcitation from high-spin states and

experimental methods to investigate the associated continuum

spectra, are discussed.

Chapter III deals with the experimental equipment,

instrumental features and their relation to continuum

spectra.

In Chapter IV several methods for analyzing continuum

spectra are presented. Unfolding of Nal(Tl) spectra and

angular correlation effects are discussed. It is shown that

background contributions to cha conversion electron spectra

can be determined from a measurement with "withdrawn"

magnets.

Chapter V gives an account of the measurements on the



160Dy(a,4n)16GGd reaction at the K.V.I. Groningen. Values

of the average conversion coefficient a_, in two energy

regions ("Yrast" and "statistical") are given. Results have

been published before (Fee77).

Chapter VI reports on the l 'l6Nd(20Ner 4n or 5n)
ifi2'161Yb

reaction investigated at the CYCLONE-cyclotron in Louvain-

la-Neuve (Belgium) . Values of a are given for three energy

regions, one of them at low energy (E ^0.5 MeV). The main

results have been published (Fee79).

In Chapter VII the results of "He- and 20Ne-induced

reactions are discussed in the light of several theoretical

predictions, and compared to related work from other groups.

Chapter VIII gives an account on the development and

features of subsequent generations of Mini-Orange Spectro-

meters . A few examples demonstrate how the apparatus was

applied in nuclear spectroscopy, and a collection of trans-

mission curves is presented. Part of the content of this

chapter was published (Kli75) and (Kli78).



CHAPTER II HIGHLY EXCITED NUCLEI: PROPERTIES, FORMATION

AND DECAY

2.1. NUCLEAR STRUCTURE AT HIGH ANGULAR MOMENTUM

In 1974 Bohr and Mottelson (BoM74) presented new con-

siderations on phenomena that might occur when more and

more angular momentum is added to the nucleus (I > 20 fi) .

Their predictions on nuclear behaviour at high spin aroused

a good deal of excitement and generated a large number of

experiments. The picture they sketched, based on general

features of rotating bodies, is admittedly somewhat specu-

lative, but has survived until now with only slight modifi-

cations.

Guided by fig. 2.1, taken from ref. (BoM74), we discuss

the various regions of different structure and shape of a

nucleus with mass A ^ 160 for increasing angular momentum.

These regions extend along the Yrast line, i.e. the

(imaginary) line that connects levels with the lowest energy

for a certain spin value.

Fig. 2.1. Schematic representation of nuclear structure and shape as a
function of angular momentum and excitation energy. The en-
largements A, B and C show possible level structures in the
neighbourhood of the Yrast line.

The first region, indicated as a hatched area in fig.

2.1 is that of low spin states. In the last decade nuclear

spectroscopy investigations have mainly focussed on this

region, with its many discrete transitions. Here, centri-

fugal forces are still small and the shell structure



(Nilsson model) determines the equilibrium shape and the

level structure. The shape of an ellipsoidal nucleus is

usually specified by the two variables z and y. The defor-

mation parameter e is a measure for the degree of deviation

from the spherical shape (eccentricity). The parameter y is

an angular variable related to the ratio of the principal

axes of the spheroid; y = 0 and 60° correspond to prolate

(cigar-shaped) and oblate (discus-Fihaped) spheroids,respec-

tively. Most deformed nuclei in the rare-earth region have

in their ground state a prolate, symmetrical, shape with a

typical deformation parameter e = 0.3. They rotate around

an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The y-ray

spectra are characterized by strongly enhanced E2 transi-

tions, ordered in regular rotational patterns following

the 1(1+1) rule. Enlargement A in fig. 2.1 shows such

rotational bands parallel to the Yrast line. They possess

large E2 matrix elements for intrabana transitions while

interband transitions are much weaker. The rotational motion

is envisaged as a collective flow, intermediate between that

of a rigid rotator and that of an irrotational fluid.

Accordingly, the moment of inertia is substantially reduced

as compared to the rigid-rotor value. Superfluidity pheno-

mena are induced by pairing correlations between nucleons,

involving a pairing energy of about 1.5 MeV.

The first indication that angular momentum can influence

nuclear structure was the discovery some eight years ago

of irregularities in the rotational energies of some rare-

earth nuclei (Joh71). A sudden increase of the moment of

inertia ("backbending") causes the level energies to deviate

from the 1(1+1) rule. A possible explanation was already

advanced in 1960 by Mottelson and Valentin (M0V6O). With

increasing rotational frequency the individual nucleons feel

Coriolis forces that counteract the pairing force. This

effect has been called Coriolis Anti-P_airing (CAP). The

pairing correlations break down completely at a certain

critical angular momentum when the Coriolis force becomes

equally strong as the pairing force. Then, a phase transition

occurs from the superfluid phase to the normal phase.

Neutron pairing is expected to disappear between 16 Jn and

24 fi, proton pairing should vanish at higher angular momentum



(I > 30 fi) .

At spin values typically around I = 30 fi we enter a

region (between A and B in fig. 2.1), where centrifugal

forces become comparable in strength to forces related to

shell structure. The centrifugal forces tend to produce

oblate shapes (similar to the flattening of the earth by

its rotation), while the competing shell-structure effects

favour a prolate shape in the mass region around A ^ 160.

Therefore, we expect a gradual transition to oblate symmetry

through a succession of triaxial shapes. The successive

changes of the triaxial shape may lead to alterations among

the single-particle orbitals. This implies a system of

crossing bands, schematically indicated by B in fig. 2.1.

Nuclei in this region, are thought to be unstable with

respect to the y deformation (y-soft, Ben75, Nee76) and

display more collective states than an axially symmetric

rotor. Bohr and Mottelson (BoM75) suggested the possibility

of a wobbling motion for the triaxial nucleus with respect

to the spin direction (see also And76 and Lio78).

In the next region, C, centrifugal forces dominate, and

tend to give the nucleus an oblate shape. The structure of

thR rotational motion in this domain is radically different

from that associated with collective rotational bands. The

total angular momentum, which is the sum of the contributions

of individual particles, is aligned along the symmetry

axis (deformation-alignment). The levels do not form the

regular sequences typical for collective bands. Transitions

involve changes of orbits of individual particles. Obvious-

ly the rotation around a symmetry axis cannot provide an

electromagnetic field varying in time, and therefore cannot

generate emission of collective radiation.

Since the proposal of Bohr and Mottelson extensive and

refined calculations including shell-corrections and

modified nuclear potentials (And76, Ben75, Nee76) have

confirmed the general features of the above picture. It

was found that before the nucleus fissions at the upper

end of the Yrast line, it passes through another region of

triaxial shape with collective rotational bands. This can

be understood from the fact that the nucleus will end its

existence in a prolate rather than in an oblate shape. Due-



to the sudden change of ths nuclear shape one may anti-

cipate a dramatic increase of the moment of inertia with

spin. One could expect effects similar to the one observed

along the low-spin part of the Yrast line, that means a

so-called "giant backbending". Tentative experimental indi-

cations for the existence of such a phenomenon have been

found by Banaschik et al. (Ban75) buL no supporting evidence

has been reported since.

01 02 CO 0 * 05 0C 0 01 <Ji O] Ot 05 U

Fig. 2.2. Potential-energy surfaces in the (e,y) plane for 160Yb, for
various angular momenta. The sequence prolate (1=0), triaxial
(1=40), oblate (0=50,60,70) and again triaxial (1=80) is
illustrated.

The above picture of nuclear structure and shape as a
function of angular momentum i s i l l u s t r a t e d in f i g . 2.2
taken from the work of Andersson e t a l . (And76). Potent ia l
energy surfaces for the nucleus 160Yb are sketched in the
(e,Y) plane for a s er i e s of increasing angular momenta. The



figure clearly illustrates the sequence prolate (1=0) ,

triaxial and y-soft (1=40), oblate (1=50,60,70) and again

triaxial with large e (1=80). For the nucleus 162Yb, used

in the multipolarity experiment described in this thesis,

this shape development is shown in fig. 2.3 (And76). The

trajectory in the (e,y) plane of the calculated equilibrium

shape is given as a function of angular momentum. The

negative y values imply that the lowest energy is obtained

for rotation around the medium long axis of the triaxial

nucleus. An oblate shape is calculated to appear above

spin 50 ft. In our multipolarity experiment with 162Yb the

maximum spin reached was 40 -ft, so we did not yet enter the

oblate region.

Fig. 2.3. Trajectory in the (z,y)
plane of the equilibrium
shape as a function of the
angular momentum^ for the
nucleus 162Yi>.

Recently, Peker et al. (Pek78) proposed an extension

to the above picture of region C for oblate nuclei, by

taking into account the possibility of a rotation around

an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis. The correspond-

ing rotational band must be of the strong coupling type

with levels with spins I = K, K+l, K+2, etc. and with AI=1.

Strong intraband transitions of stretched Ml character and

energy E < 600 keV are expected for oblate regions at spins

around 50 "n and with small deformation.

A striking manifestation of angular momentum effects on

nuclear structure is found in the already mentioned back-

bending phenomenon. Considerable effort, both theoretical

and experimental, has been expended for its understanding.

Besides Coriolis Anti-Pairing (CAP), other explanations

were advanced. Nowadays a model proposed by Stephens and

Simon (StS72) is widely accepted to give the most compre-



hensive description of the phenomenon. Particles, especially

those with high angular momentum, feel a strong Ccriolis

force, that can break a pair of such particles. They re-

orientate their spin parallel to the rotation axis, this

being a very efficient way to carry the large angular

momentum of the nucleons. The break-up of a single high-spin

pair, and the subsequent decoupling from the core is suffi-

cient to explain the experimentally observed increase of the

moment of inertia. Strong arguments in favour of the de-

coupling model are derived from observation of a "blocking"

effect. In odd-even nuclei the decoupled state is sometimes

occupied by the odd particle (e.g. for 157Er an odd neutron

in the ii3/2 band). Backbending does not occur then, because

the broken pair would be forced to go to lower-spin (11/2,

9/2) orbitals, which is energetically unfavourable. In the

neighbouring even-even nuclei (156»158Er) no such blocking

exists, and therefore they display the normal backbending

behaviour. Lee et al. (Lee77) reported the presumed existence

of a second backbending in 158Er at a spin as high as 28 fu

It may be understood as the decoupling of a second pair of

nucleons. In the same experiment they reached the highest

spin for a discrete level (32 h) observed until recently.

An intriguing consequence of the Bohr and Mottelson

picture of region C (fig. 2.1) is the possible occurrence

of high-spin isomers. Deexcitation proceeds along a sequence

of individual particle states along the Yrast line. Statis-

tical fluctuations in the location of such states could give

rise to long-lived high-spin traps, usually indicated as

"Yrast traps". The occurrence of closed shells with the con-

comitant lowering of the Yrast state could be another cause

for such traps. Faessler (Fae76) proposed an alternative

mechanism for the formation of high-spin isomers, called

MONA (Maximisation of the Overlap of Nucleonic wave functions

by Alignment). In this model the nucleus may gain energy by

alignment along the axis of the rotation of individual

angular momenta of one or a few particles, despite the

energy that must be expended to occupy these higher-lying

single-particle states. The energy profit is due to in-

creased overlap of nucleonic wave functions. Therefore, the

"MONA" state may lie at a lower energy than the Yrast states
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with a few units of angular momentum less.

Inspired by these theoretical speculations experimenta-

lists started to search the "Yrast traps". A large scale

examination, comprising more than 100 compound nuclei

between Ba and Pb, revealed the existence of an island of

high-spin isomers just above the N = 82 closed-shell axis

(Ped77). A very well known example is 152Dy with 4 high-spin

isomers (Jan76, Mer79).

Our work on the average multipolarity of continuum

radiation is related to transitions between states that are

mainly located in the triaxial region (between A and B in

fig. 2.1). The results of the multipolarity measurements

at low energy (̂ 0.5 MeV) touch upon the ideas of Peker et

al. (Pek78) on the possibility for oblate high-spin nuclei

to rotate around an axis perpendicular to the symmetry

axis.

2.2. THE COMPOUND NUCLEUS

2.2.1. FORMATION

When a target is bombarded with charged particles (or

neutrons), the projectile can enter a target nucleus and

form a composite system. Initially the kinetic energy of

the stopped projectile is believed to be concentrated on

the place of impact ("hot spot"). Provided the composite

system does not immediately fall apart, the energy starts

to spread over the whole nucleus, until complete equili-

bration is reached. The system is then called a compound

nucleus. The compound nucleus is in a highly excited state.

It tries to dispose of its high energy and angular momentum

by emission of particles and y rays. The average time

between formation and the first deexcitation step is about

10~20 to 10~zl seconds, to be compared to the transit time

of 3*10~23 seconds for a nucleon to cross the target nucleus,

in case no fusion takes place (Tho68, Lef76). This lifetime

of the compound-nucleus is sufficiently long to erase any

memory on its formation.

Besides compound nucleus formation (sometimes called

"complete fusion") other processes may occur when a target
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is bombarded. In a "grazing" collision the projectile

impinges with a large impact parameter (high I value) on

the target nucleus. Only the surfaces of the target and

projectile nucleus are involved in the interaction, and

there is no thorough mixing of the nuclei. The projectile

may continue its path with one particle more ("pick-up")

or less ("stripping"). These so-called quasi-e lastio

transfer reactions are well known spectroscopical tools.

Between this quasi-elastic high £-wave region and the low

£-wave compound-nucleus region a third class of reactions

is situated: the Deep Inelastic Collisions (DIC) or heavily

damped interactions. A strong retardation of the incoming

particle, due to frictional forces, is accompanied by

transfer of one or more nucleons. The reaction results in

fragments with mass values grouped around the original

projectile and target mass. The kinetic energy of the

fragments is much lower than expected for the case of

elastic scattering.

60

20

TOTAL REACTION CROSS SECTION

ffi

Q

5

• INCREASING PENETRATION. DAMPING, EQUILIBRATION. REACTION TIME

z 2 o *~
2 m 2 5
d a _ ™
n P mo
z in 5 P

M I 3

Fig. 2.4. The fractionation of the I value of the incoming wave ovev
three main reaction types in heavy-ion bombardment. In the
upper part a schematic classification of heavy-ion reactions
is given. The open and hatched arrows depict the reaction flow
for light- and heavy-ions, respectively.
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Fig. 2.4 shows schematically how the angular momentum

distribution is fractionated over the three classes of

reactions (Lef76). In reality the situation is more complex.

We mention the possibility of precompound processes that

are situated halfway between complete fusion and DIC. After

the nucleus has swallowed the projectile, particles are

emitted before complete equilibrium has been reached. These

particles most likely emerge from the "hot spot" on the

surface and possess therefore a high energy (e.g. neutrons,

25-50 MeV) . Nomura et al. (NoM78) found strong indications

for such a mechanism, in observing preequilibrium a parti-

cles. They showed that the "nuclear temperature" decreased

monotonically as time before a emission elapsed. This

cooling-down process reflects the development towards a

compound system through spreading of the collision energy

over all nucleons. Precompound particle emission is charac-

terised by large anisotropy with a strong peaking in the

projectile direction (Sar78a). On the contrary, compound

particles are emitted isotropically. Precompound processes

may lead to the same residual nucleus as is produced simul-

taneously via normal compound nucleus formation with subse-

quent neutron evaporation. However, the deexcitation energy

and multiplicity will be completely different for the two

reactions. Thorough investigations on the relation of com-

pound and precompound processes are reported in refs.

(Sar78a), (Sar78b) and (WSa78).

Another possibility is that the compound system becomes

so highly excited that it fissions into two fragments.

These two fragments should not be confused with those

coming from DIC.

In the upper part of fig. 2.4 the possible reaction types

are indicated according to growing projectile penetration

depth and increasing degree of equilibration (ScH77).

It is customary to express the total reaction cross

section in partial wave transmission coefficients T. through

the expression:

CO

a = IT*2 £ (2S, + 1) T* (2.1)

1=0

In the sharp cut-off approximation (B1W52)
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T R = 1 for

for

i < a
= max (2.2)

i > a
max

the maximum angular momentum it, can be calculated from the

total reaction cross section, since

a =R U + l)2

max (2.3)

The relation between the cross section for compound-nucleus

formation, usually indicated as a f u s i o n'
 a n d i t s maximum I

value (AJT) is expressed by the same sharp cut-off formula

(2.3). Simon et al. (Sim77) apply (2.3) to relate a parti-

cular reaction channel via its partial cross section to a

sharp il-value interval v''bin") between a lower and upper

angular momentum limit. This fractionation of angular

momentum in bins has since proven to be a too crude and

restrictive approach. Andersen (And78), Sarantites (Sar76)

and Ockels (Ock78) found a substantial overlap of angular

momentum distributions falling in different exit channels.

The overlap can extend to evaporation products differing

by 3 or 4 neutron numbers.

We are interested in the ratio of the fusion cross

section and the total reaction cross section, ov/cr-, because

this quantity plays a substantial role in continuum multi-

polarity measurements (see chapter VI). According to Bass

(Bas74) af/av> is rather insensitive to the bombarding

energy and decreases with increasing mass (charge) of either

projectile or target at comparable energies per nucleon.

Table 2.1 gives an impression of the range of o^/o-n values

found by several authors in compound systems with 130£A^240.

In fig. 2.5 calculated and measured a^/o^ values are com-

pared for nuclei in the mass region 50^As250 bombarded with
1 6Oand 2 0Ne particles, accelerated to 10 MeV/nucleon. From

these data we expect that in our multipolarity experiment

with a 20Ne bombardment on 1U6Nd, (60±10)% of the total

cross section aR leads to compound-nucleus formation. Since

we remain safely below the region of fission, the whole

compound-nucleus formation cross section af goes into the

particle-evaporation channels. We estimate af to be divided

mainly between the 4n channel (60%) and the 5n channel (40%)
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TABLE 2.1.

Complete fusion to total reaction cross section oVo^, for various
target-projectile combinations and bombarding energies.

12C

160

22Ne

160

12C
160

180

160

160

20Ne

Reaction

+ 1̂ targets from
+ ?135Bat023au

+ 2°8pb

+ 148,150Nd

+ 148,150Nd

+ llt8Nd

+ l^Nd

+ 58Ni

+ 150Nd

Bombardvng
energy (MeV)

75 -

80 -

100 -

80

40 -

60 -

60 -

72

45 -

175

125

160

230

60

80

80

75

V

0.72 +

0.72 ±

0.60 ±

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.5

0.7

0.85

0.5

aR

10

0.03

0.10

Reference

Sik64

Sik64

Sik64

Oer74

Bro75

Bro75

Bro75

Oes76

Sps77

Sar78b

Fig. 2.5.
Ratio of compound-nucleus cross
section to reaction cross
section for compound nuclei
formed by irradiation of targets
with 160 and 20Ne accelerated
to 10 MeV per nucleon. The solid
curves are estimated from the
results of Cohen, Plasil & Swia-
tecki (CPS63). The solid points
refer to experimental values for
150j the open points to ̂ ®
(Tho68).

This implies that ultimately only 35-40% of the total

reaction cross section on goes into the selected 4n channel.

In an alternative approach to calculate the maximum I

value, target nucleus and projectile are considered as

spheres with well-defined surfaces and radii R = TQA1/3 ,

where A is the mass number. The maximum angular momentum

obtained in a grazing collision is

max
( 2 . 4 )

where \s is the reduced mass of the system and E, and V are

the kinetic energy and the potential of the Coulomb barrier
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in the centre-of-mass coordinate frame (Lef76, Eim77) .

The effective radius rQ depends on the nuclear potential

and on the target-projectile combination. According to

Lefort (Lef76), rQ = 1.45 fm is a reasonable choice in our

mass region. An expression for the Coulomb barrier, which

is in good agreement with experimental values (Jan78) reads:

Vc = 0.9
I Al/3 Al/3

(2.5)

The average i value, '-Jl̂ , can be calculated by weighing the

different fc-wave contributions. For projectile energies

relevant for our investigation, one gets

3 Amax (2.6)

The excitation energy of the compound nucleus is calculated

by adding the Q value of the reaction (deduced from mass

tables) to the kinetic energy of the projectile in the

centre-of-mass system.

To favour the decay of the compound nucleus in a desired

reaction channel, a suitable projectile energy must be chosen.

Obviously this energy must exceed the Coulomb barrier between

projectile and target nucleus. Because of this, a heavy

nucleus is excited to a much higher energy than a lighter one.

As a consequence, the evaporation of one particle is only

observed in light nuclei with mass A < 40, that of two par-

ticles only in nuclei with masses up to A ^ 100, while in

the heavy nuclei the emission of 3 or 4 particles will be

the first process to be observed, when the bombarding energy

crosses the Coulomb barrier. The maximum of the cross section

for the emission of a certain type and number of particles

is reached approximately at the energy where the emisson of

the next particle becomes energetically allowed. This implies

that in the rare-earth region a cross-section curve for

neutron evaporation has a width of ^ 10 MeV, roughly equal

to the neutron binding energy (̂8 MeV). Precompound neutron

evaporation can broaden the excitation curve, and causes

high-energy tails. The onset of fission has the opposite

effect of cutting off the high-energy side of the excitation

curve.
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The cross-section curves for the various particle-

evaporation channels can be calculated with the computer

code ALICE developed by Blann (Bla74) . Results obtained

with this code are in satisfactory agreement with experi-

mental cross-sections.

In considering target-projectile combinations and bom-

barding energies, the question may rise: "how far from beta-

stability can we come?". Normally, compound-nucleus reactions

end at the left side of the valley of stability, where this

question is decided by competition between neutron and

proton evaporation. With increasing neutron deficiency the

probability for neutron emission P decreases with respect

to the probability for proton emission P . Stephens et al.

(Ste71) assume

[-(Bn - B*)/T] (2.7)

with B = neutron binding energy and T = nuclear tempera-

ture. The effective proton binding energy B is related to

the real proton binding energy B (taken from mass tables)

by:

MeV (2.8)

The parameter k (<1) , that accounts for the tunneling effect

of the outgoing proton through the Coulomb barrier, must

be deduced from experimental data. The emission of other

charged particles (e.g. a-particles) does not play a signi-

ficant role for the nuclei under consideration.

2.2.2. DEEXCITATION

PARTICLE EVAPORATION.

A schematic diagram of the deexcitation process of a

rare-earth compound nucleus is given in fig. 2.6. The

neutron evaporation and various possible y-cascade pathways

are sketched in the energy versus angular-momentum plane.

The lower, approximately parabolic,curve is the Yrast line

below which no levels exist.

The deexcitation is initiated by evaporation of particles.
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U B N d * 2 0 N e

Region with
no levels

A ~ 160

20 30 40
L(SPIN)

50 60

Fig. 2.6. Deexcitation process from a rare-earth compound nucleus
formed in a ^He- or 20Ne-induced reaction. The initial
angular momentum distribution, the neutron evaporation3 and
the statistical and collective radiation region are shown.

For the rare-earth compound nuclei involved in our multi-
polarity investigations Bn « B ( i . e . not too neutron
deficient) and using relation (2.7) we see that the
evaporated particles are mainly neutrons. The energy avai-
lable for the evaporation process is roughly equal to the
difference between the excitation energy and the minimum
energy E£ required to carry the angular momentum £n of
the system. Evaporation stops at about one neutron binding
energy above the Yrast line (̂ 8 MeV for A ̂  160). So,
nuclei that have evaporated four neutrons (4n channel) ,
terminate at the heavy bar in fig. 2.6. A fifth neutron is
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not likely to be emitted, since it would lead to a region

with low level density, or even end below the Yrast line.

The first transition has low probability, the second is

impossible. Emission of a neutron with a large amount of

angular momentum, causing the deexcitation to proceed in

a direction parallel to the Yrast line, is unattractive,

because the centrifugal barrier ft2?, (5,+D / (2yR2) suppresses

spin changes other than zero. A compound nucleus with

somewhat higher spin (I > 40 ft) would probably not have

emitted a fourth neutron. Conversely for nuclei with I

less than 20 ft, the emission probability of a fifth neutron

becomes large as more and more states in the 5n-residual

nucleus become energetically available. Thus, there is a

fractionation of the initial angular momentum among the

residual nuclei, with the highest I value going into the

channels with the fewest evaporated particles. This

fractionation should be stronger for lighter nuclei and at

higher angular momentum, because the Yrast line runs steeper

in these cases.

The energy levels involved in the evaporation process

have a statistical level-density distribution. Therefore

the neutrons are emitted according to a Maxwell distribution

E exp (-E /T) (Eri60, Wes78). E is the neutron energy

and T the nuclear temperature in energy units (usually

MeV) defined as (B1W52):

1 _ d In W(E)
T dE (2.9)

with W(E) the energy-level density distribution. Eq. (2.9)

can easily be derived from the well-known thermodynamical

relation
1 dS
T dE (2.10)

between entropy S and temperature T.. The entropy S is given

by
S = k In W(E) (2.11)

Omitting the Boltzmann constant k, we see that (2.9) follows

directly. The kinetic energy of the neutrons is mostly

2-4 MeV, so that in combination with the binding energy a

neutron dissipates on the average an energy of 10-12 MeV.
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Evaporated charged particles (p and a) gain extra energy

by Coulomb repulsion. Especially a particles can carry

away considerable angular momentum (8-12 ft). For neutrons,

the higher I waves are inhibited by the centrifugal barrier.

Therefore one expects isotropic emission of neutrons,

modified to forward peaking in the laboratory system through

the recoil velocity of the compound nucleus (see Sto76 and

Sto77). The small amount of angular momentum removed by the

neutrons essentially leaves the compound-nuclear angular-

momentum distribution unaffected. At the so-called entry

states where y~ray deexcitation takes over from neutron

evaporation, we will, therefore, find a close copy of the

compound-nucleus angular-momentum distribution. From know-

ledge of this distribution, obtained from continuum y~ray

studies, information on the reaction mechanism might be

deduced.

ELECTROMAGNETIC DEEXCITATION.

The y~ray deexcitation from the entry states proceeds

through three distinct cascades: the statistical, the Yrast

and the discrete-line cascade. Sometimes a fourth type of

radiation is considered, the "dumping" transitions, that

connect Yrast states to the discrete line region (New78).

In general the time needed for the deexcitation process

does not exceed 10 psec (Oga63, Dia75). So, individual

transitions take roughly a fraction of a picosecond. For

an average energy of ^ 1 MeV this short time rules out any

multipolarity other than dipole or 10- to 100-fold enhanced

electric quadrupole. We will discuss separately the three

subsequent cascades that are passed by the nucleus on its

way to the ground state:

a) Statistical cascade. Far above the Yrast line the level

densities become high, so that statistical theories can be

applied (GrG67, Tho68, BoM69). Level densities are assumed

to depend on excitation energy and spin as (Bet37, Bar73)

Pj(E) = p(E) exp Y- (2.12)

Small differences exist between several authors in assump-

tions concerning the dependence of p(E) on energy and in the
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values chosen for the spin cut-off factor a. According to

these statistical theories the number of emitted y rays as

a function of energy is given as (Lie78)

N(E ) = E2X+1-S(EY,A).exp (Eo-Ey)/T (2.13)

where X is the multipolarity of the radiation, E Q the energy

of the entry state and T the nuclear temperature. It is

reasonable to assume that the strength function S(E ,X) is

constant for A = 2 (quadrupole) and proportional to E for

X = 1 (dipole) to account for the influence of the tail

of the giant dipole resonance (Koe78). The slope of the

y-ray spectrum is, independent of the multipolarity, given

by (Lie78) :

-d ln N (V J i !J. _ (2
dE - E y T " T e f f

 (2

The statistical cascade contains in our experiments typical-

ly 4 transitions (Sim77). From the many possible deexcita-

tion pathways, the nucleus will choose the fastest ones.

Under normal conditions this implies dipole radiation.

Unusual hindrance factors at high spin, or nuclear-structure

effects might change this picture, and cause quadrupole

radiation to be more probable. Statistical transitions are

inefficient in removing angular momentum because spin changes

are random and transitions with large spin changes are

strongly inhibited by selection rules. There might be a

slight preference for transitions that reduce the spin,

since the level density for states with spin I is normally

higher than that for states with spin 1+1 (Spe66). Due to

its random character no outspoken anisotropy is expected

for statistical radiation.

b) Yrast cascade. When the statistical cascade has approached

the Yrast line the nucleus is forced to carry off angular

momentum, as continuation of the energy dissipation through

statistical transitions (vertical arrows in fig. 2.6) would

bring the nucleus in the forbidden region below the Yrast

line. Therefore, the decay now proceeds by stretched E2

transitions (£1 = 2) through a number of collective bands

roughly parallel to the Yrast line. Since none of these
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bands is likely to collect sufficient intensity to be

distinguished individually, the collective cascades produce

a quasi continuum, observed as a "bump" between 0.7 and

1.5 MeV in the y-ray spectrum. Transition energies in

collective bands are related to the effective moment of

inertia. Their average energy and the shape of the "bump"

can contain information about these moments of inertia

(Sim77). Because the radiation is of the stretched E2

type one expects a negative anisotropy.

c) Discrete-line cascade. Around spin I ̂  20 fi the Yrast

levels become those of the ground-state band, and an energy

gap develops between these levels and others of the same

spin. At this point the population begins to shift into a

I particular band, producing individual transitions with

sufficient intensity and distance to be separately identi-

fied in the spectrum. The discrete lines ride often on the

lower tail of the Yrast continuum. They have mainly

stretched E2 character.

There is no experimental evidence to distinguish

whether the statistical or collective cascade occurs first,

or if they alternate during deexcitation. Liotta and

! Sorensen (Lio78) proposed a deexcitation scheme with col-

lective cascades far above the Yrast line. These cascades

can be connected through statistical transitions. At each

state there is competition between the collective and non-

collective (statistical) mode of deexcitation. The branching

between these two deexcitation modes depends on certain

assumptions on the hindrance factors of dipole and quadru-

pole radiation between high-spin states. Wakai and Faessler

(WaF78) simulated the y~ray deexcitation process with a

Monte-Carlo method. To obtain side-feeding patterns, con-

sistent with results from multiplicity measurements, they

must also adopt collective bands situated high above the

Yrast line.

2.3. OBSERVABLES OF CONTINUUM RADIATION

From the discussion in section 2.2 it will be clear

that the investigation of continuum radiation from high-spin
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states requires special methods and adapted instrumentation.

Our contribution to this field has been the measurement of

conversion electrons. The features of this method are dis-

cussed in the subsection 2.3.1. Other current spectrosco-

pical methods for continuum studies are reviewed in the

following subsection 2.3.2.

2.3.1. CONVERSION ELECTRONS

From its early beginning nuclear spectroscopy has bene-

fitted from measurements of internal conversion coefficients

a. These coefficients prove to be sensitive for the multi

polarity of the nuclear transitions studied. In the present

study of continuum transitions we observe the total con-

version coefficient: a_ = . a., where a. refers to emission

of an electron from the i = K, L , L , L-r-r-r/ M ,

atomic shells. At transition energies higher than 0.5 MeV,

the main contribution (>80%) to a,_ comes from the K-con-

verison coefficient a...

The idea to measure conversion electrons in the con-

tinuum radiation of highly excited nuclei has been applied

for the first time by us (Fee77). As a consequence of the

continuum character of the radiation the measured coeffi-

cients represent an average over the various constituents

of the radiation. As remarked, the multipolarities can in

essence be restricted to El, Ml and enhanced E2, because

of the short lifetimes involved. When the measured a_

values coincide with either highest or lowest values

calculated for pure multipole radiation, we are able to

make unambiguous conclusions concerning the nature of the

continuum radiation- As will be shown later in the chapters

V and VI, aT(El) is lowest and aT(Ml) highest, while aT(E2)

falls in between for the investigated nuclei. Theoretical

devalues have been calculated by various authors and

agree within a few percent, while an accuracy of ^10% is

sufficient for our purposes. We compared our measured

coefficients at lower energies with the values calculated

by Hager and Seltzer (HaS68a), and at higher energies with

the values calculated by Trusov (Tru72),

Conversion electron measurements can help us to
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understand several aspects of continuum radiation and high-

spin phenomena. First of all, knowledge of the multipolarity

of transitions in the deexcitation cascade, between the

evaporation residues (entry states) and the ground state

enables determination of the initial spin at the entry

state, if the multiplicity of the cascade is known from

other measurements. Under the realistic assumption of only

stretched transitions, the simple multiplication: multi-

polarity x multiplicity - spin-entry-state applies. Further,

experimental multipolarity values have already served to

justify certain assumptions in theoretical calculations

(Koe78). Possibly, a_ values can also be used to gain in-

sight in hindrance factors and branching between collective

and non-collective transitions at high spin (Lio78). Low-

energy (̂ 0.5 MeV) measurements may help to solve the in-

triguing question whether or not collective rotations exist

in high-spin oblate nuclei (Pek78). More in general, multi-

polarity experiments can serve in testing the widely

believed deexcitation picture (GrG67) with a statistical

region of dipole transitions above 1.5 MeV, and a collective

region of stretched E2 transitions between 0.6 and 1.5 MeV.

The three conversion-electron investigations (Fee77,

Wes78, Fee79) so far reported, were performed with deformed

nuclei. It is of interest to do similar measurements with

nuclei near closed shells, since these are reported to

exhibit a different behaviour at high-spin states (Del78a,

Del78b). Further, it might be useful to examine the influence

of projectile type and energy on the spectrum shape. Measu-

rements of aT» from which precise E1/E2 ratios can be deduced,

could aid in unveiling the shape and intensity of the low-

energy statistical tail, that extends below the Yrast "bump".

Accurate a T values for the statistical region could also be

relevant to probe several possible level density formalisms

(Spe66), and the influence of nuclear structure on this

level density.

Though the main purpose of observation of conversion

electrons is at present the determination of multipolarities

and possible mixing ratios, alternative utilization of these

electrons in continuum studies can be anticipated. Unlike

Ge(Li)- or Nal(Tl)-detectors, electron spectrometers as
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the Mini-Orange Spectrometer, can have sharply defined

transmission windows, with little interference of radiation

from outside this window. For continuum investigations,

such electron spectrometers compare favourably to Ge(Li)-

and Nal(Tl)-detectors with their unavoidable Compton

contributions to lower-energy parts of the y-ray spectrum.

The tedious deconvolution procedures of such y-ray spectra

do not occur in the electron spectra.

In a thorough investigation of the quasi-continuum,

conversion-electron spectra from a double-focusing electron

spectrometer can possibly compete well with y-ray spectra

from a Ge(Li)-detector. Due to its superior energy resolution

and probably better peak-to-background ratio in comparison

to a Ge(Li) detector, the electron spectrometer may reveal

more structure in the quasi continuum.

2.3.2. OTHER OBSERVABLES

Heavy ion (HI) induced compound-nucleus reactions are

characterized by four conspicious features, mainly related

to the high mass of the incoming projectile. They are:

1. high excitation energy,

2. large linear-momentum transfer,

3. large angular-momentum transfer,

4. strong alignment of the spin of the compound nucleus

in a plane perpendicular to the incoming particle.

These features have been exploited in several ways for the

study of continuum radiation.

The energy dzztribution was the first property of

continuum radiation that was subject to investigation. The

observed separation in "statistical cascade" and "Yrast

bump" confirmed predictions of Grover and Gilat (GrG67);

The shape of the spectrum can be used for a calculation of

the effective moment of inertia $ associated with the col-

lective bands. Simon et al. (Sim76) suggest two methods to

determined; an "integral" and a "differential" one, both

based on the approximate relation

EY = ^ (4J " 2) (2.15)
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for a rotational band.

A recent instrumental development is the construction

of large Nal(Tl) detectors (TJ078, Sim78) with the target

inside. Such a detector (nearly 4TT geometry) makes it

possible to observe the total energy dissipated in the

y-ray cascades and thus to find the energy of the entry

states. In an alternative application, the device serves

as a selector of high-angular-momentum events.

The large linear-momentum transfer gives the compound

nucleus a considerable recoil velocity. Two related methods

for lifetime measurements are based on this phenomenon.

For lifetimes below 1 psec the Doppler Shift Attenuation

(DSA) method is applied. The slowing down of recoiling

nucleus in a stopping material causes distortion of Y~ray

peak shapes, that can yield information on lifetimes. A

method related to DSA was used by Hlibel et al. (Hub78) to

determine the average lifetime of continuum y rays. From

measured enhancement factors the E2 transitions they con-

clude to the collective (rotational) character of tran-
1

i sitions in the spin-no-SOTi) region. For lifetimes between

' 10"11 and 10~7 sec the Doppler shift R_eaoil Distance (RD)

method can be used. It compares the intensity of Doppler

shifted y rays emitted before and unshifted y rays emitted

after the recoiling nucleus has reached a moveable plunger.

Large angular momentum transfer leads to deexcitation

cascades of high multiplicity (= number of Y~ray transitions).

Multiplicity measurements are a major branch in nowadays

investigations of high spin phenomena. With the aid of

large detector arrays (eight (Hag75), nine (And78), twelve

(Sar73b) and sixteen (Ock78) Nal(Tl) detectors) it is possible

to determine second and third moments of the multiplicity

distributions. Together with the measured multipolarity

of the cascade transitions, these allow a reconstruction

of the spin distributions of the entry states, and of side-

feeding patterns.

The strong alignment makes it possible to perform

angular-distribution measurements, to determine the spin

change involved in the radiation process. In order to deter-

mine the parity change, these measurements must be comple-

mented by polarization measurements. The results are not
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always unambiguous (Twi74), because several assumptions

(e.g. on multipole mixing ratios) are required for the

interpretation. So, these methods are considered to be

less conclusive, especially in the statistical region. Some

continuum angular-distribution measurements are discussed

in Chapter VII. We know of only one trial polarization

experiment for continuum radiation (Viv78, see chapter VII).
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CHAPTER III INSTRUMENTATION

The measurements on the multipolarity of continuum

radiation with the Mini-Orange Spectrometer were perform-

ed at the K.V.I.-cyclotron in Groningen for the
16oGd(a,4n)1S0Dy reaction and at the cyclotron CYCLONE at

Louvain-La-Neuve for the 1"6Nd(z°Ne,4n or 5n)162'I61Yb

reactions. A general description of the Mini-Orange Spectro-

meter is given first. The experimental arrangement, with

three detectors viewing the target, follows in section

3.2. The data-acquisition system is described in section

3.3. In the last section the suppression of background

contributions by gating techniques is discussed.

3.1. THE MINI-ORANGE SPECTROMETER

3.1.1. CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATION

The introduction of solid-state detectors some 15 years

ago proved very beneficial to conversion-electron spectros-

copy. The high energy resolution and the essentially flat

l efficiency curve of a cooled Si(Li) detector allow the

simultaneous recording of an extended energy range in a

multi-channel mode. This integral recording method is at-

tractive compared to the older, differential method of

electron momentum selection in a step-by-step varying magnet-

ic field. Unfortunately the Si(Li) detector responds also

to other types of incoming radiation (e.g. a, p, (3+, Y' 5,

X and n). Especially during in-beam measurements the de-

tector can be overloaded by this radiation to the extent

that the conversion electrons can hardly be distinguished.

To remedy such difficulties we devised a combined "lens +

filter" system, consisting of permanent magnets around a

central absorber, that is placed between target and detect-

or. By its focusing properties the system enhances the

flux of conversion electrons received by the detec or. Un-

wanted radiation is stopped in the central absorber (y, X

a, p), or rendered harmless by outward deflection (6+, a,

p). The neutron flux on the detector is effectively reduced
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by the distance between source and detector,which is

larger than for typical measurements without filter. Focus-

ing and deflection of the charged particles is performed by

a toroidal magnetic field. The field is generated by a set

of permanent magnets, which are inserted in the absorber

(see fig. 3.1). The magnets consist of a special material,

SmCos, which is selected for its high coercive force. Due

to this high coercive force, the magnets are not seriously

demagnetized in configurations with unfavourable "magnet-"

to-gap" ratios. More conventional magnets would lose their

magnetic strength in configurations with typical ratios of

0.5 to 0.2 for the widths of magnets and gaps (measured

along a circle around the symmetry axis).

DETECTOR

Fig. ?>.l.

The Mini-Orange Spectrometer
(MOS) consisting of wedge-
shaped permanent magnets of
SmCosj arranged radially
around a central absorber.

The system, called Mini-Orange Spectrometer (hereafter

indicated as I1OS) is reminiscent of the older type of orange

spectrometers, and owes i t s name to i t s resemblance to a

well-known subtropical frui t . Unlike the old orange spectro-

meter the high resolving power of the MOS is supplied by

the Si(Li) detector (hereafter often called Si(Li)) and not

by the magnetic field. Development and properties of the

MOS will be discussed in more detail in chapter VIII.

5 . 1. TRANSMISSION CURVES

Various parameters of the MOS can be easily adapted to

meet specific requirements of the user. Each configuration

is characterized by a detection efficiency that reflects

the influence of both magnet system and Si(Li) detector.
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For electron-focusing devices one rather speaks of "trans-

mission" than of "efficiency". We denote a plot of effic-

iency against energy as transmission curve. For continuum

spectra we define the transmission as the ratio of the

number of electrons registered by the Si(Li) detector to

the total number of electrons emitted by the source. In

accordance with this definition, transmission curves can be

measured by dividing a ^"-continuum spectrum (ll|7Pm, 1 1 0 mAg,
90Sr-90Y, ^'•Ce, 106Ru) measured with magnets placed between

source and detector, by a spectrum from the same source

measured without magnets (see chapter VIII) . The absolute

transmission is deduced from the known solid angle subtend-

ed by the detector in the last measurement.

Many options can be offered if one has to choose a

transmission curve for a specific experiment. Two extreme

shapes are conceivable:

i) a flat, unpeaked curve with low transmission over an

extended energy range. Such a curve can be realized by

assembling magnets of different strength, under varying

angles (i.e. with unequal gaps).

ii) a narrow, peaked curve with high transmission in a re-

stricted energy region ("window") arising from a con-

figuration of identical (wedge-shaped) magnets with a

rotational symmetry (i.e. equal gaps) .

For magnet configurations with a comparable magnet-to-gap

ratio (or blocking factor) the integrated area under both

types of curves is roughly the same. Broad transmission

curves can be used in a first exploration of T. wide energy

region. Narrow curves are indispensable for the detection

of weak transitions in the presence of a strong background.

It is then appropriate to concentrate the transmitting power

on the weak transitions, in order to contrast them as

clearly as possible against the background. The peak-to-

background ratio improves because the background itself

remains rather unaffected by the peaked transmission, as

it arises mainly from y rays that penetrate the central

absorber, and from secondary electrons and y rays produced

by Compton scattering. The above situation with weak trans-

* more precisely stated: a division is performed of the content of cor-
responding channels in the two spectra.
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itions on a strong background is encountered in continuum

electron spectra. Especially at high energies, the back-

ground contribution to the continuum spectrum may become

comparable to the electron contribution, since the convers-

ion coefficients are small (It)"1* - 10~3) . Therefore, con-

tinuum investigations benefit a great deal from the narrow

transmission curves, provided by symmetric magnet configu-

rations .

Special attention must be paid to electrons that are

back-scattered from the Si(Li) detector. Such electrons

do not deposit their full energy in the detector. They

contribute to a low-energy tail in the pulse-height

spectrum and thus distort the original energy spectrum.

A comparable spectrum deformation is caused by electrons

that are scattered and decreased in energy by the magnet

material. The distortion of the MOS spectrum is similar

for the B continuum that is used for the calibration of

the transmission curve, and for the continuum electron

spectrum observed during in-beam measurements. Thus, back-

scattering effects are to a large extent incorporated in

the shape of the transmission curve. They are automatical-

ly corrected for when we calculate the original continuum

spectrum by dividing the measured spectrum by the transmis-

sion curve, provided that inside the transmission window the

slopes of the 3 continuum and the deexcitation continuum

are not too different. The last condition is normally ful-

filled for 8-ray spectra of relatively high maximum energy

(90Sr-90Y, """Ce, 106Ru) in combination with narrow trans-

mission curves. For the broad transmission curves that are

characteristic for electron-transporting devices such as

solenoids (see Fig. 3.2b), the assumption that backscatter-

ing effects are truly reflected in the transmission curve

measured with a (3 continuum is no longer valid. In such

instruments backscattering pulses from an extended energy

range accumulate at lower energy. This build-up of lower

energy contributions will proceed dissimilarly for spectra

of different form (such as A en B in fig. 3.2a), depending

on the shape and slope of the spectrum. For the narrow

transmission curves of the MOS, the "energy region of

interest" is too small to bring out differences due to the
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ELECTRON SPECTRA

TRANSMISSION CURVES

II

I MOS
II SOLENOIDE
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o
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DISTORTION OF
ELECTRON SPECTRA
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Big. 3.2. Distortion of electron spectra by backscattering effects
for a narrow and a broad transmission curve.
a) 3 continuum of 9°Y (aux-ve A), and hypotiietical electron

spectrum (curve B).
b) Narrow transmission curve (I)of the MOS, and broad trans-

mission curve (II) of a solenoid.
c) Distortion (see text) for the spectra A and B msasured

with the transmission curves I and II.
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varying spectrum slope inside the transmission window. They

develop only at energies below the transmission window.

To illustrate the above arguments we calculate the dis-

tortion ocurring in two electron spectra with different

shape, that are measured through filters with a narrow and

a broad transmission curve, respectively. Spectrum A cor-

responds to the 8~ continuum emitted by 90Y, spectrum B is

a hypothetical electron spectrum linearly decreasing with

energy (see fig. 3.2a). The narrow MOS transmission curve

(I) in fig. 3.2b was used in our continuum investigations,

the broad curve (II) is typical for a solenoid (Kla72). Fig.

3.2c gives the listortion of the spectrum, caused by the

backscattering effect. The distortion is defined as the

increase (in %) of the measured spectrum relative to a

spectrum with no contribution of backscattered electrons.

The latter spectrum is thus identical in shape to the orig-

inal spectrum, but decreased in intensity by a factor

equal to the backscattering fraction k. According to

Waldschmidt and Wittig (WaW68) k amounts to 40% for elec-

trons that impinge at an angle of 'v- 45° on a Si (Li) de-

tector. We adopted this angle as an approximate average

for the electron trajectories in the MOS and the solenoid.

The response function for the Si(Li) detector, taken from

Waldschmidt and Wittig (WaW6S), has a flat shape. The

build-up of backscattering contributions is pursued with a

routine, descending along the spectrum in steps of 50 keV

width.

The following conclusions can be derived from fig.

3.2c.

i) Inside the "region of interest" (hatched area in

fig. 3.2b) backscattering effects are smaller for a

narrow (I) than a broad (II) transmission curve, as

follows from a comparison of the curves IA and IIA,

and of IB and IIB. For the narrow curve I electrons

outside the transmission window do not interfere,

because they cannot reach the detector. Backscatter-

ing from inside the window is of minor influence,

since it mainly adds to the spectrum below the "region

of interest",

ii) The distortion curves IA and IB nearly coincide, in
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spite of the different slope of the spectra A and B.

This illustrates how backscattering effects are truly

absorbed in the transmission curve ineasured with a (5

continuum and that, consequently, continuum electron

spectra need not to be deconvoluted. The excessive

increase of the distortion below the transmission

window is caused by the fact that the number of full-

energy electrons goes to zero with the decreasing

transmission, whereas on the other hand the backscatter-

ing contributions accumulate in this region,

iii) A different situation is found for the broad transmis-

sion curve II. Here, the distortion depends on the

shape and slope of the electron spectrum, as we see

from a comparison of the curves IIA and IIB. Unfolding

of the electron spectra becomes now mandatory, with

response functions that depend on energy and angle of

incidence of the electrons.

With the MOS one escapes from the tedious task of decon-

voluting electron spectra, except in one case: the determin-

ation of the transmission curve. Then, as already mentioned,

a 8~ continuum measured with magnets is divided by the same

B~ continuum measured without magnets. The latter spectrum

is obviously also affected by backscattering from the Si (Li).

It needs to be deconvoluted, to reconstruct the original

energy spectrum. Since the angle of incidence of the

electrons on the Si(Li) detector is close to 90°, back-

scattering is minimal (k "\> 20%) and rather independent to

the electron energy (WaW68). The measured spectrum is con-

verted to the real, undistorted B~ spectrum with a decon-

volution computer code ELBACS (see section 4.2.1). The code

uses response functions ineasured by Waldschmidt and Wittig

(WaW68) for a similar detector. With the 3~ continuum now

free from backscattering effects, the division of the not

unfolded spectrum measured with magnets by the unfolded

spectrum measured without magnets delivers an effective

response function for the MOS, that can be used as a recipe

for the transformation of the spectrum measured with a

particular magnet configuration to the original spectrum as

it is emitted by the source. For convenience we denote this

response curve as transmission curve. In using this name we
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deviate from the formerly introduced definition (Kli 71) of

the (peak.) transmission as the number of electrons detected

in the full-energy peak divided by the total electron emis-

sion over 4ir. Curves that represent this peak transmission

are obtained by interpolation through experimental points

from discrete lines of known strength. They are appropriate

for the study of discrete-line spectra, but should not be

used for continuum investigations since they do not incor-

porate backscattering effects. The upper part of these two

types of transmission curves coincides, but at the low-

energy side the peak-transmission curve falls below the

continuum curve.

3.2. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The arrangement used for the in-beam continuum measure-

ments is sketched in fig. 3.3. Simultaneously with the MOS-

measurement of conversion electrons, the continuum y rays

Cooled
Si(Li)at 135'

To Na I (Tl)
at 60 cm £5

To Ge(Li) -IDENTIFIER
at 7.0 cm 225°

-5 cm

Fig. 3.3. Arrangement for simultaneous detection of continuum y rays
and conversion electrons in coincidence with a Get Li) de-
tector (identifier). In the Mini-Orange Spectrometer a tor-
roidal magnetic field between wedge-shaped SmCo5 magnets
(M) guides the electrons (e~) around the central absorber
iA) towards the Si(Li) detector.
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are observed with a Ge(Li) detector at lower energies

(^0.5 MeV) and with a Nal(Tl) detector, called Nal, at

higher energies (E > 0.7 MeV). The second detector is

chosen for its higher efficiency and for its more favour-

able photopeak-to-total ratio; two features which are of

more importance at higher energies than the superior energy

resolution of a Ge(Li) detector. The photopeak-to-total

ratio is an important parameter in the deconvolution (un-

folding) procedures for the y~ray continuum spectra, as

will be shown in section 4.2. In some of the (a,4n) invest-

igations a Ge(Li) detector was used also at higher y-ray

energies, to ascertain that unexpected local structure in

the continuum or unknown high-energy lines did not escape

detection.

At lower energies ("\< 0.5 MeV) numerous discrete lines

are superimposed on the continuum. They must be subtracted

before the conversion coefficient of the continuum can be

calculated. Since the Nal(Tl) detector cannot resolve these

lines separately, we were obliged to use a Ge(Li) detector

in this energy region.

In fig. 3.3 the Ge(Li) detector at 225°, to be called

"identifier", serves to indicate the nuclei in which the

observed continuum transitions take place. Characteristic

discrete lines, detected in coincidence with continuum

transitions from the same cascade, observed in the MOS or

Nal, are used for identification.

The positions of the detectors around the target are

dictated to a large extent by the available space along the

beam lines and by the existing vacuum chamber for the MOS.

The beam passes through a magnet gap before it hits the

target. The MOS is oriented at an angle 6 = 135° with the

beam direction (backward angle; fig. 3.3), in order to

reduce the 6-ray and neutron flux.

Ge(Li)-identifier pulses are included in all coincident

events transmitted to the computer. To obtain a maximum

true coincidence counting rate at an optimum true/random

coincidence event ratio, the identifier is placed as

closely as possible to the target (7 cm) and the beam cur-

rent is increased to the point were overload starts to

deteriorate the energy resolution (15,000 - 20,000 c/s in
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our measurements). The Si(Li) detector counting rate is

then usually still far below saturation.

To minimize the influence of neutrons the Ge(Li) ident-

ifier was placed at a backward angle (6 = 225°) . Since the

two other quadrants of the horizontal plane are occupied by

MOS and Ge(Li), the third detector, Nal, is placed at a

forward direction. For symmetry reasons (see section 4.3),

we placed the Nal at 8 = 45°. Due to its high efficiency,

the distance between Nal and target can be sufficiently in-

creased to allow neutron discrimination by time-of-flight

methods.

The detectors in our arrangement are positioned at

angles close to the well known values 9 = 55°, 125°, 235°

and 305° at which the second-order Legendre polynomal

P2(cos 9) is zero. These angles are often preferred since

angular distribution effects are minimal. However, as will

be shown in section 4.3 these angles do no longer play their

special role when also angular correlation effects are

involved,introduced by the coincidence requirement between

the identifier and MOS or Nal. Out-of-the-plane geometries

for the three detectors are conceivable, but were not used

for practical reasons.

3.3. DATA ACQUISITION

3.3.1. ELECTRONICS

With standard NIM modules a data-acquisition system was

built (fig. 3.4) for event-by-event recording of three

energy signals (EGe(Li) '
 ENaI a n d EMOs' a n d t w o tilne s i 9 n a l s

^TNal' TMOS*" T h e t i m e signals are measured with respect to

the moment of arrival of pulses from the Ge(Li) identifier.

The five ADC's only process incoming pulses when a coincid-

ence between the identifier and either Nal or MOS has been

signaled.

Pulses for fast timing are obtained from a timing

filter amplifier (TFA) and a constant fraction discriminator

(CFD). To improve timing characteristics and to prevent over-

load, the CFD rejects pulses below 100 keV. The fast timing

pulse from the Ge(Li) detector goes to a majority coincidence
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unit, together with the clipped radiofrequency (RF) signal

of the cyclotron. An output pulse is delivered only when

these pulses overlap. This pulse has the narrow width

(̂  3 ns) and good time definition of the RF signal, rather

than the poor timing quality of the Ge(Li) pulse. The

overlap requirement also eliminates random events that

occur between cyclotron bursts. The ouput signal from the

majority-coincidence module serves as STOP input for time-

to-amplitude converters (TAC). The TAC~START signal comes

from Nal or from MOS. When the time lapse between START and

STOP pulse does not exceed a preselected value (usually a

few ysec), the coincidence requirement is met. Only then

the logic SCA-output pulse of the TAC opens the gates on

the relevant ADC's. A LOGICAL OR-GATE permits the Ge(Li)-

ADC gate to respond to logic output signals of both TAC's.

A block diagram of the electronics is shown in fig. 3.4.

Slight modifications for particular measurements will be

discussed in Chapters V and VI.

3.3.2. DATA HANDLING

For each recorded event the following three digitized

signals are transferred to the computer: E_ ,_ .. , the 1;
_

energy of the Ge(Li) identifier; E M (E . . ) , the energy of

the Nal (MOS); and the time lapse between arrival of these

two pulses TN ^ M O S ^ ' ̂ e e v e n t s a r e stored in sequential

order in one of two memory blocks of a "ping-pong" buffer.

At the moment that a memory block of 10 24 channels gets

filled up, accumulation continues in the other block while

the content of the full memory is transferred to a peri-

pheral device (magnetic tape, disk). Meanwhile spectra cor-

responding to the five incoming signals are sorted and up-

dated in other parts of the memory, so that the progress of

the experiment is monitored and proper functioning watched.

Gates (or windows) can be set both on-line (i.e. during

data acquisition) and off-line (i.e. during the analysis) on

two out of three related spectra (E . . ., EN_T» TM T) or

^EGe(Li)' EMOS' TMOS'
 i n a 1 1 c o n c ei v able combinations after

which the corresponding projections of the third spectrum

are generated. Relevant for our measurement are:
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i) gates on specific Ge(Li) lines and an adjacent region,

for background subtraction,

ii) gates on the prompt time peak and on a random peak

which is one or more cyclotron periods delayed.

The gate on the random time peak is used to correct for the

small (< 10%) amount of random coincidences and radioactiv-

ity, contributing to the prompt peak. In the Nal time

spectrum neutron-induced events are clearly separated from

prompt events by time-of-flight (see fig. 3.5a). This al-
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Fig. 3.5. a) Time spectrum for continuum y rays.
b) Time spectrum for continuum conversion electrons.

(Note the factor of 2 difference in horizontal scale for
the two spectra.)
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lows gates to be chosen that discriminate against neutrons,

without rejecting prompt y-ray events. In electron time

spectra (fig. 3.5b) no neutron "bump" appears. The neutron

influence on the MOS is small compared to the Nal, because

the Si(Li) detector has a much smaller volume, and is placed

at a backward angle. Apart from that, the shorter distance

to the target obscures clear distinction of the neutrons.

The time resolution for the MOS (̂  8 ns) is better than

for the Nal (̂  15 ns) and so time peaks for the two detectors

have a different width. Time gates for both detectors were

chosen to comprise the whole prompt peak in order to avoid

the effect of possibly different tail cut-offs in the time

spectra.

The off-line analysis is accomplished with the same

computer program. The "ping-pong" buffers are now fed with

data from the replayed magnetic tape, instead of data trans-

ferred from the ADC system.

After the measurement or the replay of the magnetic

tapes has been completed, all gated spectra can be visual-

ized and inspected separately, before they are added to form

a single electron or y-ray spectrum for the calculation of

the conversion coefficient.

In the (oc,4n) measurements the PDP-15 computer of the

K.V.I., Groningen, was used with a facility for direct event

sorting on disk. With the program ADSORT (Taf77) y and e

spectra corresponding to 16 Ge(Li) and 4 time gates were up-

dated on-line in a 16x4x2048 channels spectrum on disk. For

the (20Ne,4n or 5n) experiment we used the Leuven PDP-11

computer, with a program specially written by M. Huyse

(I.K.S., Leuven, Belgium).

3.3.3. GATING SELECTIVITY

Through appropriate choice of the beam energy it is

possible to maximize the yield of a specific reaction, e.g.

the (HI,4n) reaction. However, other reactions (see sub-

section 2.2.1) and background may add to the observed con-

tinuum. By gating on discrete transitions from specific

states in a final nucleus, we can study reactions leading

to these states exclusively. This selection, though accur-
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ate, is, however, far from economical because it disregards

a considerable portion of the accumulated data. Beside the

discrete lines, other contributions to the identifier

spectrum, especially from Compton scattering may arise from

transitions that belong to the selected final nucleus.

Though legitimate, they are rejected in the gating proced-

ure, because they appear in the background below the

discrete lines.

The peak-to-background ratio in the identifier spectrum

is an important parameter with respect to the statistical

accuracy that is obtained in the gating procedure. An un-

favourable value for this ratio causes the content of the

"line" gate (L+B) to be nearly equal to the content of the

adjacent "background" gate (B). Net coincidences (L) with

the discrete transitions of the selected nucleus are obtained

by subtraction of the two gates (L+B -B = L). The statistical

error /L+2B that must be assigned to L, will be relatively

large for the case that L << B. Therefore, a Ge(Li) detector

with premium resolution and peak-to-background ratio must

be chosen as identifier. Massive objects should be kept far

to avoid Compton scattering into the detector. We consider-

ed the possibility of installing a Compton suppression

arrangement or a "multiplicity filter"(Del78a) around the

identifier to improve the peak-to-background ratio. However,

the loss of efficiency for the identifier by the larger

distance from the target for the first device and the higher

coincidence level required for the second device renders

their application impractical.

To appreciate the discriminative ability of the gating

procedures, its effect on various extraneous contributions

to the continuum will be considered. We will first survey

these undesired phenomena:

1. evaporation channels different from the selected 4n-

channel, like (HI,5n), (HI,a+xn), (HI,p+xn),

2. decay of the compound nucleus by fission,

3. deep-inelastic collisions,

4. precompound processes,

5. direct reactions,

6. Coulomb excitation of both the projectile and target

nucleus,
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7. reactions between beam particles and target contamina-

tions (e.g. thorium),

8. reactions between target nuclei and spurious cyclotron

beams (e.g. sometimes a parasite 160 beam was accelerat-

ed together with a 2 °Ne beam),

9. fast neutrons,

10. thermal neutrons,

11. radioactivity induced in the target,

12. radiation produced in the surroundings (beam tubes,

Faraday-cup) by scattered projectiles,

13. cross talk between identifier and Nal or MOS,

14. 6 rays (only for MOS).

For convenience, we will refer in the following to the

selected reaction channel (e.g. (HI,4n)) by A, and to the

above extraneous contributions by B. We succesively consider

unwanted coincidences of the type A+A, A+B, B+A, B+B and

B(B), where the first contribution is observed in the ident-

ifier and the second, simultaneously, in the Nal or MOS

(e.g. A+B indicates a coincidence with the selected reaction

type A detected in the identifier, and type B detected in

the Nal or MOS). B(B) means that radiation from one single

cascade B is registered in both identifier and continuum

detector.

In random coincidences of the type A+A, two reactions

of the selected type happen to occur in the same beam burst.

The reactior-, are uncorrelated, and therefore the chance

for the second A reaction to occur in the same (prompt) beam

burst as the first, is equal to the chance to occur in any

preceding or following burst. Thus, coincidences of type

A+A are removed by subtraction of the random peak gate from

the prompt peak gate. This type of coincidences is in fact

harmless to multipolarity measurements, because of the equal

chance for transitions in both cascades to be converted. It

is, however, dangerous in multiplicity measurements, because

it doubles the number of -y rays that are present in the beam

burst in which the coincidence A+A occurs.

A random coincidence may occur between characteristic

lines of the selected final nucleus (A) detected in the

Ge(Li), and background radiation (B) observed in Nal or

MOS. Radiations of type A and B are uncorrelated except in
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case B9 (fast neutrons). Therefore, in analogy to type A+A

random coincidences from the type A+B are eliminated by sub-

traction of the random peak gate from the prompt peak gate.

The influence of time gates on the fast neutron contribu-

tions (B9) to Nal and MOS spectra was already discussed in

the previous section (3.3.2). The use of a single Ge(Li)

pulse as a time reference, rather than the overlap of the

Ge(Li) and R.F. timing signal (see section 3.3.1), would

not have eliminated thermal neutrons (BIO) and radioactivity

(Bll), two phenomena that are not related to the burst

structure of the cyclotron beam.

Coincidences of the type B+A, B+B and B(B) are elimin-

ated by gating on the discrete lines of reaction A in the

identifier spectrum. An exception is formed by precompound

processes (B4), that may lead to the same final nucleus

(A), and produce its characteristic lines in the iden' ^ier

spectrum. However, with the projectile energy chosen ..u our

experiments, we remained safely below the onset of precom-

pound processes (OVS78, WSa78), ensuring a negligible in-

fluence of B4 on our results. Discrete-line gating does not

suppress 6 rays (B14), because they do not reach the ident-

ifier at all.

In general, the coincidence requirement between ident-

ifier and continuum detectors will suppress processes with

a low multiplicity such as Bll (radioactivity) and a con-

siderable part of B6, BIO and B12.

After contributions of type B have been removed by

gate subtraction, corrections remain to be made for back-

ground effects induced by type A radiation only, such as

secondary y rays, secondary electrons, and pile-up ef-

fects. These corrections are somewhat different in char-

acter, since they cannot be made by computer-software

techniques. They are discussed in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER IV ANALYSIS OF CONTINUUM SPECTRA

Before the average conversion coefficient can be deduc-

ed, some special correction procedures are required for the

measured electron and y-ray spectra.

The MOS spectrum contains a considerable background

contribution. The origin of this background is discussed

in subsection 4.1.1, and methods for background correction

in section 4.1.2.

The y spectra must be deconvoluted (unfolded) to cor-

rect for the response function of the detector. The unfold-

ing procedure is treated in subsections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2.

Subsections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 deal with response functions.

Modifications to the unfolding procedure for the case that

discrete lines are present in the spectrum, are discussed

in subsection 4.2.4.

The electrons and y rays are often emitted anisotropic-

ally, due to the reaction-induced alignment of the deexcit-

ing nucleus. Corrections for directional effects (angular

distribution and angular correlation) are discussed in

section 4.3.

4.1. CONTINUUM ELECTRON SPECTRUM

The Si (Li) detector responds not only to conversion

electrons, but also to background radiation, such as y rays

that penetrate the central absorber, and secondary electrons

created by y rays in surrounding materials, e.g. the magnets

of the MOS. The small conversion coefficients at higher

energy (10"" to 10"3 for El or E2 radiation at ^ 1.5 MeV

and for Z = 160) necessitate thorough investigation of

these background contributions.

4.1.1. BACKGROUND COMPONENTS

We distinguish nine different background components,

divided into three categories which correspond to the loca-

tion where the background is produced, viz. the central

absorber (A), the magnets (M) or the target region (T). We
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review the background components briafly.

Al represents the y-ray penetration through the central

absorber and the subsequent detection probability in

the 5 mm thick Si(Li) detector.

A2 accounts for the dose-buildup in the central absorber;

that means for secondary y rays that after Compton

scattering emerge from the absorber, and are subsequent-

ly detected.

A3 indicates secondary electrons that are produced in sur-

face layers of the absorber side that faces the Si(Li).

Ml stands for secondary electrons from magnet surfaces

facing the detector.

M2 are secondary electrons emitted from the side faces of

the magnets. They sense a magnetic field, that may focus

them towards the detector depending on energy and emerg-

ing angle.

M3 represents Compton-scattered y rays from the magnets,

that are registered by the detector.

Tl indicates secondary electrons from the target, and

T2 from the target frame, and

T3 from the target ladder.

A series of rough calculations served to get an impres-

sion of the relative strength of the various background

components. No attempt was made at rigour or completeness,

and the calculations were only performed to obtain first

order estimates. To correct the measured conversion-electron

spectra, an experimentally determined background was always

used rather than a calculated one.

Besides y-ray penetration through the central absorber

(Al)we deal in our calculation mainly with electrons and

Y rays from Compton-scattering, processes that reach the

Si(Li) detector. In relevant cases also background contri-

butions from the photo effect and from external pair crea-

tion are considered. The directional distribution of

Compton and photo electrons and of Compton-scattered y

rays is deduced from diagrams given by Davisson and

Evans (Dav53).

In table 4.1 we calculate the background contributions

produced in the MOS spectrum by an fictitious y-ray source

with an exponentially decreasing spectrum shape similar to



Table 4.1. Relative intensity of various background conponents in a MOS spectrum measured with 7A magnets (transmis-
sion centered around l.S MeV). The background is produced by a fictitious y-ray source with exponentially
decreasing spectrum shape (see last column). The last row gives the absolute (total) background contri-
bution with the y-ray intensity at l.S MeV normalized to unity. The estimated errors are 20% for the
relative and 30%> for the absolute background intensities.

Al

A2

A3

Ml

M2

M3

Tl

T2

T3

Background
Components

Penetration (y)

Dose build-up (y)

Second.electr. (e~)

Second.electr. , -,
backside ^e '

Second.electr. . -.
side faces

Compton-scatt. , .
y-rays ^

Second.electr. , -,
target (e >

Second.electr. , -.
target frame

Second.electr. . -.
target ladder ^e '

Absolute Total
Background (x io~6)

750-1250

0.49

0.01

0.10

0.02

0.31

0.1
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Energy Intervals

1250-1750

0.43

0.004

0.23

0.05

0.24

0.005

0.003

0.005

0.03

12

1750-2250

0.47

0.004

0.32

0.10

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.04

2.7

(keV)

2250-2750

0.52

0.004

0.35

0.13

0.001

0.7

2750-3250

0.20

0.002

0.59

0.21

0.1

Fictitious
y-ray

Energy
(MeV)

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

4.0

source

Relative
Intensity

1.64

1.00

0.63

0.51

0.35

0.25

0.17
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the shape of in-beam spectra. Directional effects and the

relative strength of processes contributing to the back-

ground depend on energy. Therefore, we give relative con-

tributions of each background component in five adjoining

energy intervals. When we normalize the y~ray intensity at

1.5 MeV to unity we calculate for the MOS (7A magnets) back-

ground between 1250 and 1750 keV 1.2><10~5. The conversion-

electron yield in this interval is 2xlO~5, if we adopt an

average El conversion coefficient of 5xlO~" and an average

MOS transmission of 4%. We can express the background con-

tribution in a "pseudo-conversion coefficient" of ^ 3X10"1*.

With the pseudo-conversion coefficient we mean the value

to be assigned to the conversion coefficient in case that

all detected background pulses are interpreted as real

conversion electrons. From our calculation we find that the

background intensity is roughly half the conversion-electron

yield. This result is not too far from the experimental

ratio of electrons and background (see section 6.4).

The background contributions from the target area (Tl,

T2, T3) are not eliminated by the background correction

procedure with "withdrawn magnets" (see subsection 4.1.2).

Therefore, these contributions should be small. Our cal-

culations demonstrated that T3 was unnecessarily large for

the target ladder formerly in use for conversion-electron

investigations with discrete lines. Thus, superfluous mate-

rial was removed from this target ladder, reducing T3 to

the (calculated) value given in Table 4.1.

In principle, pile up of Si(Li) pulses of simultaneous-

ly arriving electrons (or -y rays) can produce a distortion

of the electron spectrum. During in-beam measurements pile

up is likely to occur even at moderate counting rates, since

the radiation does not appear equally spread in time, but

in fast deexcitation cascades with a multiplicity of about

20. However, for the MOS the chance for pile up is smaller

than 1 in 103 as can be concluded from the following estim-

ate. The average conversion coefficient in our investiga-

tions is roughly 5x10""*. we assume the Y~ray induced back-

ground to result in a pseudo-conversion coefficient of

2.5<10~". With an absolute transmission of 5% and a multi-

plicity 20 for the deexcitation cascade, we calculate for
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the pile-up probability per decaying compound nucleus

20x (5xlO~"+2.5xiO~1*) x5xlO~2=7 .Sxio"1*. Pile up of pulses

belonging to reactions in different beam bursts is even

less probable, since the counting rate in the MOS was

typically 100 counts per sec (with a pulse length of ^

1 ysec). For y-ray spectra the chance for pile up is also

small and remains below 1%.

For transition energies above ^ 1 MeV the nucleus can

deexcite via internal pair formation. Then, an electron-

positron pair is emitted, instead of the usual y ray. The

probability for internal pair formation is greatest when

that for emission of conversion electrons is least; so for

large transition energy, low atomic number Z and low multi-

polarity. Pair formation electrons may reach the Si(Li)

detector and contribute to the background in the MOS

spectrum. We estimate this contribution between 1.5 and

2.0 MeV caused by El and E2 transitions from a 0.5 MeV

wide energy interval around 3.0 MeV. The relevant internal

pair formation coefficient is ^1.5xio-3 (^7xio~") for El

(E2) radiation (WH65) . The sum energy of electron and

positron is ^ 2-0 MeV. The positron is produced preferent-

ially with higher energy, since it is repelled by the

Coulomb field of the nucleus. For instance, at a sum energy

of ^ 1.5 MeV the chance for the positron to be emitted

with an energy below 25% of the sum energy is smaller than

15% (Wil65). The Y~ray intensity between 1.75 and 3.0 MeV

decreases with a factor of ^ 25 (exponential slope). So,

the pseudo-conversion coefficient to be assigned to internal

pair formation from the above region around 3 MeV with El (E2)

radiation between 1.5-2.0MeVis at most VzsxO . 15x1.5xio~3

(7xio""*)=9xio~6(4xio~6) . With an average conversion coeffic-

ient of SxiO"1* for El radiation the maximum correction for

internal pair formation between 1.5 and 2.0 MeV is 1.3%. If

we add contributions of transitions with E > 3 MeV, we

estimate the correction not to exceed 3%. This correction,

which lowers the deduced conversion coefficient will even

be smaller below 1.5 MeV in the MOS spectrum.
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4.1.2. METHODS FOR BACKGROUND SUBTRACTION

The experimental investigation of the background caused

by y radiation was performed with radioactive sources of light

isotopes (small conversion coefficients), viz. 22Na and
S6Co. The isotope 22Na emits a single line at 1275 keV with

a conversion coefficient as small as 7xlO"6, and a 3 con-

tinuum (E + ^ 540 keV). The B particles cannot reach the
PTTMX

detector.They are deflected towards the walls of the MOS

chamber, where they annihilate under emission of 511 keV y

rays. This annihilation radiation may reach the Si(Li), but

does not affect the spectrum between 511 and 1275 keV (except

for an estimated pile-up contribution of 1%\. This energy

range can therefore be used to examine the background caus-

ed by the single y-ray line at 1275 keV.

The second source, 56Co has a considerable number of y-

ray transitions rather uniformly spread over an energy range

from 0.85 MeV up to 3.5 MeV. The conversion coefficients of

these transitions are typically of the order of 2xlO~5, i.e.

at least one order of magnitude less than the smallest con-

tinuum conversion coefficients in heavy nuclei.

To simulate target conditions as closely as possible,

the 22Na (60 pCi) and 56Co (80 yCi) scurces were deposited

on a 6 y aluminized mylar foil attached to a standard

target frame. For our investigation of the y-ray induced

background, these sources can be regarded as pure y-ray

emittors. Background investigations with these sources were

always made under the exact on-line measurement conditions

with respect to target ladder, diaphragms, etc.

Using the 56Co source, some seemingly straightforward

and simple ideas to measure background could immediately be

shown to be improper. For instance, in a trial investiga-

tion of the background a thin (1 a 2 mm) Be absorber was

inserted in between target and magnets. It will stop or

largely reduce in energy conversion electrons on their way

towards the Si(Li) detector, without affecting the y-ray

flux. Then, the Si (Li) detector should only observe the

nearly unaltered background from the y rays. The difference

of spectra taken without and with absorber should give the

real conversion-electron yield. However, a test measurement
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with the 56Co source showed that the counting rate with absorber

exceeded the counting rate without absorber. Obviously more

secondary electrons are created in the absorber than target

electrons are stopped. The angular distribution pattern of

these secondary electrons (Dav53) is peaked in a direction

towards the magnets, so that they can easily reach the Si(Li)

detector. Fig. 4.1 compares such 56Co spectra measured with

and without an electron absorber. In the lower spectrum,

measured without absorber, the conversion lines of 56Co

clearly stand out above the background, demonstrating the

ability of the MOS to detect weak electron transitions

despite a high background from secondary y-ray processes.

For instance, the K(2035) electrons are quite well detect-

able above the background of the 5.5X101* times stronger

2598 keV y-ray transition. The presence of the double-escape

peak (D.E.) of the 2598 keV transition testifies to the

existence of high-energy -y—ray penetration (Al) through the

central absorber.
MpS SPECTRUM "Co

WITH ABSORBER

MOS SPECTRUM K C o
HO ABSORBER

N T

20 25
E.IM.VI

Fig. 4.1. MOS spectrum of a thin 56Co source, measured with and without
electron absorber.

A conceptually very elegant method of discrimination

against y-ray induced background was attempted, with a thin

(0.2 mm) screen of scintillating plastic between target and

magnets. The plastic produces a light flash upon passage of

an electron, whereas y rays traverse without interaction. A

light guide transports the light to a photomultiplier. By

requiring a coincidence between the photomultiplier output

and the Si(Li) signal registering the arrival of an electron,

y-ray induced events are eliminated. Resolution degradation
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for the electrons by the scintillator is admissible, as only

continuum spectra are measured. Though we were rather scept-

ical on the eventual success of the method, we thought it to

be too nice to leave it untried. We brought the system into

operation and were able to detect the passage of electrons

from a 3" source through the scintillator. However, accord-

ing to our expectation, many secondary electrons were creat-

ed in the scintillator itself as was concluded from a meas-

urement with the 56Co source. Such electrons can produce

sufficient light in the scintillator to trigger the photo-

multiplier. When they subsequently arrive at the Si(Li)

detector, the coincidence requirement is fulfilled and the

secondary electron is registered as being a true conversion

electron. For in-beam measurements we made provisions to

enable passage of the beam through the rather complicated

arrangement of scintillators and light guides. However,

scattered beam particles were still hitting the scintilla-

tor, causing high counting rates in the photomultiplier.

The latter implies also high random coincidence rates with

the Si(Li) detector. For these reasons the method was

abandoned.

It was learned from these investigations and from our

calculations that any surplus of material in the neighbour-

hood of the target should be avoided, including the perspex

diaphragm that in other on-line measurements with the MOS

served to reduce 5-ray transmission through outward fring-

ing fields.

The best solution to distinguish real electrons from

background pulses was found in a procedure with so-called

"withdrawn magnets". First, a measurement is performed with

target and detector in "normal" position with respect to

the magnets. In this situation both conversion electrons

and background quanta reach the Si(Li). Subsequently, magnets

and detector are moved away from the target to a "withdrawn"

position, without changing the distance between the two.

This operation reduces the electron transmission in the

"region of interest" by a factor ^ 20, mainly because the

transmission curve shifts to higher energies. The decreased

solid angle between target and magnets contributes much
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SOURCE I
' SECONDARY
ELECTRON

CONVERSION
ELECTRON _ .

SOURCE „ - - " " "

NORMAL

CONVERSION
ELECTRON

Si (L i )
- I DETECTOR

WITHDRAWN

Si I Li)
• DETECTOR

SECONDARY
ELECTRON

Fig. 4.2. "Normal" and "withdrawn" position for the magnets and tra-
jectories for conversion and secondary electrons. The mutual
arrangement of magnets and detector inside the box remains
fixed.

less (roughly a factor of 3) to the decrease in transmission.

In this situation electrons emitted from the target with an

energy corresponding to the "region of interest" can no longer

reach the Si(Li). Secondary electrons from the central

absorber (A3) and magnets (Ml, M2) find, however, exactly

the same situation as before, with an equal path to travel

towards the Si(Li) (see right part of fig. 4.2). Only their

number has been decreased, due to the enlarged distance from

the target, and possibly the angular pattern has shifted

somewhat by the changed incoming angle of the y rays. Simil-

arly, the flux of y rays penetrating through the central

absorber (Al) is smaller by the reduced solid angle between

target and detector. So, in the "withdrawn" position only

background radiation can reach the detector, be it with a

reduced intensity compared to the measurement in "normal"

position. The degree of intensity reduction can be found by

repeating the procedure with the 56Co source, that for this

purpose can be regarded as a source merely producing y rays.
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Comparison of the 56Co spectrum measured in "normal" and

"withdrawn" position learns how the two are to be connected,

or rather, how a measured "withdrawn" spectrum must be

transformed to a "normal" background spectrum with a sort of

energy-dependent correction function. The function is ob-

tained by dividing the 56Co spectra measured in "normal"

position by the same spectrum measured in "withdrawn" posi-

tion. Obviously, the discrete lines of 56Co are removed from

the spectrum before the division is accomplished. Admitted-

ly, the correction function is found from a source with

discrete transitions, whereas the in-beam measurements give

a continuum spectrum. However, as remarked before, the 56Co

lines (between ^ 0.85-3.5 MeV) are regularly spread over the

whole investigated region at higher energy. Therefore it is

reasonable to assume, that in a certain energy interval the
11 normal-to-withdrawn" ratio is not too much different for

the discrete line and the continuum case. Since the 56Co

2000

1000

SMOOTH
BACKGROUND

BACKGROUND
WITH SLIGHT BUMP

2.0 2.5
Ee lMeV)

Fig. 4.3. Background estimates in electron spectra (7A magnets).
a) Smooth background
b) Background with "transmission" bump.
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measurement is a simulation of the in-beam measurement,

all background contributions of type A and M are absorbed

in the "normal-to-withdrawn" correction function.

Two other methods for background determination were some-

times used as an alternative to the "withdrawn magnets"

technique. In the first method, which we call "interpolation"

method, the background is deduced from an interpolation of

the background outside the transmission window to a smooth

curve inside this window (see fig. 4.3a). It is,however,

not self-evident that a smooth curve is the most adequate

representation of the background inside the transmission

window. The curve of fig. 4.3b is probably somewhat more

realistic, with a slight bump on the down-sloping background

reflecting the influence of the peaked transmission on the

continuum of Compton electrons (especially M2). This can

be concluded if we compare the background estimates accord-

ing to fig. 4.3a and fig. 4.3b to the background determined

with the "withdrawn magnets" technique. For the present case

of 7A magnets, we find for the energy region between 1480

and 1960 keV a background contribution of 9415 (fig. 4.3a),

10050 (fig. 4.3b) and 10510 ("withdrawn magnets") counts.

The second method, which we call "5sCo-normalization"

j method, is based on the observation that 55Co spectra for

two different magnet configurations are roughly equal out-

side the transmission region. Fig. 4.4 shows 56Co spectra

: measured with configurations indicated as 9B and 7A (see

chapter VIII) in "normal" and "withdrawn" position,

together with the relevant transmission curves. It is

clear that the spectra coincide outside the transmission

window, whereas inside the window conversion lines are

visible on a somewhat raised background. This implies the

possibility to consider the spectrum above the 9B transmis-

sion curve as an adequate measure for the background under-

neath the 7A transmission curve, provided it is increased

by about 10% to account for the slight rise of the back-

ground inside the 7A window. When the target or detector

distance is different for the two magnet configurations,

the 56Co spectra will no longer overlap. A ratio, similar

to the "normal-to-withdrawn" ratio can be derived by divid-

ing the 56Co spectra. Multiplication of the 9B spectrum with
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Figr. 4.4. MOS spectra measured with a 56Co source for the magnet con-
figurations 9B and 7A in "normal" (a) and "withdrawn" (b)
position, together with transmission curves (a). The spectra
overlap^ for the most part, especially outside their transmis-
sion windows.
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this "56Co-normalization" ratio gives the correct background

below the 7A transmission curve.

As a part of the background investigation we replaced

the permanent SmCos magnets of the MOS by dummies made of

brass. The elements that together constitute the alloy brass

have Z values close to that of the main component (cobalt)

of the magnet material. However, a magnetic field that can

influence the trajectories of the electrons, is absent in

the configuration with dummies, and there remain noticeable

differences between the magnet and dummy material. Judging

from measurements with a 56Co source, these dissimilarities

appeared to be too large to use the dummy mangets for a

reliable determination of the background.

4.2. CONTINUUM GAMMA-RAY SPECTRA

For the study of continuum radiation we do not require

a y-ray detector with premium energy resolution. However, in

view of the following unfolding procedure it is important

to have a high "photopeak-to-total" ratio for the response

function of the detector. A response function is the pulse-

height spectrum given by the detector when it is irradiated

by monochromatic y rays. By virtue of the higher atomic

number Z of the constituting elements, a Nal(Tl) crystal

has a better "photopeak-to-total" ratio and also a larger

total detection efficiency than a Ge(Li) crystal. We there-

fore use a Nal(Tl) detector in our investigations of con-

tinuum radiation, as long as we do not have to subtract

discrete lines from the observed spectra. The latter is only

the case at energies below 0.7 MeV. For measurements in that

energy region we exchanged the Nal(Tl) detector by a Ge(Li)

detector (see subsection 4.2.5).

4.2.1. UNFOLDING PROCEDURES

In the unfolding procedure a continuum spectrum is de-

convoluted in a step-by-step routine that starts at the upper

end of the spectrum. The computer program PLUCHE, which we

used for unfolding, divides the continuum spectrum in equal

intervals (bins) of optional -/idth (usually 40 keV). The
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energy at which the routine starts can be freely chosen

(usually 2800 keV). The first bin is assumed to contain

solely photopeak counts* (see subsection 4.2.2). The response

function pertaining to the energy of the bin is deduced by

interpolation between a set of measured response curves that

are stored in the computer memory. With this response func-

tion the contributions (e.g. Compton scattering, external

pair creation) in the lower energy bins are calculated, and

subsequently subtracted. Once this first deconvolution step

has been completed, the routine shifts to the next lower bin,

that contains now merely photopeak counts. The procedure is

repeated until an arbitrary chosen lower boundary (usually

E = 500 keV) is reached. The process of step-by-step strip-

ping the continuum spectrum is often referred to as "peel-

ing" .

After deconvolution, the measured continuum spectrum is

transformed to a spectrum of only photopeak counts ("peel-

off"). This spectrum needs still to be corrected for the

photopeak efficiency of the detector, in order to deduce the

real y-ray spectrum. In a different approach the spectrum

is renormalized to the total detection efficiency, rather

than to the photopeak efficiency. The Compton contribu-

tions from the highest photopeak bin are subtracted from

the lower bins, as in the program PLUCHE. Subsequently^ the

subtracted counts are added to the highest bin, so that

this bin contains now photopeak plus Compton counts ("peel-

up") . The content of the highest bin is thus associated

with the total efficiency.

In this context it seems appropriate to remark that the

unfolding procedure ELBACS (see section 3.1.2) to correct

for the backscattering of electrons from a Si(Li) detector,

is analogous to the "peel-up" procedure here described.

Both unfolding methods ("peel-off" and "peel-up") have

advantages and disadvantages, which are in a sense comple-

mentary, as is elucidated in the following discussion of

three arguments: two in favour of the photopeak renormaliza-

tion (called method I) and one in favour of the total-effic-

* For convenience we indicate the full-energy peak as photopeak,
although we are aware that there exists formally a difference
between the two.
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iency renormalization (method II).

i) The first argument deals with the reliability of the

response function of the detector. The upper part of

the response" function ""is" ofterTprecisely known, since

it is-measured with-discrete-lines of-radioactive

sources in situ. The lower part, on the contrary, is

less accurately known, since pulses from scattered y

rays accumulate here, and give rise, for instance, to

the well-known "backscattering peak" around 200 keV.

Apart from that, the lower energy transitions that are

often present in the calibration sources obscure with

their Compton contribution the lower part of the

response function. A similar effect is produced by the

511 keV annihilation line that appears in the spectra

as a consequence of external pair creation. It is dub-

ious to deduce this lower part from standard response

curves as given for example in the Heath Catalogue

(Hea64), because the latter curves were obtained under

idealized circumstances with a minimum amount of sur-

rounding material. In method II the indefinite charact-

er of the lower part of the response curve may lead to

systematic errors when during the "peel-up" procedure

contributions associated with this lower part are added

to the highest bin. In method I uncertainty in the low-

er part of the response curves is not objectionable,

since it only causes errors at low energy (E £0.7 MeV);

that is, outside the region of interest.

ii) After deconvolution according to method I, one is left

with a photopeak spectrum. The related photopeak ef-

ficiency can be measured precisely with calibrated

radioactive sources in situ. Such a measured effic-

iency is more reliable than a calculated one, since it

incorporates instrumental effects like scattering and

absorption by the walls of the vacuum chamber and by

surrounding equipment. In method II the total detection

efficiency is ordinarily calculated (see e.g. Ock78)

under often simplifying assumptions. Such calculated

efficiencies may be less realistic and can constitute

another source of errors,

iii) After the peeling procedure of method I has been accom-
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plished, the content of an energy bin is reduced by

50-60%. This reduced number has, however, a statistical

error determined by the larger (measured) number of

counts in the bin before unfolding. So, in the unfold-

ing procedure the relative statistical error increases.

For method II the number of counts will on the average

not change substantially during unfolding, and the

procedure is rather insensitive to such counting-error

effects.

4.2.2. CORRECTION FOR HIGH-ENERGY CONTRIBUTIONS

Usually the unfolding procedure starts at an energy of

2800 keV. A correction for y rays with still higher energies

is obviously necessary, though such a correction is of minor

influence below 2.0 MeV since the y~ray intensity declines

exponentially in the upper part of the spectrum. After a

series of trial peeling runs we found a correction formalism

that proved satisfactory. LetN o be the average number of counts

per bin of 40 keV in the continuum spectrum between 2800 and

3000 keV. Then the following numbers are subtracted in the

lower bins:

a) between 2000-2800 keV: 2/ 3 N_

b) between 1000^2000 keV: V a N.

c) between 0-1000 keV: V e N

This subtracted pulse distribution (2/3,
 l/i, X/G N g) is in-

spired by the response curve for the 4.35 MeV y ray of 1 2 C ,

as measured with a radium-beryllium source in front of the

detector.

Though the adopted subtraction procedure is somewhat

arbitrary, it is justified by the observation that after un-

folding, the y-ray spectrum exhibits a regular exponential

slope, without the oscillations and shallow dips that are

characteristic for defective peeling routines (see subsect-

ion 4.2.4).

4.2.3. RESPONSE CURVES

A set of response curves used for the unfolding of a Nal

spectrum is shown in fig. 4.5. These curves are obtained
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Fig. 4.S. Experimental response curves for the Nal(Tl) detector. Photo-
peaks are normalized to 1000 counts. Radioactive sources and
photopeak energies are indicated.

from single Y~ray lines in sources placed at the target pos-

ition. They therefore incorporate all the peculiarities of

the actual experimental arrangement, especially the lower-

energy contributions from scattering events in surrounding

walls, magnets, beam tubes, etc. Some sources possess ad-

ditional lines below the principal photopeak transition.

Response curves from such sources are prepared by a careful

subtraction of these lower-energy lines together with their

Compton contribution, with the help of appropriate inter-

polated response curves deduced from other radioactive

sources. For instance, the 898 keV transition in an 88Y

spectrum was removed with a response curve constructed from

measured spectra of a 5riMn source (with E = 835 keV) and

of a 22Na source (with E = 127 5 keV). After the subtraction

of the 898 keV line one is left with an experimental

response curve for the 1836 keV transition. Similarly, the

511 keV annihilation line is eliminated from the 22Na
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spectrum with a curve obtained by interpolation between

measured spectra of 203Hg (E = 279 keV) and 137Cs (E =

66 2 keV).

In the response curve of the 2615 keV transition of
2 2 8Th, the single escape (S.E.) and double escape (D.E.)

peaks are clearly visible. Apparently, proper account is

made for external pair creation in the Nal(Tl) detector.

This is not always guaranteed in other unfolding methods

(Ock78). The remarkable increase of the Compton-edge height

in the measured Z23Th spectrum, when compared to response

curves reported in the Heath Catalogue (Hea64,p. 36), at-

tests to the risk of indiscriminate use of such standard

curves. Below E ^ 1.0 MeV an increasing number of discrete

lines must be subtracted from the 228Th spectrum. Therefore,

inaccuracies may accumulate in the low-energy part (E ,<

0.7 MeV) of the 228Th response curve. As explained before,

such uncertainties in the response curve are harmless to

our unfolding procedure (method I).

For each energy a response function is calculated by

linear interpolation between two adjacent measured response

curves. For the unfolding of continuum spectra measured

with a Nal(Tl) detector, four response functions were stored

in the computer memory* obtained from the radioactive sources
228Th (2615 keV) , 88Y (1836 keV) , 22Na (1275 keV) and 51tMn

(835 keV). In the first few deconvolution steps between

2615 and 2800 keV, the curve of 228Th alone is used. Due to

the small intensity of the y rays in this region, the ab-

sence of interpolation has a negligible influence on the

calculation of the conversion coefficient.

For the unfolding of the Ge(Li) spectrum at low energies,

besides the above four radioactive sources, response curves

measured with 137Cs (662 keV), 22Na (511 keV) , 133Ba

(356 keV) and 203Hg (279 keV) were used.

4.2.4. SENSITIVITY TO ERRORS IN THE RESPONSE CURVES

It is important to know to what extent the unfolding

procedures are susceptible to errors in the response func-

tions. Small errors can easily be absorbed, due to a kind of

feedback mechanism inherent to the peeling routine. If, for
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instance, too many counts are subtracted in a certain

region, the resulting smaller spectrum content will sub-

sequently cause too few counts to be subtracted at an

energy that is about 200 keV lower (i.e. roughly the photo-

peak to Compton-edge distance in the response curve). Thus

oscillations may occur in the otherwise smooth spectrum

shape. However, the average conversion coefficient is cal-

culated for typical energy intervals of 400 to 600 keV, so

that such oscillations average out more or less automatic-

ally. Deliberately introduced deviations in the response

curves, that implied a 10% change of the photopeak-to-total

ratio, resulted in typical changes of 8% in the conversion

coefficient. It must be expected that these errors would

have been larger in the case of application of unfolding

method II ("peel-up"). Excessive errors in the response

curves manifest themselves by substantial oscillations in

the spectrum shape (see fig. 4.6a) . Underestimation (over-

estimation) of the contributions of y rays with energies

above 2.8 MeV, subtracted beforehand,leads to a shallow dip

(flat bump) indicated by a solid (dashed) curve in fig.

4.6b.

8 -

UNFOLDING
OSCILLATIONS

BACKGROUND
FROM EY>2.8MeV

underestimation
overestimation

2.0 1.0
E Y (MeV)

2.0 3.0
Ey (MeV)

Fig. 4.0. Failures in the unfolding process:
a) Oscillations caused by errors in the response curves
bi Dip (bump) caused by underestimation ioverestimation) of

bajkgroynd from radiation with F > 2. S MeV.
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4.2.5. LOW-ENERGY CONTINUUM

During the investigation of the "* 6Nd(2°Ne,4n) * G 2Yb re-

action, attention was given to the low-energy part of the

Y-ray continuum with E £ 0 . 7 MeV. In this region many dis-

crete lines of the residual nucleus are superimposed on the

continuum. They must be removed, before the average convers-

ion coefficient for this part of the continuum spectrum can

be deduced. A Nal(Tl) detector fails to resolve the discrete

lines, that appear as clustered bump-like structures in the

spectrum. It is difficult to distinguish between the discrete

and the continuum part of such bumps and a proper subtraction

of individual photopeaks together with their Compton contri-

bution proved not feasible. Therefore, we exchanged the

Nal(Tl) by a Ge(Li) detector, in spite of its less favour-

able photopeak-to-total ratio and, consequently, larger

errors introduced by the unfolding procedure.

The reduction of the measured y-ray spectrum to the real

continuum spectrum is accomplished in three subsequent steps:

1) removal from the spectrum of discrete lines, and their

Compton distributions,

2) unfolding of the remaining continuum spectrum with the

t same routine as used for continuum Nal spectra (starting

at E = 2 . 0 M e V ) ,

3) normalization for the efficiency of the detector.

The response curves for the Ge(Li) detector are also obtain-

ed from measurements with radioactive sources at the target

position. A series of such curves is shown in fig. 4.7. A

discussion on the differences between unfolding method I

("peel-off") and method II ("peel-up") is also relevant for

this low-energy measurement. The uncertainty in the response

curves below E ^ 0.5 MeV is less than before, because the

response curves pertain to peaks of also low energy (e.g.
1 3 7 C s : 662 keV or 2 0 3 H g : 279 k e V ) . Further, the better

energy resolution allows for removal of spureous lines, and

prevents the backscattering peak to submerge into the sur-

rounding background.

The total detection efficiency can deviate considerably

from the value obtained from the literature or from a calcul-

ation based on the target-detector geometry, since the low-
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Fig. 4.7. Experimental response curves of a Ge(Li) detector used for
the unfolding of the low-energy y-ray continuum. The back-
scattering pecks around 0.2 MeV are clearly visible. Photo-
peaks (normalized to 1000 counts) are omitted for clarity,
except for 88y. Radioactive sources and photopeak energies
are indicated.

energy threshold (-v 100 keV, see subsection 3.3.1) in the
constant fraction discriminators causes the "coincidence"
detector efficiency to fall below the efficiency for a meas-
urement in single mode. Our unfolding method I includes such
threshold effects, due to a small modification in the elec-
tronic circuit as will be shown in subsection 6.2.3.

4.3. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS AND ANGULAR CORRELATIONS

In HI reactions a large amount of angular momentum is

imparted to the nucleus. The spin of the compound nucleus

is oriented (aligned) in a plane perpendicular to the beam

direction. The deexcitation process starts with evaporation

of neutrons, which only carry off a small amount of angular

momentum (usually Al ̂  1 fi per neutron). At the entry

states, where the y-ray deexcitation takes over from neutron

evaporation, the residual nucleus is still highly aligned.

The electromagnetic radiation is therefore emitted anisotrop-

ically; that means, with an intensity that varies with the

emission angle 0 relative to the beam direction.
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The angular distribution for y radiation is given by the

well-known expansion

W(0) = Z q,A,P, (cos G) k=even (4.1)
k=0 k K K

where P, (cos 6) are Legendre polynomials, qk geometrical

attenuation coefficients for the detector, and A, angular

distribution coefficients. The la t te r depend on the spin of

the in i t ia l s ta te , the multipolarity of the transition and

the spin of the final state. The f i rs t term of the expansion

(k=0) is independent of 0 and serves as a normalization

constant. The angular distribution for conversion electrons

is related to the distribution for y rays, and is given by

W(6) = E bkqkAkPk(cos 0) k=even (4.2)
iC=Vj

with b k the particle parameters (Bie53) for the conversion

process. The latter depend on the energy and multipolarity

of the transition, and on the atomic shell (K,L,M,...) from

which the electron is emitted.

The second term (k=2) in (4.1) and (4.2) is usually sub-

stantially larger than the third term (k=4), and so on. When

a detector is placed at an angle for which the second order

Legendre polynomial P2(cos 0) is zero (0=55°, 125°, -125°,

-55°, see fig. 4.8), the measured y-ray and electron yields

come close to the yields that would be obtained by averag-

ing over all angles. These detector positions are often

chosen, because corrections for angular effects are then

small.

The conversion coefficient is determined from a compar-

ison of the measured y~ray yield in a Nal(Tl) detector (or,

at low energy, a Ge(Li) detector) and the conversion-electron

yield in the MOS. If the y~ray and electron spectra were

measured independently, in single mode, a positioning of

NaT and MOS at the angles 0 = 55°, 125°, -125° or -55° would

thus be the most favourable. In our experiment the situation

is, however, more complicated since we observe coincidences

between the identifier and Nal, respectively MOS. This coin-

cidence requirement favours the observation of nuclear orien-

tations, which have an enhanced probability of Y~ray emission
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MOS NQI

Fig. 4.8. Detector orientations and directional radiation patterns
for a cascade of stretched E2 transitions from a nucleus
aligned along aa' (solid curve) and from a nucleus aligned
along bb', the latter being preferentially oberved by the
Ge(Li) identifier (dotted curve).

in the direction of the identifier. In fig. 4.8 the directi-

onal radiation pattern for a cascade of stretched E2 trans-

itions is shown. The solid curve represents the angular

distribution pattern of a nucleus aligned along the per-

pendicular axis aa', and the dotted curve indicates this

pattern for a nucleus aligned along the axis bb'. It is evid-

ent that the y rays of nuclei with the latter orientation

have a higher chance to be detected by the identifier. So

the identifier selects from all possible nuclear orientations

a certain subensemble to be preferentially observed. This ef-

fect is similar to the familiar angular correlation with two

consecutive y rays, where the second y ray is emitted with a

certain angular distribution with respect to the direction

of the first. Therefore, the directional effects evoked by

the coincidence requirement v/ith the identifier are in the

following sometimes referred to as angular correlation ef-

fects, while the directional effects in absence of this

coincidence requirement (single measurement) are indicated

as angular distribution effects. Due to the coincidence re-

quirement we have to deal with an angular distribution/cor-
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relation problem involving three independent directions

(cyclotron beam, identifier and ZIOS or NaD.This situation

is comparable to the one encountered in a triple y-ray

angular correlation measurement. A suitable choice for the

position of the detectors in our measurement can be deter-

mined from a formalism for such triple coincidences (Fer65,

Fra65). In the following discussion we will at first dis-

regard the fact that the MOS detector observes conversion

electrons, since the requisite particle parameters b̂ .

render the directional distribution pattern more complex.

We will only consider arrangements with the three detectors

placed in the same (horizontal) plane, since out-of-the-plane

geometries proved unfeasible for practical reasons. The

triple angular correlation function W(fii ,fi2 ,0.3) depends on

the three directions that are involved: beam (fii), identi-

fier (£22) and continuum detector (Nal or MOS, fi3) . The

parameter R represents the azimuth <j> and the polar angle 0

of the relevant direction in a arbitrary chosen coordinate

system. It is expedient to choose ft 1= (<j> 1 ,9i) = (0 ,0) . Then

only the relative azimuthal angle <j> of the two other direc-

tions is significant and the correlation can be written

as function of the three angles 0 2, 03 and <t>=<j>2-<j> 3 (Fer65) :

W(02,03,<M = I a
k2k3m

m ,m (G2,e3,cf>) (4.3)

The summation indices k2 and k3 depend on the various ways

in which the level spins and angular momenta of the associ-

ated y-ray transition can be coupled. For states with

definite parity, k2 and k3 are even. The summation index m

is the minimum of (2kz,2k3,2AL) with AL the spin difference

between the levels of the triple cascade. For a cascade of

stretched dipole transitions m ^ 2, for stretched quadrupole

transitions m < 4. The correlation coefficients a:m
k2k3

depend

also on the coupling of spins and angular momenta, and con-

tain the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients for this coupling.

These correlation coefficients can be calculated for given

level spins and multipolarity and mixing ratio of the y-ray

transitions in the cascade (Smi62).

The functions X ™ ^ (02 , 03, <j)) contain the angular depend-

ence of the directional correlation. They read (Fer65):
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,m
k (02,03,4>) = (cos 02)

x P m (cos G3)cosK3

f1

(4.4)

P m (cos G2) and pf
1 (cos 03) are associated Legendre func-k2 Jc3

tions that are given by

- 0) = sinm 0
(-)r(2k-

r=0 2 rl (k - r) ! (k - m - 2r) '

(4.5)

with R=35(fc-m) for k-m even and R=%(k-m-l) for k-m odd. From

(4.4) and (4.5) follows that for 0i, 02 or cj> equal to 90°,

the functions X™ . (02,0 3,<1)) with odd m vanish. Associated
K2K3

Legendre functions with even m can be expressed in terms of

the more familiar "normal" Legendre polynomials as

Pm(cos 0) = ,(cos 0) (4.6)

with k1 < k and even. The coefficients fk k i are tabulated

(see Fer65, p. 68). For 02 or 03 equal to either 0° or 180°

the expression (4.5) is even further reduced, since all

terms of the expansion with m / 0 vanish. From the above

considerations it is clear that there exists a number of

favourable geometrical arrangments for the detectors, with

02, 03 and <f> chosen from the set 0°, 90° or 180°. Such angles

reduce the complexity of the angular correlation expression

(4.4) .

Unfortunately we had in our experiment little freedom

in choosing the detector positions. The flanges through

which the vacuum chamber of the MOS is attached to the beam

tubes, allow only a positioning of the MOS at 0=45°,

135°, -135° and -45°. A backward position (QM_ =135°, see

fig. 4.8) is chosen to reduce the 6-ray and neutron flux

on the Si(Li) detector.

Since the positions 0=0°, 180° are impracticable for

the identifier, we should consider the possibility to place
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it at 90° with respect to the beam direction (along line aa'

in fig. 4.8). The angular correlation can then be expressed

in Legendre polynomials (4.6) that only contain even powers

of cos 0. Therefore, for Nal positions at 0=45°, -135° and

-45°rthe condition of identical angular correlations between

the detector couples identifier-MOS and identifier-Nal is

fulfilled. In the actual experimental arrangement, however,

a position of the identifier on the line aa' (fig- 4.8)

would imply an unattractively large distance to the target

and,therefore, a lower (coincidence) efficiency (see section

3.2). Closest approach for the identifier was obtained at

G=45° or -135°. A position at 0= -135° was chosen to reduce

the neutron flux on the identifier.

The only position left for the Nal to get equivalence

between identifier-MOS and identifier-Nal coincidences, is

0= -45°. This becomes immediately clear upon inspection of

expansion (4.5), which contains products with odd powers of

cos 0 and sin 0. It becomes also evident from the direction-

al radiation patterns in fig. 4.8. Only when the Nal is

placed at 0= -45°, is it situated at a position equivalent

to the MOS with respect to the angular distribution (solid

curve) and angular correlation (dotted curve) patterns.

i Disregarding thus far the particle parameters associated

' with the conversion electrons, we found in the above discus-

| sion a detector geometry that allows an immediate comparison

; of the radiation observed by Nal and MOS, without the neces-

sity for directional corrections. However, these particle

parameters can be both negative (for El multipolarity) or

positive (for E2 multipolarity) and their introduction

spoils the above simple picture. We can no longer avoid the

calculation of corrections to the continuum y~ray and

electron spectra; the latter with inclusion of the particle

parameters. The position of the Nal at 0= -45° loses its

preferential status. We decided to place the Nal at another

(symmetrical) direction, 0=45°, because the position with

0=-45° was already occupied by a TV camera for target in-

spection, and because access to the MOS vacuum chamber was

required along this direction for manipulations like chang-

ing the magnet configuration.

Before calculating the angular effects, we will discuss
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the attenuation of the nuclear alignment during deexcita-

tion. After the reaction of a projectile and a target

nucleus with both a ground-state spin zero, the compound

nucleus will be completely aligned (m=0) in a plane perpen-

dicular to the beam direction {aa' in fig. 4.8). The angular

distribution pattern of all nuclei is then symmetric with

respect to the perpendicular plane aa' and also with respect

to a vertical plane through the beam direction. The identi-

fier is ineffective in selecting a subensemble of nuclei

with enhanced coincidence probability, and the positions

along the axes bb' and ec ' are equivalent. There are no

angular correlation effects, evoked by the coincidence re-

quirement with the identifier, only angular distribution ef-

fects remain. During deexcitation the nuclear spin can obtain

orientations outside the perpendicular plane aa ' (attenua-

tion of the nuclear alignment), which implies that the above

mentioned angular correlations are no longer absent. This

dealignment can be caused in the first place by an inter-

action of the nuclear magnetic moment with an extra-

nuclear magnetic field or of the nuclear electric quadru-

pole moment with an electric field gradient. In HI reac-

tions the dealignment is often enhanced, because the com-

pound nucleus becomes highly stripped when it recoils

out of the target. The unpaired electrons in incompletely

filled atomic shells can cause strong magnetic fields at

the target position. Emission of conversion electrons can

occasion an extra hyperfine field by excitation and ioniza-

tion of the atomic shells in the conversion process. Meas-

ured or calculated values for the attenuation,due to the

latter effect,are not known to us from literature, but

we consider them to be small compared to the attenuation

caused by ionization of the recoiling nucleus. The degree

of attenuation obviously depends on the time lapse since

deexcitation started. The effects are usually small for

times shorter than 100 psec.

A second, more intrinsic dealignment can occur by

transitions preceeding the observed one. It is, in principle,

due to the coupling between nuclear spin and angular momen-

tum of the emitted radiation. Statistical deexcitation

processes (neutron evaporation, statistical y rays) associ-
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ated with a random walk-out of angular momentum, cause

dealignment and lead to a Gaussian population of magnetic

substates around m=0. Non-stretched transitions in the de-

excitation cascade can further spread the population distri-

bution, whereas stretched transitions leave the nuclear

orientation almost unaffected. A single cascade exhibits an

increasing dealignment when deexcitation proceeds, and a

corresponding decrease of the attenuation coefficients a,

(k=2,4,...) from the initial value 1.0. The attentuation

coefficients a, depend on the particular deexcitation path

and cannot easily be calculated due to the many pathways.

From a large number of experiments (Dia66) it follows that

the second order coefficient a2 has in general not decreas-

ed below 0.8, when the deexcitation cascade enters the

ground-state band. In the first case for which we calculate

the influence of directional effects on the determination

of the conversion coefficient we adopt, therefore, an initial

attenuation a2 = 0.8, though we are aware that this attenua-

tion is probably induced at a later stage in the deexcita-

tion cascade. Then the fourth order coefficient ai, = 0.5

(Mor76).

The second calculation is performed under the assumption

that a2=ai,=1.0 at the beginning of the deexcitation

The angular correlation effects are calculated with the

program ANGCOR written by Ph.B. Smith . With this program we

are able to obtain angular correlations between any two co-

incident transitions of a (long) cascade, with each of the

two transitions observed by a separate detector placed at an

arbitrary angle with respect to the beam direction.. The

applied formalism is exact and calculates the statistical

tensors for each consecutive state after the initial state

with m=0.

In our analysis the first transition, at higher spin,is

observed as an electron in the MOS or as a y ray in the Nal

detector. The second transition is one of the four lowest

ground-band transitions observed by the identifier. These

four gating transitions are of the stretched E2 type. We

* We are indebted to Dr. Ph.B. Smith who put spontaneously his expert-
ise on angular correlations at our disposal, and prepared with great
enthusiasm the program ANGCOR for the special case of this work.
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perform the calculation for three different cases, in which

the first transition is of the stretched El, Ml or E2 type,

respectively. The cascade of stretched transition is preceed-

ed by four evaporated neutrons, two emitted with AI=0 and two

with AI=1 (higher AI values will be absent due to the increas-

ed centrifugal barrier) . Since the neutron has an intrinsic

spin k"h i it is obvious that this approach deals with a fict-

itious case representing the average angular momentum taken

away by the neutrons, rather than describing a particular eva-

poration cascade. The routine treats the emitted neutrons as

if they were ordinary y rays. Next, we assume four statistic-

al y rays, also two with AI=0 and two with AI=1. The calcul-

ation starts at a level with spin 30fl , i.e. roughly the

average spin in the l llGNd(2 °Ne,4n) 16 2Yb reaction.

The particle parameters b2 and b., for the conversion

electrons depend on the electron energy. Therefore, we

performed the calculation for six different energies between

450 and 1550 keV. The particle parameters are taken from

table of Hager and Seltzer (HaS68b). We considered only

electrons from the K-shell (̂  80% of total conversion-

electron intensity).

The parameters q2 (MOS) and qi, (MOS) represent the at-

tenuation of the directional distribution by the finite

solid angle between target and I1OS magnets. These attenu-

ation factors depend on the electron energy, since the top

angle 0 of the cone that envelops the trajectories of the

transmitted electrons varies with energy. Low-energy

electrons can follow more outward trajectories, with larger

angle 9 and thus increased attenuation compared to higher-

energy electrons. According to Steffen (Ste69) the attenua-

tion factors q2 and q,, can be calculated as:

q2 = -j cos 0(1 + cos 0)

(4.12)

q,, = "I cos 0(1 + cos 0) (7cos20 - 3)

The attenuation factors q2 (MOS) and q̂  (MOS) are listed in the

last column of table 4.2.

Scattering of electrons in the target tends to smear out

the directional pattern, and may also cause some attenuation
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which depends on target thickness, target material and

electron energy. The attenuation can be deduced from nomo-

grainŝ  given by Gimmi (Gim56) or Steffen (Ste69) . The at-

t&i^Sicfn caused by this scattering effect is small: in

the Vf*Nd(2°Ne,4n)162Yb experiment q2 £ 0-9 3 for conversion

•} - electrons above 1.0 MeV (target thickness 3 mg/cm2), and

.• ••q:, --0..94 for electrons at low energy (E -0.5 MeV, target

;•'• thickness 1.5 mg/cm2). The attenuation from scattering in

W-the target is included in the q2 and q,, values for the MOS

•.. given in-table 4.2.

,C'- ^Due to the large distance (̂  60 cm) between Nal and

target, q2(Nal) and qu (Nal) are very close to unity, so

that we use q2(Nal)=qu(Nal)=1 in our calculations. The at-

tenuation factors for the 60 cm3 Ge(Li) identifier at 7 cm

from the target are q2(Id)=0.95 and qH(Id)=0.84 (Cam69).

The angular correlation induced corrections Act to be

applied to the experimental conversion coefficient a are

given in table 4.2 for the three possible types of stretch-

ed transitions (El, Ml, E2). These corrections are derived

from a division of the MOS-identifier and the Nal-identifier

correlation calculated by the program ANGCOR. The table

pertains to a nucleus with Z=70 (viz. the residual nucleus
162Yb in our (20Ne,4n) experiment). The corrections Act

depend only through the particle parameter b2 on the proton

number Z of the nucleus. In going from Z=70 (Yb) to 2=66

(Dy) the change in b2 and bi» is rather small (less than

10%, except for El above 1.2 MeV). The corrections for the

conversion coefficient of 160Dy (see chapter V) will there-

fore be close the values given in table 4.2.

The corrections Act are relatively small and decrease

at higher energy, where the influence (not the value) of the

particle parameters becomes smaller. Obviously, corrections

for the case with an initial attenuation a2=0.8 are larger,

since the correlation between a pair of detectors deviates

in general more from unity for a stronger dealignment.

The corrections Act reduce the measured conversion coef-

ficients to somewhat lower values, except for the case of

E2 radiation. One should realize that the corrections per-

tain to continuum regions with dominant stretched transi-

tions. Therefore they must not be applied to the energy



Table 4.2. Corrections Aa to the average conversion coefficient ot due to angular correlation effects, for stretched
Ely Ml and E2 radiation in a nucleus with Z = 70.

a2 = 0.8

Energy
(keV)

450

560

790

1050

1300

1550

a2 = a^ =

450

560

790

1050

1300

1550

-1

-0

-0

-0

-0

0

1

-1

-0

-0

-0

-0

0

= 0.5

El

b2

.128

.912

.552

.260

.058

.094

.128

.912

.552

.260

.058

.094

Aa

-11

-10

- 9

- 9

- 8

- 7

-12

-11

- 9

- 8

- 7

- 6

(%)

.4

.6

.9

.0

.3

.8

.3

.0

.9

.6

.5

.5

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Ml

b2

.2673

.3167

.3927

.4532

.4973

.5322

.2673

.3167

.3927

.4532

.4973

.5322

Aa

-7.

-7.

-6.

-6.

-6.

-6.

-5.

-5.
-5.

-4.

-4.

-3.

3

1

8

5
3

0

8

5

0

5

2

8

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

b2

425

339

229

165

130

108

425

339

229

165

130

108

-0

0

0

0

0

0

-0

0

0

0
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region above 1.5 MeV, where we expect to find statistical

transitions. For this isotropic radiation Aa=0.
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CHAPTER V THE REACTION 16°Gd(a,4n)J6°Dy

5.1. INTRODUCTION

Inspired by theoretical predictions (BoM74) and early

promising experimental results (Dia75) , a project was start-

ed in the fall of 19 75 for the investigation of continuum

radiation. Experiments were planned at the K.V.I, cyclotron

in Groningen, that aimed at the determination of two feat-

ures of this radiation: the multipolarity and the multi-

plicity. In principle, the product of these two quantities

can give the spin of the entry states and even of the

compound nucleus, as was discussed in subsection 2.3.1.

In the first measurements we tried to combine these

two mainstreams of investigation in a single experiment. The

reaction 1G°Gd(a,4n)16°Dy was chosen to arrive at a deformed

residual nucleus with a well-known ground-state rotational

band (g.s.b.) with levels observed up to the 16 state. The
160Dy nucleus had already been investigated earlier in

Groningen.

Two Ge(Li) detectors and a Nal(Tl) detector registered

Y rays, and the MOS observed conversion electrons. Coincid-

ence events between any two of these detectors were recorded

on magnetic tape. After analysis, values for the average

conversion coefficient and average multiplicity (maximum

2-fold coincidences) could be deduced. Later on, instrument-

al and computer-software developments allowed the use of

much larger "multiplicity arrays" with up to 16 Nal(Tl)

detectors (Ock78). Such arrangements make it possible to

determine multiplicity distributions. The vacuum chamber of

the MOS was modified into a small semi-sphere precisely

fitting into the Nal(Tl)-detector array. However, at this

stage it became clear that the requirements for multipolar-

ity measurements conflicted with those for multiplicity

measurements. The last type of measurements demands low

reaction rates to reduce the chance of observing two or more

simultaneous deexcitation cascades in one single beam burst,

which would lead to erroneous multiplicity assignments.

However, because of the small conversion coefficients
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(lO"1* - 10~3), multipolarity measurements require high

counting rates and high beam currents. Apart from this, the

introduction of the 16-detector array changed the formerly

symmetrical software organization in which all detectors

(2 Ge(Li)'s, 1 Nal and 1 Si(Li)) were treated on the same

footing by the computer program. Furthermore, increased

programming complexity and limited computer memory did not

favour a combined experiment. For these reasons the multi-

polarity and multiplicity investigations developed further

along separate lines.

5.2. INSTRUMENTATION

5.2.1. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The first explorations of multipolarity and multiplicity

were performed with the arrangement of fig. 5:1. In the meas-

urements that were exclusively devoted to the multipolarity,

we used the detector set-up given in fig. 3.3. In this last

arrangement a 10 cm x io cm Nal(Tl) detector served for the

observation of the continuum y rays. In one measurement run

a 120 cm3 Ge(Li) detector was used for this purpose. The

identifier was a 100 cm3 Ge(Li) detector.

valve
3"x3"NaI(TL)
55° 60 cm cooling

Fig. 5.1. Arrangement of detectors in the aorrbined multipolarity and
multipliedty experiment.
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TRANSMISSION CURVES
FOR I 6 oGd(a,4n) 1 6 ODy

7A + 2B

1.5 2.0
E e (MeV)

Fig. S.2. Transmission curves for multipolarity measurements with the
reaction 16oGd(a,4n)16ODy.

In the early measurements the maximum transmission of

the MOS was centered around 2 MeV (lowest curve in fig.

5.2) with a set of six magnets, each composed of some eight

to ten rectangular magnetic SmCos pieces that were clamped

together with special magnet holders. Discontinuities along

the magnet surface and a lack of complete symmetry around

the central axis led to a rather broad transmission curve,

so that the highest transmission did not exceed the value

of 1.5%. New, monolithic, wedge-shaped SmCos magnets render-

ed the composite magnets obsolete by their narrower and

three times higher transmission. Transmission curves of the

wedge-shaped magnet configurations that were used in this

(a,4n) experiment are shown in fig. 5.2. They are denoted

by a code corresponding to the number and type of magnets

(A or B) as 9B, 7A and 7A+2B. The last configuration, with

a transmission peaking at 2 MeV, is not symmetric, since

two magnets of the thin type B are chosen to border the gap

through which the cyclotron beam passes. The increased

width of this gap ensures an unhindered passage of the beam,

but at the same time causes a broadening of the transmission

curve.
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5.2.2. DATA-ACQUISITION SYSTEM

When we started the investigations, no computer soft-

ware had as yet been developed that provided the possibility

of on-line gate set t ing. Incoming events were stored on

magnetic tapes which were afterwards analysed with the CDC-

Cyber program TAPAN. With this program gates were set on

discrete lines of the ground-state rotational band of 160Dy

and on adjacent background regions. However, the program

did not provide fac i l i t ies to set simultaneously gates on

time spectra. Therefore, prompt and random coincidences were

separated by means of a hardware set-up (fig. 5.3). The tim-

ing information of each detector is sp l i t into two branches.

The f i r s t branch for prompt coincidences is connected to a

majority coincidence unit (I) . Overlap of two or more

signals in this unit creates an event pulse for the gate

on the CAMAC system. The (coincident) energy signals of the

•:FD
DG
DL
FO
FS
GD

LABEL

489 ns

Constant Fraction Discriminator
Delay Gate
Delay
Fan-Out
Fast-Slow Converter
Gate S Delav Generator

INV - Sum-Invert Amplifier
LA — Linear Amplifier
MAJ COINC - Majority Coincidence
TAC - Time to Amplitude Converter
TFA - Timing Filter Amplifier

• i - Q . c . 3 . Electronics c-ircuitry to measure simultaneously prompt and
random coincidences.
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detectors can then pass into the computer. The second branch

delays the time signal of the detector by a multiple of

the distance between two cyclotron bursts. In fig. 5.3 this

distance (reciprocal cyclotron frequency) is 16 3 ns, and

the delays of the MOS, Ge(Li)-l and Ge(Li)-2 are respective-

ly 163, 326 and 489 ns. The delayed signals enter a second

majority coincidence unit (II) that, upon arrival of two or

more signals, triggers a delay and gate generator to produce

a 4 Volt logical pulse. This pulse is added to the analog

output of the TAC for the Nal detector. This TAC output it-

self does not deliver pulses higher than 3 Volt So, each

event written on magnetic tape bears a label, viz.

V(Time Nal) < 3 Volt if the event passes via majority

coincidence unit I (true + random coincidences) and

V(Time Nal) > 4 Volt if the event passes via majority

coincidence unit II (only random coincidences).

During the later multipolarity measurements the elec-

tronics system described in subsection 3.3.2 (fig. 3.4)

was used.

5.3. INFLUENCE OF NEUTRONS

The presence of evaporated neutrons has already been

mentioned in subsection 3.3.2. Their influence on the MOS

spectrum is minor, but they may interact with the y-ray

detector. If this detector is a large Nal(Tl) crystal, it

can be placed far enough from the target to distinghuish

the neutrons by time-of-flight (TOF) discrimination. When

a 120 cm3 Ge(Li) detector is used, the shorter distance

(18 cm) to the target does not allow such TOF discrimina-

tion. In this case the presence and strength of the neutron

interaction is inferred from the well-known bump-like

structures in the Ge(Li) spectrum at 596 keV (71tGe) and

690 keV (72Ge). They appear as a consequence of inelastic

neutron scattering. A 1014 keV line from 27A1 indicates

neutron interaction in the aluminum housing of the Ge(Li)

crystal. To investigate the neutron background we irradi-

ated the Ge(Li) detector v/ith neutrons produced in the

T(D,n)*He reaction at the Cockcroft-Walton generator of the

LAN in Groningen. The primary energy of D+T neutrons is
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14.4 MeV, but scattering and straggling in paraffin results

in a neutron spectrum extending down to thermal energies.

We normalized the D+T and the (a,4n) spectra via the Ge-line

shapes at 596 and 690 keV. The result proved that the back-

ground contribution from neutrons in the Ge(Li) spectra did

nowhere exceed a value of 3%, a nearly negligible amount

that was in agreement with our NaI(Tl)-TOF experiences.

A similar neutron irradiation of the Si(Li) detector

mounted in its MOS vacuum chamber, resulted in an even lower

neutron-induced background for the electron spectrum.

5.4. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

The identifier spectrum of fig. 5.4 shows the eight

ground-state band transitions of 160Dy that were used in

the gating procedure.

The continuum y-ray spectra were unfolded with response

curves measured with calibrated sources at the target posi-

tion. Fig. 5.5 compares a raw and unfolded Nal(Tl) spectrum.

Above 1.0 MeV the spectrum declines roughly exponentially,

10

X

in
I—

-z.
8 5

16OGd(a,4n)16ODy
IDENTIFIER
Ea=47MeV

2 J t t
I CM I I

200 400
E y (keV)

600

Fig. 5.4. Identifier spectrum with g.o.b. transitions of 160Dy.
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Fig. 5.5. Gated continuum spectrum measured with a 10 cm * 10 am
Nal(Tl) detector.
a) Raw speatrum
b) Unfolded speatrum.

(Note the different off-set of right and left hand scale).

as is expected for the statistical region, but the clear-cut

separation from the Yrast region characteristic for reac-

tions with heavy ions (Dia76) is absent. Obviously, the

maximum spin U m a x ^ 22fl ) reached in the (a,4n) reaction

is not high enough to produced an accumulation of collective

transitions sufficiently strong to become visible as a

(Yrast) bump in the -y-ray spectrum.

Fig. 5.6a shows two gated electron spectra, measured

with the magnet configurations 9B and 7A. The transmission

curves (T) are indicated as dotted lines. The shaded area

represents the true conversion electrons and B the back-

ground. This background indicated in fig. 5.6b, is deter-

mined from a measurement with "withdrawn magnets". In the

withdrawn position the transmission window is shifted to

higher energies. This is reflected by the small bump vis-

ible in the "withdrawn" spectrum of the 7A configuration
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ELECTRONS

NORMAL/WITHDRAWN RATIO NORMAL/WITHDRAWN RATIO

1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5
Ee(MeV)

ELECTRONS
MAGNETS: 7A

OS 1.0 1.5 20 2.5
E e lMeV)

Fig. 5.6. a) Spectrum of conversion electrons in coincidence with g.s.b.
transitions of l s o a/ . The shaded area represents true
electronsj B the background and T the transmission curve,

b) Background spectrum measured with "withdrawn" magnets
and normalized to spectrum a).

a) The "normal" to "withdrawn" correction function (smoothed)
determined with a 56Co source.

a t 2 .1 MeV.

The "withdrawn" spectra are corrected for the difference

in solid angle by a "normal" to "withdrawn" correction

function (see section 4.1). This function, that is determin-

ed from a measurement with a 56Co source in the two posi-

tions, is given in fig. 5.6c.

The total conversion coefficeint a^ is obtained from

ratios of electron and y-ray yields in corresponding energy

intervals. A detailed discussion on the calculation of aT

and on the involved statistical and systematic errors will

be given in chapter VI. Here we confine ourselves to a

report on the results. They are listed in table 5.1. In fig.

5.7 the average conversion coefficients are compared with

theoretical curves for El, E2, Ml and M2 radiation.

These experimental conversion coefficients indicate un-

ambiguously the dominance of El transitions in the quasi-
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<*tot
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.-4

1 6 OGd(a An)1 6 0Dy

E a = Ul MeV

total internal conversion
coefficients

500 1000 1500
EY(keV)

2000 2500

Fig. 5.7. Experimental conversion coefficients a« compared with theor-
etical curves for El, E2, Ml and M2 radiation. Dotted bars
indicate energy ranges over which the electron and y-ray
yield have been integrated.

continuum above 1 MeV, the so-called statistical region.
Below 1 MeV there is an increasing contribution of E2 radia-
tion, which is thought to arise from collective transitions
in the Yrast region.

Table S.I. Total conversion coefficient ct_ for l60Dy compared with
theoretical values, at various energies. The used magnet
configurations are indicated.

Magnet
Configuration

9B

9B

9B

7A

7A+ 2B

7A+ 2B

Energy
(keV) •

840

1100

1200

1550

1800

2000

Conversion
Coefficient
(* 10-")

31

15

12

5.6

4.0

3.8

± 6

+ 3

± 3.5

± 1.7

± 1.2

±1.2

Theoretical
(x 10"1

El E2

18

10

8.8

5.7

4.2

3.8

46

24

21

11

8.9

7.4

values

Ml

81

42

34

20

12

11
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CHAPTER V I THE REACTION > " 6 N d ( 2 °Ne , 4n o r 5 n ) 1 6 2 ' 1 6 1 Y b

6.1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, nuclear behaviour near the upper part of the

Yrast curve has attracted a good deal of attention both from

the side of experimentalists and theoreticians. In order to

reach higher spin values we were interested in extending the

(a,4n) measurements to reactions with heavier ions. We

could perform such HI experiments when beams of 20Ne and

*°Ar became available at the isochronous cyclotron CYCLONE

at Louvain-la-Neuve. We started an investigation on the

multipolarity of continuum radiation following the reac-

tions lll6Nd(20Ne,4n or 5n) 1G 2 ' J 6 !Yb, in cooperation with a

group from the Inst i tut de Physique corpusculaire in Louvain-

la-Neuve (Prof.J. Vervier) and from the insti tuut voor Kern-

en Stralingsfysica in Leuven.

The compound nucleus 1G6Yb was chosen for several reas-

ons. In the f i r s t place, characteristic Y~ray transitions

of many of the light Yb reaction products are well known.

The ground-state band of the deformed residual nucleus
162Yb, for instance, has been observed up to the 22+ level

(Dan78) . Further, a compound nucleus with a high neutron

number is desirable in order to minimize charged particle

emission and the onset of fission. The nucleus 166Yb can

easily be produced with a variety of projectile-target com-

binations, e.g. ;O+150Sm, 2 0 Ne+ l l t 6 N d , *Kr+82Se

Final ly, the res idual nucleus 1G2Yb has already been stud-

ied by other investigators(Dia76,Sim77) who measured the

mul t ip l ic i ty and the angular d i s t r ibu t ion of i t s continuum

radiation.

With increasing mass of the bombarding part icle , more

angular momentum can be imparted to the nucleus. For in-

stance, with a It0Ar beam maximum spins of ^ 60fl can be

reached, to be compared with 'v 45fi for z °Ne beams. There-

fore, we started our investigation with the nevf lt0Ar beam

of the cyclotron, using the reaction l 2 6Te (MAr, 4n) 16 zYb.

However, we soon were confronted with problems concerning
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both cyclotron operation and our experimental arrangement.

Corrosion in the ion source of the cyclotron did not allow

continuous operation for periods longer than three hours.

Further, the beam current of ^ 2 nAmp (particle current)

was too weak to produce acceptable counting rates in our

detectors. The 126Te targets suffered seriously from sputter-

ing, which necessitated target renewal after each five hours

of bombardment.

With a beam energy of 160 MeV the recoil velocity is

2.2% of c. This results in a maximum Doppler broadening of

9 key for a y-ray transition of 400 keV. Such a broadening

of identifier peaks is detrimental to the gating procedure.

In other experiments with argon beams Doppler effects

are often reduced by backing the target with lead or an-

other heavy element with a Z value too high to interact with

the argon ions (Dia76). However, in our electron measure-

ments a lead backing is strictly forbidden, since it acts as

an efficient converter of y rays, producing secondary elec-

trons . When such electrons are produced in deexcitation

cascades of the investigated nucleus, they have a good

chance to be registered as valid pulses, since these cas-

cades are especially selected by the gating procedure.

Further, the secondary electrons are generated in the target,

from where they have optimum opportunity to be focused on

the Si(Li) detector.

Doppler broadening would be reduced by placing the Ge(Li)

identifier at an angle of 90° with the beam direction. How-

ever, as discussed in section 4.3 such a detector position

would imply an unacceptable reduction of coincidence

counting rates -

When it became clear that experiments with "°Ar had to

await the availability of higher beam currents and longer

lasting ion sources the measurements were continued with the

more tractable Z0Ne beams. We used Z 0Ne 5 + particles at an

energy of 10 5 MeV.
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6.2. INS TRUMENTATION

6.2.1. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

The experimental arrangement is sketched in fig. 3.3.

Continuum y rays are observed by a 7.6x7. G cmNal (Tl) detector.

A 60 cm3 Ge(Li) detector serves as identifier. The energy

resolution (F-W.H.M.) for the detectors at 1 MeV is typically

7% for the Nal, 2.2 keV for the Ge(Li) identifier and2.5keV

for the Si(Li) detector of the MOS. The resolution in on-

line measurements is worsened by Doppler broadening. For in-

stance, for the reaction x"6Nd(2°Ne,4n)l6zYb at 105 MeV bom-

barding energy and with the Ge(Li) identifier placed at

6=225° (fig. 3.3) we calculate a maximum Doppler shift of

2.9 keV for the 4 + -* 2 + transition of 321 keV in 162Yb (the

strongest line used in the gating procedure). The actual

broadening is somewhat lower (2.1 keV) because most recoil-

ing nuclei slow down in the 1.6 mg/cm2 target before emis-

— ! , j .
u 6 Nd( 2 0 Ne,4n or 5n)162.161Yb

IDENTIFIER SPECTRUM

8

6

o

3
O

o

>-(M
CO

> •

CO

CO
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Ev(keV)

Fig. 6.1. Ge(hi)-identifier spectrum. '

1000
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1.0
Ee(MeV)

Fig. 6.2. Transmission curves used for measurement of conversion
electrons in the (20Ne14n) experiment.

sion of the lowest ground-band transitions (typical stop-

ping times ^ 0.1 ps). Discrete lines of the ground-state

band of l62Yb up to the 14 -* 12 transition are shown in

the Ge(Li)-identifier spectrum of fig. 6.1. The decoupled-

band transitions of 1B1Yb, the first Coulomb-excitation

transition of the llt6Nd target (453 keV) and the annihila-

tion line (511 keV) are also indicated.

The time resolutions for the detector combinations

Ge(Li)-NaI and Ge(Li)-MOS are 14 ns and 8 ns, respect-

ively. The conversion electrons are measured with six dif-

ferent magnet configurations, viz. 4B, 6B, 9B, 6A, 7A and

8A. The configurations are indicated with the same codes as

in the chapters V and VIII. The characters L(low) and

H(high) in the notation 8A(L) and 8A(H) indicate that the

mean transmission of the first arrangement is located at

a lower energy than that of the second. Transmission curves

are depicted in fig. 6.2.

6.2.2. TARGETS

The targets were rolled, metallic, self-supporting Nd

foils of 1.6 mg/cm7 and enriched to 97.4% in "^Nd. They

were mounted on 0.3 mm thick aluminum frames with a central

hole of 10*15 mm. The frames were with one side attached to
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the end of an aluminum target ladder, the dimensions of

which were reduced as far as compatible with demands of

mechanical strength. These precautions were taken to reduce

the background of Compton electrons from the target area (T2

and T3 in subsection 4.1.1) .

To increase counting rates we used for the measurements

at higher energy (E > 1.4 MeV) two targets of 1.6 mg/cmz

placed 1 mm apart. Such a twin target was preferred to a

single target of double thickness, in view of the production

of secondary electrons in the target material itself. With

a maximum recoil velocity of 3.8xlQ6 m/sec and an average

lifetime of 10 ps, all nuclei from the upstream target will

have decayed before reaching the second target. Since the

angular distribution of Compton electrons is strongly peak-

ed in the direction of the primary y ray, electrons produced

in the second target by y rays from nuclei residing either

in the first target or between the two targets are very un-

likely to reach the Si(Li) detector. In a single target of

double thickness, part of the recoiling nuclei from the

first half of the target, corresponding in thickness to the

first target in the twin arrangement,will penetrate in the

second half before their y-ray emission has been completed.

Consequently, the amount of target material between the de-

exciting nucleus and the Si(Li) detector will be increased

compared to the double-target case.

The targets are oriented at an angle of 52° with the

beam direction. The 7° deviation from the symmetric 45°

position prevents shadowing of the Nal(Tl) and Ge(Li) de-

tector by the target frame.

6.2.3. DATA ACQUISITION AND GATING

The electronics circuitry used for the multipolarity

measurement is given in fig. 3.4.

As mentioned in subsection 4.2.5, at low energy the ef-

fective efficiency of y~ray detector and MOS can be somewhat

different in single and coincidence measurements. This is

caused by the threshold in the constant fraction discrimina-

tors (CFD), which sometimes rejects valid pulses as a result

of statistical fluctuations in the timing signal ("jitter").
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To imitate this effect in the measurement of the photopeak

efficiency (transmission) for the Ge(Li) detector (MOS)

with Y~raY sources ((3 continua) , we removed the majority

coincidence output from the STOP input of TAC's (see fig.

3.4), and connected the CFD output via a delay to this STOP

input. The TAC is now started and stopped by the same CFD

signal. In this situation all the vagaries of the CFD are

incorporated in the measured efficiency (transmission),

since the TAC output governs the logical state of the ADC

gates.

Versatile and flexible data-acquisition and analysis

software was developed especially for this experiment by

M. Huyse (I.K.S., Leuven), providing the possibility of gate

settings on both energy and time spectra. The program can

handle up to 50 gates simultaneously. Background gates are

taken twice as broad as gates on the adjacent discrete

lines, in order to improve statistical accuracy after sub-

traction. Below 200 keV the identifier spectrum slopes down

to zero (see fig. 6.1), due to the increasing CFD rejection

rate. Therefore a proper determination of the background

under the 2+ -»• 0+ transition at 166 keV in 162Yb requires

two background gates to be set on both sides of this line.

In the final analysis four line gates (2 ->• 0 , 166 keV;

4 + •* 2+, 321 keV; 6+ ->• 4 + , 436 keV and 8 + -*- 6+, 522 keV)

and five background gates are combined with windows on the

prompt and random time peak to produce 18 different spectra

for both Nal and MOS divided in four categories, viz. line-

prompt (A), line-random (B), background-prompt (C) and

background-random (D). The subtraction (A-B)-^(C-D) yields

subsequently electron and y-ray spectra which belong ex-

clusively to the 4n-reaction channel.

Though the ground-state band of 162Yb can be pursued up

to the 14 •* 12 transition in the identifier spectrum, only

the lowest four transitions are used for gating. The other

lines are too weak, and would add more background than valid

counts to the gated spectrum.

With a total of 36 projected spectra the whole computer

memory was occupied during the updating routine. Therefore

a second replay of the magnetic tapes was needed to produce

Nal and MOS spectra for the 5n channel with gates on the
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decoupled band transitions in

and zl/2
+ •*• X1 /z i 396 keV) . During the second replay we

updated also spectra corresponding to a broad gate setting

on the identifier spectrum (150-1500 keV) and spectra co-

incident with the Coulomb excitation in 11(SNd and with anni-

hilation radiation.

To demonstrate the selectivity of the gating procedure

we compare the Nal spectrum corresponding to the 4n-reac-

tion channel (1G2Yb) to a spectrum obtained with a gate on'

the 511 keV annihilation line (fig. 6.3). The first spectrum

has the usual shape expected for continuum radiation; the

second contains nearly exclusively the companion 511 keV

transition together with its Compton edge, even if in the

identifier spectrum the annihilation line is rather weak

compared to the underlying background. On the other side, it

is evident that in the absence of gating the annihilation

spectrum of fig. 6.3 would entirely contribute to the low-

energy continuum spectrum.

In fig. 6.4 we compare two Ge(Li) spectra obtained

during the low-energy measurement; one in coincidence with

discrete lines of 16zYb, the other in coincidence with back-

ground windows adjacent to these lines. It is evident that

the relative portion of the 4n channel (162Yb) is enhanced
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Fig. 6.4. Ge(Li) spectra coincident with discrete transitions in 162Yb
(line gates) and with adjacent background regions (background
gates).

in.the spectrum gated with discrete lines. For instance, the
peak-to-background (P/B) ratio for the strongest 162Yb line
(4+ •*• 2+, 321 keV) is 3.8 in the line-gated spectrum and
2.3 in the background spectrum. Apparently, a considerable
part of the pulses in the background under the discrete lines
belongs to other reaction channels than the 4n channel. Dif-
ferences between spectra obtained with different gate set-
tings (fig. 6.3, fig. 6.4) il lustrate the relevance of the
gating procedure.

6.3. CONTINUUM y-RAY SPECTRA

Statistical fluctuations sometimes cause local irregular-
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ities in the higher-energy part of the gated continuum 7-ray

spectra. These irregularities may induce unrealistic "oscil-

lations" in the spectrum shape after unfolding. To avoid

this phenomenon we added the gated Nal spectra from various

measurement runs performed with different magnet configura-

tions. The sum spectrum with improved statistics is sub-

sequently unfolded. The contribution of each gated spectrum

to the sum spectrum is deduced from counts integrated

over corresponding energy intervals. It is conceivable that

the shape of the various Nal spectra is slightly different

for different MOS-magnet configurations due to unequal con-

tributions of Compton-scattered y rays. To check this, we

compared ratios of counts for different energy intervals,

but found no deviations exceeding 5%. This indicates that

the overall spectrum shape does not depend significantly

on the magnet configuration. An off-line check with 88Y

using 9B and 8A magnets gave identical Nal spectra to within

2%.

162 Yb \

—r
o
o
o

UNFOLDED y-RAYS

EY (MeV)

Fig.6.5. Unfolded y-ray spectra (40 keV bins) coincident mth dis-
crete transitions in l62Yb, l6lYb and with a broad gate
(150-1500 keV).
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In all cases with discrete line gating (162Yb, 161Yb,

Coulomb excitation,annihilation line) Nal spectra were added

before unfolding. The y-ray spectra coincident with broad

gates (150-1500 keV) had ample statistics, and were unfolded

individually. In the low-energy investigation, with the

Nal(Tl) detector exchanged by a Ge(Li) detector, we added

the gated y-ray spectra of two measurements (4B and 6B-mag-

net configuration).

In fig. 6.5 three unfolded Nal spectra are given,which

are coincident, respectively, i) with a broad gate (150-

1500 keV), ii) with discrete lines in 162Yb, and iii) with

discrete lines in 161Yb. In all cases the intensity in the

statistical region decreases roughly exponentially with

energy. The separation between statistical and Yrast region

is clearly visible, especially for the "narrow gate" spectra

coincident with discrete lines.

6.4. CONTINUUM ELECTRON SPECTRA

As explained in subsection 4.1.2, the background in the

electron spectra is determined with the "withdrawn-magnets"

method. We can reduce the influence of statistical fluctua-

tions occurring in the "withdrawn" spectrum by applying this

"withdrawn-magnets" method first to a broad-gate spectrum

with good statistics. The background subtraction can be

expressed by a reduction factor R (0 < R < 1). The factor

R for a certain energy interval is the fraction to which

the content of this interval is reduced by background sub-

traction. The interval corresponds roughly to the half-width

of the MOS transmission curve, and is also used for the cal-

culation of the conversion coefficient. It is plausible to

assume that R£ does not differ much for narrow and for broad-

gate spectra, because the main background stems from y rays

emitted from the target with a fairly similar energy distri-

bution (spectrum shape) for the two cases (cf. fig. 6.5).

Therefore, we used the reduction factor obtained for the

broad-gate spectrum of a certain magnet configuration also

for the narrow-gate spectrum (with lower statistics) . In

the measurements at low energy (4B and 6B magnets), with

good statistics, background reduction factors were deter-
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label 6.1. Background reduction factors R according to three methods3

for various magnet configurations. Multiplication of R with
the integrated MOS spectrum inside the transmission window
yields the true electron content.

Magnet
Configu-
ration

4B

6B

9B

6A

7A

8A(L)

8A(H)

Background Method

Withdrawn Interpolation 56Co
Magnets Normalization

O.67±0.04

0.68±0.04 0.68±0.07

O.8O±0.O4

0.39±0.04 0.45±0.06

0.35+0.03 0.3S±0.04

0.30±0.04 0.24+0.06

0.29+0.04 0.29±0.06

Adopted
Value

0.67±0.04

0.68±0.04

0.80±0.04

0.4l±0.04

0.36±0.03

0.27+0.04

0.29±0.04

mined separately for the narrow and broad-gate case.

For the configuration 6A, 8A(L) and 8A(H) no measurement

with "withdrawn" magnets was performed because of limited

beam time- In these cases we used the alternative background-

determination methods discussed in subsection 4.1.2. As

before, a reduction factor for background subtraction i s

deduced from the broad-gate spectra, and afterwards used for

the narrow-gate spectra. Background reduction factors for

i

Fig. 6.6.
Spectra of conversion elec-
trons (upper curve 40 fee7
bins, others 80 keV) coin-
dent with discrete transi-
tions in lizYb1

 ulYb and
with a broad gate (150-
1500 keV), for the magnet
configuration 9B.

Ee(MeV)
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the various magnet configurations are listed in table 6.1.

For the 4B and 6B configuration the R for the narrow-gate

case (1G2Yb) is given. The broad-gate values are ̂  5% higher.

Fig. 6.6 shows electron spectra measured with the 9B

configuration, for a broad-gate setting and for gates on

discrete lines of 162Yb and 161Yb.

6.5. LOW-ENERGY MEASUREMENT

It is especially interesting to investigate the multi-

polarity of continuum radiation at low energy. This region

attracted recently a good deal of attention after a publica-

tion of Newton et al. (New78) on the possible Ml character

of this low-energy continuum radiation. Therefore, we deter-

mined continuum conversion coefficients around 0.5 MeV with

the magnet configurations 4B and 6B. Before the conversion

coefficient can be calculated, discrete lines must be re-

moved from the electron and yray spectra. The resolution of

the Si(Li) detector is sufficient to separate discrete lines

(cf. fig. 6.8), though these lines are Doppler-broadened.

The Nal(Tl) detector falls short in resolving power and is

exchanged by a 60 cm3 Ge(Li) detector.

Fig. 6.7 shows the continuum Y-ray spectrum obtained by

unfolding a gated Ge(Li) spectrum after subtraction of dis-

1000

800

£ 600
z
8 too

200

UNFOLDED GeiLi) SPECTRUM
BROAD GATE

%,

400 600 800
EY(MeV)

1000

Fig. 6.7. Ge(Li) continuum spectrum obtatned with broad gate (150-
1500 keV) after exibtvaation of discrete line contributions
and after unfolding (smoothed).
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crete lines. Below roughly 400 keV very few counts are left,

suggesting that the continuum radiation does not extend

significantly below this energy. This finding is consistent

with results from work of a Stockholm group (Sto77), who

investigated the continuum spectrum after a 118 MeV IZC bom-

bardment on 178Yb. With a comparable discrete-line subtrac-

tion and unfolding procedure for a Ge(Li) spectrum, measured

in a Compton-suppression arrangement (improved peak-to-back-

ground ratio), they arrive at a similar continuum spectrum

with highest intensity between 600 and 700 keV and with

vanishing intensity below 350 keV. Newton et al. (New78),

however, report the existence of a small additional bump

around 0.3 MeV, situated below the same main continuum

as found by us. The radiation in this extra continuum

region is supposed to be of Ml character. They obtained

their results, using a less direct procedure, involving sub-

traction of Nal spectra obtained at different bombarding

energies in order to enhance particular reaction exit

channels, and normalization of discrete-line intensities

with the help of a separate Ge(Li) detector.

The effect of gating on low energy electron spectra is

SINGLE (-.SPECTRUM PEAK OATES
1 6 2 Y b

800 200

E.(keV)
400 600 800

Fig. 6.8. Electron spectra for a 6B magnet configuration: a) single
mods with Coulomb-excitation line, b) broad gate (150-
1500 keV), a) gates on discrete lines in 162Yb, and d) gates
on adjacent background regions.
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nicely demonstrated by fig. 6.8 for a 6B magnet configura-

tion with a transmission centered around 600 keV. Spectrum

(a) is recorded in single mode. Besides Doppler-broadened con-

version lines it contains a much narrower line at 410 keV.

This conversion line belongs to the 2 + 0 transition at

453 keV in the target nucleus llt6Nd, and is produced by

Coulomb excitation. The 2+ level has a half-live of 0.06 ns,

so that the recoiling nucleus 1I(6Nd has come to rest before

emission of the 2 + •*• 0 transition. In spectrum (b) obtain-

ed with a broad-gate setting (150-1500 keV) the converted

Coulomb-excitation line is absent. This proves that the line

is produced in a process with low multiplicity, since low-

multiplicity events are suppressed by the coincidence re-

quirement between identifier and MOS. Indeed, with project-

iles and bombarding energies used in our experiment, multiple

Coulomb excitation is not very likely to occur, and the

Coulomb excitation process will be restricted mainly to the

lowest transition above the ground state. Spectrum (c) is

generated with gates on the four lowest ground-state band

transitions in 16 zYb and spectrum (d) with gates on adjacent

background regions. In table 6.2 the peak-to-background

(P/B) ratios for the strongest conversion line K(522) in the

four spectra of fig. 6.8 are given. It is clear that the

fraction of 16ZYb events grows with increased refinement of

the gating procedure. As expected the P/B ratio for the

broad-gate spectrum roughly equals the P/B ratio for the

narrow-gate background spectrum.

Table 6.2. Peak-to-background ratio for the strongest conversion line
in the single, broad-gate and narrow-gate spectra shown in
fig. 6.8.

Spectrum-acquisition mode

Single

Gate 150-1500 keV

Gate Peaks 1G2Yb

Gate Background 1G2Yb

Gate Netto ' 6 2Yb

P/B ratio

0.95±0.05

1.04±0.04

1.57±0.15

1.0S+0-15

2.36±0.40
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6.6. RESULTS

The total conversion coefficient a™ was deduced for nine

energy intervals covering the discrete-line region, the

collective (Yrast) region and the statistical region. The

results are compiled in table 6.3 for three cases: the 4n-

reaction channel ('s2Yb), the 5n-reaction channel (l61Yb)

and an unspecified reaction channel obtained with a broad-

gate setting (150-1500 keV) . In the last case, conversion co-

efficients were calculated for a comparison with results of a

similar conversion-electron measurement (Wes78) that will

be discussed in section 7.2. Since these a™ values for broad

gates pertain to a mixture of reaction channels (4n, 5n, axn,

pxn, DIC), and possibly to spureous coincidences,we prefer

to call them "quasi-conversion coefficients".

The aT values are determined by division of electron and

y-ray yields in corresponding energy intervals (bins). For

the electron spectrum this interval coincides roughly with

the width (F.W.H.M.) of the transmission window of the

used magnet configuration. The y-ray interval of equal width

is chosen 40 keV higher in energy to account for the binding

energy (EK,ET, } of the conversion electrons. The a_

value must be assigned to the median energy of the y~ray

interval, which, due to the down-sloping shape of the con-

tinuum spectrum, lies somewhat to the left of the middle. ~

This median energy was calculated with the aid of the

parameters a en b extracted from the experimental spectrum
—foE

shape ae (b > 0) in the statistical region and from the

approximate linear spectrum shape aE+b in the Yrast region

(E=energy).

The broad-gate spectra usually have a good statistical

accuracy. Counting errors for the energy intervals used for

the calculation of ar, range from 0.5% to 1.2% for y~ray

spectra, and from 0.6% to 1.8% for electron spectra. The

errors in the Nal(Tl)-detector efficiency and MOS trans-

mission are typically 3% and 5%, respectively. Main contri-

butions to the final uncertainty in aT stem from systematic

errors in the unfolding procedure for Nal spectra and from

uncertainties in the background determination for the MOS

spectra (table 6.1). Unfolding errors were estimated from



Table 6.3. Total conversion coefficient aT for 162Yfc and 161Ifc and quasi-conversion coefficients obtained with a ^
broad-gate setting (150-1500 keV), compared with theoretical values. Magnet configurations, mean energies o
and energy intervals over which electron and y-ray yields have been integrated are indicated. °

Magnet
Configur-
ation

4B

6B

6B

9B

6A

7A

7A

8A

8A

Energy
Interval
(keV)

400- 480

450- 610

620- 750

880-1280

1240-1760

1440-1840

1520-2000

1920-2480

2080-2600

Median
Energy
(keV)

450

540

680

1020

1470

1610

1730

2140

2290

( 2 0

l

260

180

100

29

11

6

6

5

3

Ne,4n)
62Yb

±90

±45

+ 25

+ 4

.2± 3.

.0+ 1.

.1+ 1.

. 2 + 1 .

.8+ 1.

0

9

5

2

5

Total

(2

22

8

9

4

6

Conversion

°Ne,5n)
i e i Y b

-

-

-

+ 7

.7±5

.5 + 7

.1 + 2

.9±3

-

Coefficient

Broad

Gate a )

820 ±300

360 + 70

150 + 30

38 ± 5

10.8+ 1.3

8.3± 1.7

7.2± 1.0

5.6+ 1.0

-

aT (x 10")

Theoretical

El

80

50

31

14

7.6

6.4

5.7

4.1

3.6

E2

250

145

72

35

18

15

13

9.0

7.8

b)

Ml

570

340

180

70

27

24

22

12

10

a) 150-1500 keV.
b) (HaS68a, Tru72).
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10'

CONVERSION COEFFICIENTS
OF CONTINUUM TRANSITIONS

O GATE 162Yb
• GATE OPEN

500 1000 1500 2000
EY(keV)

Fig. 6.9. Conversion coefficients a_ for the 4n reaction (circles) com-
pared with El, EP,} Ml anaM2 values (curves) and with, quasi-
conversion coefficients obtained with a broad-gate setting
(dots).

deviations introduced by application of response functions
for which the photopeak-to-total ratio was deliberately in-
creased or decreased by an amount of 5%. These unfolding
errors range from 7% (9B configuration, Nal(Tl) detector)
to 25% (4B configuration, Ge(Li) detector).

For the narrow-gate spectra stat ist ical errors often
dominate systematic errors. Therefore, much larger uncertain-
ties are assigned to a™ values for the 4n and 5n reaction
channel. In the last case the uncertainties of the data
points at higher energy grow too large to allow distinction
between relevant multipolarities.

In fig. 6.9 aT values for the 4n channel and for a broad-
gate setting are compared with theoretical curves for El, E2,
Ml and M2 radiation.

We discuss f i rs t the results for the 4n channel (16ZYb).
Above 1.6 MeV, in the s tat is t ical region, the number of
electrons is close to the amount expected for pure El radia-
tion. From the four highest-energy points we conclude with
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a 90% confidence level that there is less than 28% E2 or 16%

Ml contribution at 2.0 MeV, in the absence of E2+M1 admix-

ture. If such an admixture is assumed to be present, the

contribution ot each type of radiation (El, E2, Ml) can be

read from fig. 6.10.

Fig. 6.10.
Maximum contribution (90%
confidence) of Ml and E2
radiation to the statistical
region (1.6-2.3 MeV) compat-
ible with the measured con-
version coefficient ou>as
function of the percent El
contribution.

75 . 80
7. COMPOSITION E 1

In the Yrast region around 1 MeV an increase of a_

towards the expected E2 value is observed. Around 0.5 MeV

a_ lies slightly above the E2 curve. Its value does not

indicate preference for El or Ml multipolarity, and is thus

inconclusive with respect to the electric or magnetic char-

acter of the (possibly present) low-energy dipole radiation

reported by Newton et al. (New78).

The guasi-conversion coefficients for the broad-gate

setting, are generally somewhat higher than the a_ values

for 162Yb, especially at low energy. Below 0.5 MeV, the

quasi-conversion coefficient is consistent with dominant Ml

multipolarity.

One may ask why the a™ value increases for the broad-

gate setting. In general, there may be no simple answer to

this question, since the intensity of the possibly present

extraneous components in the continuum (see subsection

3.3.3) and their effect on electron and y-ray spectra are

not known.

If we compare the P/B ratio for narrow and broad gates

in table 6.2 it is clear that alien components considerably

mix in when gates are opened wider. This is, however, also
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the case for the Y~raY spectra (see fig. 6.4). When the

extraneous contribution consists of radiation associated

with competing reaction channels, its unknown multipolarity

must be El or higher. The extra radiation can raise the a

value for the statistical region only, whereas its effect on

a at lower energy cannot be predicted.

The decrease of the P/B racio by opening the gates is

somewhat larger for electrons (56%) than for y rays (49%).

This suggests that the electron spectrum is slightly more

sensitive to extraneous background. We will discuss a few

phenomena that can be held responsible for this higher MOS

susceptibility.

The y~raY sensitivity of a Si(Li) detector increases con-

siderably below 0.5 MeV. The MOS counting rate is much lower

than the Nal (or Ge(Li)) counting rate (small conversion

coefficients). So, compared to the yray spectrum, the low-

energy electron spectrum is relatively more affected by a

certain dose of background radiation. Referring to subsection

3.3.3 we mention as examples of such background fast (B9)

and thermal (BIO) neutrons, which produce radiation in a

wide region around the target. As far as gating on the time

spectrum is ineffective in removing this neutron-induced

I contributions, especially low-energy pulses may add to the

i MOS spectrum. Similarly, the prompt radiation induced by

| scattered projectiles in material near the target (B12) can

r easily reach the Si(Li) detector, since this detector is

located rather close to the target. Because of the shorter

distance and smaller scattering angle between identifier and

Si(Li) detector, scattering, of y rays between these two de-

tectors (cross talk, B13) is more likely to occur than

between identifier and continuum y-ray detector (Nal(Tl) or

Ge(Li)). Obviously, the cross-talk events meet the coincid-

ence requirement (subsection 3.3.2) and are, consequently,

accepted by the computer.

Finally, the higher a_ values for broad-gate spectra may

reflect a true physical phenomenon not related to environ-

mental background or instrumental effects. In odd nuclei

usually more collective bands are populated after a reaction

than in even nuclei. The residual nucleus 1G1Yb (5n channel)

deexcites possibly via many different bands, amongst them
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several K bands. In the K-band deexcitation model (Fer72) Ml

cascade transition through the K bands are expected to be

dominant in the low-energy region. In the broad-gate case

the 5n-channel contributions are not removed from the

spectrum, and may, therefore, be (partly) responsible for

the increase of the observed a value at low energies.

The above considerations illustrate the need for identi-

fication of reaction channels by gating on discrete lines

of the final nucleus. The risk of determining a™ without

gate settings has already been demonstrated by fig. 6.3,

and follows also from a comparison of y~ray spectra obtain-

ed with broad and narrow gates in fig. 6.5. The dip between

the Yrast region and the statistical region, clearly visible

in the narrow-gate spectrum, would not easily have been

noticed in the broad-gate spectrum. The possible meaning of

this dip will be discussed in section 7.6.

The upper edge of the Yrast bump depends on the bombard-

ing energy. It moves upwards when this energy is increased,

until "saturation" is reached. Then, the energy of the entry

state of the residual nucleus is raised sufficiently to

! allow the emission of one extra neutron. The nucleus has
i.

| arrived at the neutron "drip" line (OVS78).

As can be seen in fig. 6.5 the upper edge of the Yrast

bump is situated at 1.4 MeV (1.0 MeV) for the 4n(5n) reaction

channel. In a simple approach (Sim77, Lie78) assuming no

backbending at high spins, the energy of the stretched E2-

.„ cascade transitions increases monotonically with spin ac-

cording to E = !L(4I-2) (see eq. (2 .15) ), with^ the moment

of inertia and I the level spin. Evidently, the upper edge

of the Yrast bump must be identified with the highest spin

transition at the top of the cascade (Sim77, Del77). Sub-

stituting E =1.4 MeV (1.0 MeV) and M" = 120 MeV~l (Sim 77)

we derive for the maximum spin in the 4n(5n) channel 4lfi

(29h). This tallies very well with the maximum compound-

nucleus spin of also 4lfi , calculated with eq. (2.4) . The

equality of these two numbers is conformable to the widely

held belief that evaporation neutrons and statistical trans-

itions carry away very little angular momentum from the

decaying nucleus.
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It appears that the bombarding energy (105 MeV) of the
2 0Ne 5 + particles is well chosen, with no excess angular

momentum dissipated in the 3n channel. Indeed, transitions

belonging to 1B3Yb are absent in our spectra. On the other

side, the 4n-channel is completely exhausted., as follows from

a comparison with spectra obtained after the reaction
1 26Te('t0 Ar,4n) ls 2Yb yielding a maximum spin ^ 60 fi (Sim77) .

Although this maximum spin is roughly 20 ti higher than in

our investigation, the Yrast bump terminates likewise at

1.4 MeV. As expected, these ** °Ar-induced spectra contain a

substantial contribution of the 3n channel.

According to Simon et al. (Sim77) the average multiplic-

ities for 162Yb (1G!Yb) are 24±2 (15+1). If we adopt four

statistical y rays (AI=0) and 20 (11) E2 transitions (AI=2)

we can find a spin of 40 "h (57/2fi) for the highest level of

the cascade. This is in good agreement with the above spin

values deduced from the upper edge of the Yrast bump. To

understand the value 57/2t) for
 1B1Yb, one should realize

that the deexcitation cascade terminates at the 13/2 band

head of the decoupled band. With multiplicity 15 and four

statistical transitions one obtains the spin x3/2+(15-4)x2=

} 1 The upper edge of the Yrast bump for the 5n channel is
i !

! ; lower than that for the 4n channel, because the total energy
; to be dissipated by the y-ray deexcitation process has les-

sened by an amount of ^ 10-12 MeV. This energy is carried

away by the fifth neutron (see subsection 2.2.2) . As mention-

ed before,the collective part of the deexcitation cascade

of the 4n channel consists of twenty E2 transitions; that

is nine transitions more than for the 5n channel. Taking

into account the close resemblance of the ground-state band

in 162Yb and the decoupled band in 16IYb, it follows from

the above simple model that the energy of these nine trans-

itions climbs steadily from 1.0 MeV (upper edge 5n) to

1.4 MeV (upper edge 4n). For an average transition energy

of 1.2 MeV we derive for the total energy dissipated by

these nine transitions 9x1.2 = 11 MeV, in good agreement

with the energy taken away by the fifth neutron.
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CHAPTER VII DISCUSSION OF CONTINUUM MULTIPOLARITY:

EXPERIMENT AND THEORY

7.1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS

The results of our investigations on the average multi-

polarity of continuum radiation after the reactions
16OGd(a,4n)160Dy (chapter V) and 11(6Nd(20Ne, 4n or

5n)162f1G1Yb (chapter VI) are consistent with each other

and can be summarized as follows:

i) The statistical region above 1.5 MeV contains radia-

tion with dominant electric dipole character,

ii) The Yrast region, between 0.7 MeV and 1.2 MeV, con-

tains mainly electric quadrupole radiation,

iii) In the discrete-line region, below 0.6 MeV, a recently

proposed (New78, Pek78) dominance of Ml radiation in

the continuum is not observed.

Many model calculations and theoretical discussions

pertain to the question if the statistical radiation has

dipole or quadrupole character {see section 7.5). We

establish the dipole nature of the statistical transitions

and, even more, find the electric dipole mode to be domin-

ant.

The observation of E2 multipolarity in the Yrast region

is not surprising. It confirms the widely accepted picture

of collective deexcitation for this region. The a~ values

leave room for a moderate El contribution, that may arise

from a low-energy tail of statistical radiation extending

to below the Yrast region or from the possible presence of

El interband transitions.

For the low-energy region a™ falls close to the value

expected for E2 radiation. Obviously, an admixture of El

(lower aT) or Ml (higher aT) radiation cannot be excluded.

Our results are, however, in contrast with the dominant

low-energy Ml radiation reported by Newton et al. (New78)

for some rare-earth nuclei.

In the following we will compare our conclusions with

results of other experimental work and discuss continuum

multipolarity in the light of theory. This discussion will
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be confined mainly to the statistical and to the low-energy

region, since the E2 character of continuum radiation in

the Yrast region is rather undisputed.

In section 7.2 we compare our work with the only other

investigation of continuum conversion electrons (Wes78).

Results from angular distribution/correlation measurements

and from polarization measurements are reviewed in section

7.3. Section 7.4 deals with statistical radiation following

neutron-capture reactions. In section 7.5 we discuss various

theoretical predictions concerning the multipolarity char-

acter of continuum radiation. Special "dips" in the shape

of unfolded y~^ay spectra are treated in section 7.6. In

section 7.7 we mention possibilities for the continuation

of continuum conversion-electron measurements. We end with

the conclusions of our work in section 7.8.

7.2. CONVERSION-ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS

At present, besides our own work, only one other study

of continuum conversion electrons has been performed,

namely by Westerberg et al. (Wes78) . These authors used the

reactions 15oNd(2ONe,6n or 7n) 1 6 1" 163Yb, which resemble the

I reactions 11(6Nd(Z0Ne,4n or 5n)162'1G1Yb investigated by us.

Therefore, a rather extensive comparison of these two ex-

periments seems appropriate.

While the general trends are the same, the results

of Westerberg et al. show significant quantitative differ-

ences. They report a larger amount of E2 (or Ml) radiation

above 1.5 MeV, and find Ml dominance below 0.5 MeV.

Westerberg et al. measured conversion electrons with a

swept-current magnetic lens combined with a 3 mm thick

Si(Li) detector. The lens serves as a filter transmitting

an electron momentum interval of 18% ("narrow" transmission

window), while the Si (Li) detector is responsible for

energy selection. By sweeping the current the window is

moved up and down between 0.4 and 2.5 MeV. The current

setting is registered by the computer. In the analysis,

events not showing the correct momentum (current) to energy

(Si (Li) detector) relation are rejected. In this way back-

scattering contributions are mostly removed from the
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spectrum.

Electrons and y rays are recorded in coincidence with

a signal of one or more detectors of a 7 Nal(Tl)-detector

multiplicity array. This coincidence requirement suppresses

low multiplicity events, but is not specific with respect

to the reaction channel. This lack of specificity is the

most striking difference with our work. We selected the

exit channel by requiring coincidences with discrete lines

in the final nucleus. Westerberg et al. omit gating tech-

niques, thus profiting from high counting rates. The con-

committant risks of spurious radiation adding to the con-

tinuum spectrum, have already been discussed in subsection

3.3.3 and in section 6.6. Here we will confine ourselves

to only a few examples of these risks, that were encounter-

ed by us and by other investigators,

i) Metallic Ilt6Nd targets may contain traces of thorium

used for the reduction of llt6Nd02 during target prepa-

ration. Once, we experienced a strong background from

thorium traces, that apparently remained in the target

after reduction of the oxide.

ii) A satellite Ô1*"1" beam can easily be accelerated con-

currently with a main Z 0Ne 5 + beam. Such a parasite beam

caus< , obviously, contaminating nuclear reactions.

For instance, lines of 158Er, sometimes observed in

our spectra recorded for the l ̂ Nd (2 °Ne, 4n) 16 zYb

reaction may indicate the presence of a 16O + beam.

Even Westerberg and coworkers themselves report, in

another paper (Sar78a), to have been confronted with

a contamination of a 94.2 MeV 2 0Ne 5 + beam with vary-

ing amounts of 16O'1 + .

iii) The appearance of discrete lines of 15 8Er in the de-

excitation spectrum of the compound nucleus 166Yb

may also indicate the presence of the (20Ne,a4n) exit

channel. For instance, Simon et al. (Sim77) find for

the same compound nucleus 166Yb (produced with a

157 MeV "°Ar beam on 1 2 6Te), 8% of the xn cross

section to go into the axn channels and an equal

amount in the pxn channels. At 181 MeV bombarding

energy this number has increased to 16%. Similarly,

Broda et al. (Bro75) report 4.5% axn and 7% pxn
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contributions in a l6O + l50Nd reaction at 74 MeV.

With our gating procedure we effectively discriminate

against these three undesired possibilities; without gating

they may influence the finally deduced aT value.

Dissimilar from our experiment, Westerberg et al. apply

no time-of-flight (TOF) discrimination to eliminate fast

neutrons from the continuum y~ray spectrum. On the contrary,

the coincidence requirement with the 7 Nal(Tl)-detector

multiplicity array enhances neutron contributions, since

neutron evaporation is always directly followed by a high-

multiplicity y~ray cascade.

We spent considerable part of our beam time on back-

ground measurements with the "withdrawn magnets" method.

Westerberg et al. only estimate their background contribu-

tion. In their paper (Wes78) no detailed discussion on

this subject is given. In a preprint of this paper they

referred to work of Kleinheinz et al. (Kle67) who investi-

gated "ghost" signals in magnetic lenses, produced e.g.

by y radiation or electron scattering. Besides second-order

focusing of skewly emitted electrons, Kleinheinz et al.

discuss the possibility that electrons, after scattering

from the central absorber, reach the Si(Li) detector. It

is conceivable that electrons/ with an initial energy above

the (momentarily) transmitted momentum window, after

scattering arrive at the detector with an energy inside

this window. If such effects exist, they would remain

hidden when the transmission is measured with (discrete)

conversion lines (cf. subsection 3.1.2). In that case the

deduced continuum conversion coefficients would have a too

high value.

In our measurements at high energy the differences

between narrow and broad gates are moderace, and certainly

insufficient to account for the systematically somewhat

higher aT values found by Westerberg et al. It may be

worth noting that Westerberg et al. used a 3 mm thick

Si (Li) detector, which can (completely) stop electrons

with an energy up to 1.7 MeV. When the electron energy is

increased above this limit, a growing number of electrons

traverse the detector. Such electrons deposit only part of

their energy, and contribute to a low-energy tail in che
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spectrum. The sweeping-window facility of ref. (Wes78)

can correct for electrons delivering an energy pulse far

below full energy, that is to say, outside the transmitted

momentum window. However, at higher energies the width of the

window increases. For instance with a momentum acceptance

•̂ E =18% we get for the energy width of the window AE=210,

300, 380 and 450 keV at energies of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and

3.0 MeV, respectively. So, at higher energies a consider-

able part of the traversing electrons can contribute in-

side the transmission window and give pulses that are

accepted by the computer. In this case too, a determina-

tion of absolute transmission with the help of full-

energy peaks of conversion lines (e.g. 2 0 7Bi, 56Co) would

yield too low a transmission,not representative for a con-

tinuum spectrum (cf. subsection 3.1.2). To demonstrate

the effect of the limited detector thickness on the electron

spectrum we show in fig. 7.1 a broad-gate spectrum meas-

ured with the 8A(H) configuration with a transmission center-

ed around 2300 keV. The range of our 5 mm Si(Li) detector

is ̂  2.5 MeV. At 2.6 MeV a bump is visible on the down-

ward slope of the electron spectrum. This bump must be

interpreted as an accumulation of pulses from electrons

that traverse the detector.
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Fig. 7.1
High-energy^ electron
spectrum with burnp
around 2.6 MeV, in-
dicating electron
penetration through
the Si(Li) detector.

2.0 2.5
Ee(MeV!

At low energies Westerberg et a l . report also higher

aT values than found by us. In section 6.6 we demonstrated

how our aT values at low energies increase when we open

the in i t ia l ly narrow gates on the identifier spectrum.
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Since the measurement method of ref. (Wes78) is comparable

to our broad-gate case, it is possible that similar effects

are responsible for the higher aT value found by Westerberg

et al.

There is still another difference in the experimental

procedure followed for the measurement at low energy. This

concerns the way in which discrete-line contributions are

removed from the y-ray spectra before unfolding. Westerberg

et al. measured the y-ray spectra with a Nal(Tl) detector.

Its resolution did not allow distinction of discrete lines.

Therefore the intensities of these lines were deduced via

normalization to the corresponding conversion lines in the

electron spectrum; the latter being recorded with a good

energy resolution. We avoided such a cumbersome procedure

by exchanging the Nal(Tl) detector by a Ge(Li) detector.

7.3. ANGULAR-DISTRIBUTION AND POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS

In subsection 2.3.2 we mentioned two other experimental

methods that can be used to obtain information on the multi-

polarity of continuum radiation, viz. angular-distribution

and polarization measurements. The angular-distribution

method cannot distinguish between eZeotria or magnetic

radiation, and must therefore be complemented by polariza-

tion measurements. Furthermore, the results of angular-

distribution measurements are not always unambiguous

(Twi75), because several assumptions (e.g. on multipole

mixing ratios) are required for the interpretation.

One of the first angular distribution measurements of

continuum radiation was reported by Trautman et al. (Tra75),

who investigated the reaction : 1"iSm( 16O,2n)158Yb at 72 MeV.

Averaging over an energy range from 1 to 5 MeV, they con-

clude for the statistical region to a superposition of

dipole and quadrupole radiation with a quadrupole intensity

of (70+30)%. However, the data point pertaining to the

1.5 to 2.0 MeV energy interval, falls precisely on the value

expected for dipole radiation, and the error bar for this

point is relatively small. The authors state further that

the dipole component of the continuum has presumably

dominant El character. Other angular-distribution measure-
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ments do not corroborate the results of Trautman et al.

Banaschik et al. (Ban75) report on an experiment in

which they bombarded 126Te with "*°Ar ions. Two detectors

located at 0° and 90° with respect to the beam direction

registered in the statistical region an intensity ratio

W(0°)/W(90°) =1.1, to be compared with a ratio 1.4 (0.7)

expected for cascades of stretched quadrupole (di-

pole) transitions. Westerberg et al. (Wes78) conclude from

these results a mixture of (slightly dominant) E2 radiation

and El radiation, overlooking the fact that the transitions

in the statistical region are unlikely of the stretched

type. Simon et al. (Sim76) find after the reaction
12STe("°Ar,4n)162Yb, with the same final nucleus as in our

(20Ne,4n) experiment, a W(0°)/W(90°) value close to unity.

Newton et al. (New78) and Ockels (Ock78) report also the

absence of anisotropy in the statistical region.

Deleplanque et al. (Del78b) measured angular correla-

tions in deexcitation cascades with three coplanar Nal(Tl)

detectors and one out-the-plane Nal(Tl) detector,in coin-

cidence with a "multiplicity filter". The latter consisted

of six Nal(Tl) detectors and served to enrich the spectrum

in high-spin events and to select by its orientation

preferentially nuclei aligned in a direction perpendicular

to the beam. In the statistical region the W(0°)/W(90°)

ratios were found to be close to unity. Poor counting

statistics did not yet allow a firm statement on the

multipolarity of statistical radiation.

Vivien et al. (Viv78) measured the polarization of con-

tinuum radiation with a three-crystal Compton polarimeter,

using the reaction 1 h°Ce('60,4n) l52Dy at 89 MeV. They deduce

the ratio R=V/H, where V is the number of counts in the sum

spectrum of scattering and vertical detector, and H the

number of counts in the sum spectrum of scattering and

horizontal detector. In the energy region with E _> 1-5 MeV

they find R=l.l, where they calculate R=1.0 2 for a mixture

of equal amounts of stretched and non-stretched El transi-

tions. This equal intensity of the stretched and non-

stretched El component is assumed in order to get consist-

ency with the observed isotropic angular distribution in
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the statistical region. An admixture of 8% stretched E2

transitions would bring the R value to 1.1. At low energy

these authors find indications for the presence of a dipole

component in the continuum.

The discussion on continuum multipolarity at low

energies was initiated by a paper of Newton et al. (New78)

who measured angular distributions in this region and re-

ported a strong dipole component, possibly of Ml character.

They used (16O,xn) reactions leading to the rotational

nuclei 171*/175w and ielYb. Reactions ending in the xn

channels are enhanced by requiring coincidences with a

fast-neutron detector. This method lacks the specificity of

a particular reaction channel, but has the advantage of

much higher data collection rates than are possible with

our discrete-line gating procedure. They try to bring out

the shape of the low-energy continuum pertaining to the 5n-

exit channel as clearly as possible by a subtraction of

"5n" and "4n" spectra normalized to their intensities in

the statistical region. The unresolved discrete lines are

subtracted from the Nal continuum after their intensity has

been deduced with the help of a companion Ge(Li) detector

at the same angle with respect to the beam direction. After

these manipulations (including the usual "peeling" of the

continuum Nal spectra) they find a low-energy bump centered

around 0.3 MeV. Large negative angular distribution coef-

ficients A2 are derived for continuum transitions in this

bump indicating their dipole character. Introducing a

simple model with deformation-aligned collective bands,

the authors propose the multipolarity Ml for these low-

energy transitions.

Our conversion-coefficient measurements fail to cor-

roborate this last conclusion. Similarly, a measurement of

K-shell ionization-yields for (a,xn) and (12C,xn) evapora-

tion residues by Sujkowski et al. (Suj73) also excludes the

existence of a significant Ml component below 500 keV in

rotational Dy nuclei.

The already mentioned angular correlation experiment of

Deleplanque et al. (Del78b) shows interesing results for

the low-energy region. For rotational nuclei these authors
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find indications for the presence of AI=1 (E2, Ml or mixed)

transitions, but the dominant dipole character reported for

rotational nuclei by Newton et al. (New78) is absent. How-

ever, they do find such strong AI=1 dipole transitions in

nuclei near closed shells. From a variation of the bombard-

ing energy they conclude that these transitions are con-

centrated at lower spins, and are mainly non-collective in

character.

7.4. NEUTRON-CAPTURE REACTIONS

Already fifteen years before the study of continuum

radiation following HI reactions started, similar investi-

gations were performed on continuum transitions produced

in neutron-capture reactions. Usually only low spins

(I^lOh ) are involved in such reactions, and the continuum

part of the spectrum exists almost completely of statistic-

al transitions that directly terminate at levels with

known spin.

Strutinsky et al. (Str60), in an approach based on the

Fermi-gas model, predicted an average energy of 2 to 3 MeV

and dipole character for continuum y-ray transitions fol-

lowing neutron capture. In an attempt to fit the spectrum

shape of measured neutron-capture continuum spectra, better

results were obtained with the assumption of dipole rather

than quadrupole radiation. Their results supported similar

observations from Groshev et al. (Gro59).

Ten years later, Motz stated in a review article on

neutron capture (Mot70) that continuum radiation following

neutron-induced reactions exhibits mainly dipole character,

with a tendency for strong, high-energy transitions to have

El multipolarity. This conclusion is in a somewhat more

elaborated form repeated by Bartholomew et al. (Bar73)

when they review y-ray strength functions of radiative

processes following neutron capture. Nuclei with mass

numbers A>90 and y-ray energies (E >2 MeV) are considered

only. Quadrupole contributions to the statistical region

are disregarded. They conclude that above mass A=182 El

radiation is dominant, while at lower masses more Ml

radiation mixes in. Bollinger et al. (Bol70) find for
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statistical transitions with energies above 5 MeV in 106Pd

and in some rare-earth nuclei El/Ml intensity ratios of

^6. Helmer et al. (Hel71) conclude in 18JTa to an El/Ml

intensity ratio of ^8 for transitions with E >4.6 MeV.

In summary, one can state that statistical radiation

after neutron capture has been observed to have mainly El

multipolarity, whereas in the last decade also a moderate

contribution of statistical Ml transitions has been found.

7.5. CONTINUUM MULTIPOLARITY IN THE LIGHT OF THEORY

No comprehensive and generally accepted theory exists

as yet, that gives a complete description of the deexcita-

tion process from high-spin states. The construction of

such theories is especially frustrated by a lack of infor-

mation on level densities and transition probabilities

(hindrance factors) for the high-spin region.

In a pure single-particle model El transitions are

faster than Ml or E2 transitions. In a collective model,

however, El radiation is impossible, since it implies a

shift of the centre of the (uniform) charge distribution

with respect to the centre of mass of the nucleus. Only at

; high energy (̂ 15 MeV) collective electric dipole transitions

\ ' can be come the dominant radiation mode in the so-called

"giant resonances", in which the neutron ensemble oscil-

lates relative to the proton ensemble of the nucleus. So,

lower-energy El transitions can only have an (individual-)

particle character. The El transition rates are often con-

siderably retarded compared to the Weisskopf estimate. The

reasons for this retardation are not fully understood, but

it seems that states of opposite parity differing by one

unit of angular momentum are often very different in

structure, especially in heavier nuclei. Neither the levels

in the Nilsson model nor those of the spherical shell

model provide much opportunity for the occurrence of such

states differing in the level of only one particle.

Experimentally known electric dipole emission rates

are usually retarded with respect to the Weisskopf estimate

by factors of 10-102 for light nuclei (A£.2O) , to factors of

10s-10G for heavier nuclei (A£40), while electric quadru-
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pole rates tend to be 10-100 times faster. However, one

should realize that the very fact that the fastest E2

transitions are generally also the strongest, favours

their ready detection and, therefore, their preponderance

in data compilations (Wil60). Observation of a certain

number of enhanced E2 transition rates does not necessarily

imply that the great majority or all E2 transitions will

also be faster than expected according to the Weisskopf

estimate. Further, the El retardation (hindrance) is main-

ly observed in the region of low-spin states with also low

level densities. It is not self-evident that the (average)

retardation is the same in a region with high-level dens-

ities typical for the continuum radiation of our investiga-

tion. There, the nucleus may easily find*amongst the numer-

ous levels to which it can decay via an El transition, a

few levels that imply no retardation with respect to the

Weisskopf estimate.

Collective transitions have in general no energies ex-

ceeding 1.5 MeV (cf. section 6.6), except transitions aris-

ing from "giant resonances". Therefore the statistical part

of the continuum spectrum (E >1.5 MeV) will mainly contain

transitions of the individual-particle type. In the

Weisskopf approach the single-particle strength of El

transitions increases according to (E ) 3 . There is, how-

ever, every indication (Wak78, Lio78, Koe78, Mot70) that

at higher energies (E ) 5 is a more realistic relation. This

must be ascribed to the increasing influence of the low-

energy tail of the El giant resonance. According to the

Brink-Axel (Axe62) hypothesis such giant resonances cannot

only be built on the ground state, but also on higher lying

states. The increasing admixture of an electric-dipole

giant-resonance contribution will decrease the average El-

hindrance factors observed in the higher-energy part of

the statistical region.

After this general introduction we will survey a number

of calculations and theoretical discussions concerning the

multipolarity of continuum radiation. Grover and Gilat

(GrG67) were the first to point to the crucial role of the

Yrast curve in the deexcitation process. They presented the

nowadays familiar picture of a continuum spectrum with a
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statistical high-energy part, separated from a lower-energy

collective region with dominant E2 radiation.

Grover and Gilat perform a simulation calculation for

the statistical deexcitation of a rare-earth nucleus. The

formalism disregards parity and does not distinguish

between electric or magnetic multipoles. They adopt a

value of .103 for the ratio of emission rates of dipole and

guadrupole radiation; that is one-tenth of the theoretical

single-particle ratio of 10". For Y-ray spectra from 152Dy

produced in the reaction lll0Ce+16O at 90 MeV, they calculate

for the statistical region a dipole/quadrupole ratio of

^500-1000.

Sperber (Spe66) performed calculations on the statistic-

al deexcitation from high-spin states for two (extreme)

cases. The first calculation i.s based on the single-particle

model, and predicts mainly electric dipole radiation. In the

second approach, transition probabilities are calculated

according to the liquid-drop model. These calculations re-

sult in predominant E2 radiation.

Halpern et al. (Hal68) study the change in the angular-

momentum distribution of high-spin nuclei induced by deexci-

tation. They predict that the anisotropy of statistically

emitted dipole photons, the bulk of which they expect to

be electric dipole radiation, will be small and not exceed

5%. This prediction is consistent with the recently observ-

ed small anisotropy of radiation in the statistical region

(Del78b, Ock78). However, the presence of higher order

multipolarities in the statistical region is not excluded

by these authors.

Sarantites et al. (Sar67, Sar72) try to reconstruct ex-

citation functions, assuming competition between neutron

evaporation and statistical El radiation at various energies

above the Yrast curve. The deexcitation process is simul-

ated in a Mont-Carlo approach. The authors obtain good

resemblance to experimental excitation curves. This result

may be seen as an indication that the assumption of El

statistical radiation is not too far off.

Recently Wakai and Faessler did similar Monte-Carlo cal-

culations, now focusing on the competition between collect-

ive and statistical y~ray deexcitation high above the Yrast
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line. The y-ray cascades are assumed to ran through an ir-

regular mixture of statistical and collective transitions

before reaching the Yrast line. The authors try to reproduce

measured y-ray multiplicities and side-feeding patterns of

the deexcitation cascade after the reactions

me,i5d N d(i6 lH O (4 n )H2 E r i H i g h a b o v e the Yrast curve

(E >10 MeV) , where neutron evaporation is still possible,

they follow ref. (Sar72) in assuming only El radiation. At

excitation energies below the neutron binding energy also

other multipolarities are possible. Best agreement with

experimental results is found for the following intensity

ratio of multipolarities: I(El):I(Ml) :I(E2):I(E2coll) =

50: (25):(1):200, corresponding to the single-particle trans-

ition rates: S (El):S(Ml):S(E2):S(E2coll)=0.0023:(0.0012) : (1)

:380. The results for Ml and single-particle E2 strengths

are given in parentheses, since the final results of the

simulation calculation do not depend sensitively on these

numbers. The deduced hindrance for El radiation is an inter-

esting result that renders previous assumptions on El trans-

ition rates of Girover and Gilat (GrG67) too optimistic.

According to this calculation dipole radiation is predomin-

ant in the statistical region. The 33% Ml contribution is

a factor of 2 larger than compatible w\th the limit derived

from our conversion-electron measurements (see section 6.6).

However, the authors warn that the results for Ml are un-

reliable for reasons mentioned above.

Liotta and Sorensen (Lio78) present a similar model

with also for each deexcitation step a competition between

collective (rotational) and non-collective modes of deexci-

tation. The relative contribution of non-collective (sta-

tistical) E2 radiation depends,besides on energy, strongly

on the hindrance factors for statistical dipole and guadru-

pole radiation. The authors state that these hindrance

factors are quite uncertain. Rather arbitrarily they adopt

for rare-earth nuclei a fixed ratio for dipole and quadru-

pole hindrance Hi/Hz=100. They calculate how the competi-

tion between statistical and collective deexcitation

changes for different values of Hj. From a comparison of

calculated and experimental side-feeding patterns,Hi= 10"3

seems to be a reasonable guess for the dipole hindrance
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factor. In section 7.6 we will discuss the connection

between the Y~ray continuum spectrum shape and the value of

Hi.

The Hi values of Liotta and Sorensen (Lio78) differ at

least an order of magnitude from hindrance factors reported

by Hellmeister et al. (Hel78), be it that the latter pertain

to ligher nuclei (l)1Ca and 72Se) than the rare-earth nuclei

discussed in ref. (Lio78) . Hellmeister et al. deduce

hindrance factors H(El)>0.05, M(Ml)>0.1 and H(E2)=1 from a

statistical model calculation of feeding times associated

with continuum radiation. From experimental feeding times

for nuclei in the mass region A<90, produced with 160

beams, they conclude that the entry states are deexcited

predominantly by dipole transitions to the discrete Yrast

states. The strength of these continuum dipole transitions

is of the same order of magnitude as that for continuum

transitions between the low-spin states in neutron-capture

reactions.

Andersen et al. (And78) adopt a dipole hindrance factor

of 0.0057, that is in between the values of refs. (Lio78)

and (Hel78), to reproduce observed cross-section ratios

between the 4n and 5n-reaction channel after the reactions

To conclude our discussion on the multipolarity in the

statistical region we mention the work of Koeling (Koe78),

who describes the y-ray deexcitation process of highly ex-

cited nuclear states, assuming only El radiation in Uie

statistical part of the deexcitation cascade. With this

assumption good agreement is found between measured and

calculated populations of low-lying levels in neutron-

capture v-ray spectra. As mentioned before, such an agree-

ment might support the correctness of the implicit

assumption of only statistical El transitions, without

necessarily proving it.

In section 2.1 we have discussed a model of Peker et

al. (Pek78) that predicts low-energy Ml transitions in

collective bands of the strong-coupling type, occurring in

high-spin nuclei with an oblate shape. A strong Ml component

in the low-energy continuum can readily be determined from
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a conversion-electron measurement. We did not observe such

a dominant Ml contribution in spectra of the nucleus 162Yb.

However, in our experiment (maximum spin 40fl ) we remained

below the oblate-shape region that begins around spin 50 fi

(section 2.1). Our results are, therefore, not necessarily

in contradiction with the model of Peker et al.

7.6. HINDRANCE FACTORS AMD THE SHAPE OF THE CONTINUUM

SPECTRUM

In subsection 2.2.2 and in section 7.5 we discussed a

deexcitation model for highly excited nuclei proposed by

Liotta and Sorensen (Lio78). These authors sketch a picture

with collective cascades lying high above the Yrast line.

These cascades can be connected by statistical transitions

of relatively high energy (E >1.0 MeV) . Deexcitation can

proceed alternately through the collective bands and via

the statistical transitions.

The competition between these two modes of deexcitation

depends on the deformation parameters B and y (section 2.1)

for the rotational mode and the hindrance factors Hi and

H2 for the statistical mode. A summation over appropriate

population probabilities times branching ratios for all the

levels inside adjoining energy windows of 200 keV, yields

the Y-ray spectrum shape indicated in fig. 7.2.

Fig. 7.2.
Continuum y-ray spectra
calculated for dipole
hindrance factors Hi-10~i

and 10~h. The dashed lines
represent the intensities
•produced by statistical
transitions alone (Lio78).
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Collective transitions contribute only below 1.2 MeV,

and produce the familiar (Yrast) bump in the spectrum. The

higher-energy tail of statistical transitions, which does

not depend on g or y, has the same form as already calcul-

ated by Grover and Gilat (GrG67) . An interesting feature

of the spectrum is the dip between the collective and

statistical region. The shape and depth of this dip depend

on the value adopted for the hindrance factor for dipole

radiation Hi (see fig. 7.2). Before the publication of

ref. (Lio78), Hjorth et al. (Sto77), working at the same

institute as Liotta, tried to find the dips in unfolded

spectra measured with a Compton-suppression Ge(Li) detector,

using the reaction 176Yb(l2C,8n) x8°0s . They recorded the

spectrum in single mode. The predicted dips were, however,

not observed.

We see such dips in our gated 4n and 5n Y-ray spectra

(see fig. 6.5) obtained with the reactions llt6Nd(20Ne, 4n

or 5n) 1 6 Z' 1 6 !Yb. The dips for the 4n and 5n case lie

roughly 400 keV apart. It is clear the the dips should be

washed out, or at least weakened, in case of addition of

the two spectra. The latter occurs when discrete-line

gating is omitted. Then, the continuum spectrum contains

an admixture of radiation belonging to the 4n and 5n exit

channel (and possibly even other reaction channels, see

subsection 3.3.3). To our knowledge this is the first

report of such clear dips. It is conceivable that these

dips are revealed better by our unfolding procedure

("peel-off") than by the commonly used alternative "peel-

up" methods (subsection 4.2.1).

Side feeding into the ground-state band can also be

calculated by the model. From a fit to experimentally

determined side-feeding patterns Liotta and Sorensen

derive as the most probable value of the dipole hindrance

factor Hi=10~3. When we compare our unfolded spectra

.'fig. 6.5) with fig. 7.2,Hi = lO-3 seems to be the most like-

ly value for the 4n reaction, whereas for the 5n channel

H^SxlO"1* is a more appropriate value. The 5n channel is

associated with lower spins than the 4n channel, so one

might speculate that the dipole hindrance reduces some-

what at higher spin. On the other side, it is also possible
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that the lower dipole hindrance must be related to the

fact that the 5n channel leads to an odd final nucleus.

Firm statements on this item require a specially

directed examination, rather than inferring conclusions from

results that were obtained as a by-product of an investiga-

tion with other main objectives.

7.7. FUTURE PROSPECTS

The measurement of conversion coefficients of continuum

radiation can be performed routinely with the MOS, though

such measurements remain elaborate and beam-time consuming.

Counting rates can be increased by dropping the coincidence

requirement with discrete lines or by accumulating spectra

in coincidence with a large neutron detector (xn selection)

or with a multiplicity filter (high-spin selection). How-

ever, the risk of contamination of the spectrum with

extraneous contributions increases also, as has already

been discussed in subsection 3.3.3 and section 7.2.

Thus far we investigated only rotational rare-earth

nuclei. It would be interesting to study also nuclei near

closed shells. Deleplanque et al. (Del78b) found in an

angular-correlation experiment a strong dipole component

in the low-energy continuum radiation emitted by these non-

rotational nuclei, whereas, in line with our findings, such

dominant dipole radiation was absent for rotational nuclei.

A conversion-electron measurement for nuclei near closed

shells can possibly confirm the results of Deleplanque et

al., and yield information on the electric or magnetic

character of the dipole radiation.

Differences between rotational nuclei and nuclei near

closed shells can also be expected for the Yrast region.

Collective high-spin states are expected to be lowest in

prolate (or triaxial) nuclei where the largest moment of

inertia corresponds to a rotation (collective) around an

axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis. On the other hand,

non-collective high-spin states are expected to lie low-

est in oblate or spherical nuclei,' since the largest moment

of inertia in these cases corresponds to a rotation (non-

collective) around the symmetry axis (see section 2.1).
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Therefore, it is quite possible that the cascades of

stretched E2 transitions typical for rotational nuclei,

are less frequent in nuclei near closed shells, and that

besides E2 radiation also radiation with other multipolar-

ities is present in the Yrast region. Determination of the

average conversion coefficient might be helpful in signal-

izing such deviating multipolarities. In multiplicity

studies Deleplanque et al. (Del78a) found strong indications

for non-collective processes, and hence spherical or oblate

shapes in nuclei near closed shells.

Much attention is given nowadays to the investigation

of Deep Inelastic Collisions (DIC). The residues after the

collision, with masses spread around the original projectile

and target mass, are highly excited and resemble the excited

evaporation residues after compound-nucleus reactions. An

investigation of angular-momentum distributions in the

residues is useful for a better understanding of the collis-

ion process. Therefore, the multiplicity of -y-ray cascades

deexciting these residues, is measured (Ale77). Reconstruc-

• tion of the angular-momentum distribution from the measured

multiplicity is obtained under the assumption that the de-

! excitation mechanisms for the DIC residues and the compound-

l nucleus evaporation residues are identical. So, the DIC

residue is expected to be deexcitated by the emission of a

few statistical transitions (carrying off little angular

momentum) followed by a collective stretched E2 cascade. A

verification of the correctness of this deexcitation picture

through determination of the multipolarity of the involved

radiation must be considered valuable.

Other examples of studies that might profit from con-

version-electron measurements, have been mentioned in sub-

section 2.3.1.

7.8. CONCLUSION

In our investigation of the multipolarity of continuum

radiation in highly-excited rotational nuclei (16GDy,
16 2Yb), we have demonstrated the absence of dominant Ml

radiation in the discrete-line region (E £0.6 MeV) , we

confirmed the generally believed E2 character of the col-
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lective radiation in the Yrast region (0.7-1.4 MeV), and we

found strong indications that the statistical deexcitation

process maintains its dominant El character over the whole

angular momentum range from low spins (I<10f\ ) in neutron-

capture reactions via intermediate spins (1 = 20 fi ) in ''He-

induced reactions to high spins (1 = 40 fi) in 20Ne-induced

reactions.
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CHAPTER VIII THE MINI-ORANGE SPECTROMETER

8.1. INTRODUCTION

Before the advent of solid-state detectors, magnetic

electron spectrometers were the only high-resolution tools

in nuclear spectroscopy. The step-by-step nature of collect-

ing spectra with these instruments seems unattractive. Meas-

urements are time consuming and, therefore, restricted to

longer living decays. Coincidence experiments are difficult.

On-line measurements suffer from beam-intensity fluctua-

tions, target deterioration and build-up of radioactivity.

High-resolution Si(Li) detectors allow a fast integral

recording of slectron spectra. However, they are exposed to

another drawback, namely, a severe background, which is

especially serious in on-line measurements. The background

can consist of a particles, protons, neutrons, (3 particles,

Y rays, X rays and 6 rays. To remedy this background problem

we devised a combined "lens+filter" system that provides

background reduction and electron transmission enhancement.

The system (see fig. 8.1) consists of a set of permanent

magnets around a central absorber of a heavy material (lead,

6 M

Stereoscopic Diane Z

Fig. 8.1. MOS arrangement with 6 wedge-shaped magnets, in stereoscopic,
side and front view. Plane Y is through the system axis,
plane Z through the middle of the magnets (as viewed from
the source) . Various parameters exerting influence on the
transmission have been indicated.

* The first system of this type was constructed by J. van Klinken and
K. Wisshak (Kli72) .
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"Schwermetall" with p=18 g/cm3, gold). The central absorber

suppresses y rays and stops X rays, a particles and protons.

The detector is especially well protected against positron

radiation, because the toroidal field between the permanent

magnets deflects positrons outward, away from the detector.

The neutron flux on the detector is effectively reduced by

the distance between source and detector, which is larger

than for a comparable measurement without magnet system.

Detector overload by 6 rays can be prevented by a suitable

choice of the transmission curve, which must have a sharp

cut-off at lower energies. High integral counting rates on

the detector can be reduced by applying a narrow transmis-

sion window, that sets an upper and lower boundary for the

electrons falling onto the detector. Such narrow transmis-

sion windows serve also to decrease the influence of

lectrons that are backscattered from the detector (sub-

section 3.1.2) .

The magnet system is reminiscent of the well known,

older type of orange spectrometers. There are, however, a

few striking differences between our magnet system and

these large orange spectrometers. In our arrangement, the

toroidal magnetic field is genereted by permanent magnets,

i not by electrical currents in water-cooled coils. Further,

j this toroidal field no longer acts as a spectrometer with

sharp selection of the energy of the transmitted electrons,

but as a filter against charged-particle background and,

as a lens to focus electrons onto the Si (Li) detector. The

energy selection is left to the Si (Li) detector. Finally,

the overall dimensions of our magnet system are a factor

of "10 smaller than for the older orange spectrometers.

Therefore we call our instrument Mini-Orange Spectrometer

(MOS) .

In section 8.2 we discuss conditions required to obtain

a high transmission. Section 8.3 is devoted to various

aspects of permanent magnets and the magnetic field gener-

ated by these magnets. Section 8.4 deals with experimental

and calculated transmission curves. In section 8.5 we dis-

cuss the .Doled solid-state detectors of the MOS. Section

8.6 deals with the experimental arrangement and the various
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changeable parameters that determine the transmission curve

desired by the MOS user. In section 8.7 we describe the

wedge-shaped,monolithic SmCo5 magnets, which we consider

to be the final magnet version after.a pioneering develop-

ment of about five years• A series of representative trans-

mission curves for these magnets is given in this section.

In section 8.8 we compare several features of the MOS with

those of other commonly used electron spectrometers. Final-

ly, we discuss in section 8.9 various applications of the

MOS in nuclear spectroscopical investigations, both off-

beam and in-beam.

8.2. CONDITIONS FOR HIGH TRANSMISSION

In order to obtain a high transmission for conversion

electrons, the following points must be considered:

i) The permanent magnets, generating the toroidal field,

must be thin, so that they intercept only a small

number of electrons on their way towards the detector.

The fraction of the toroidal field that is blocked by

the magnets must be small. This blocking is indicated

by the blocking factor b=S/$ (see fig. 8.1).

ii) The solid angle between the source and the outer

boundaries of the toroidal field must be large (6b

large, fig. 8.1). This implies that the angle of

deflection (e.g. e.+'&in fig. 8.1) of the electron

trajectories becomes also relatively large. Therefore

a strong magnetic field is required. Because of the

increasing electron backscattering for larger angles

of incidence \S on the detector, •& should not exceed

50°.

iii) The detector can intercept a wide range of transmit-

ted electrons if its size is large with respect to

the dimensions of the magnet system. With the present

state-of-the-art, the sensitive area of high-resolu-

tion detectors is restricted to only a few cm2. There-

fore, it is not possible to enlarge the detector

above this limit. One can, however, increase the

detector dimensions relative to the dimensions of the

magnets by minimizing the latter.
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From these three arguments we conclude that the Mini-Orange

Spectrometer needs thin, strong and small magnets. To date,

magnets that fullfill these requirements are commercially

available. Before reviewing the qualities of magnets used

for the construction of the various generations of Mini-

Orange Spectrometers we will present some basic considera-

tions concerning permanent magnets.

8.3. PERMANENT MAGNETS

8.3.1. HYSTERESIS CURVE

The relation between the magnetic field H and either

the magnetic induction B or the magnetization M can be de-

picted by the familiar hysteresis curves (fig. 8.2). The

(H/B) and (H,M) values of a permanent magnet with air gap

are always situated in the second quadrant, because the

demagnetizing field H inside the magnet is opposite to

B and M. For each configuration of permanent magnets the

magnetic situation is characterized by the location of the

"operating" point P (fig. 8.3) on the second-quadrant part

of the hysterisis curve (B,H) called demagnetization curve.

The location of P depends on the magnet-to-gap ratio of

the particular configuration. The most efficient use of a

certain amount of magnetic material is made when the

product B.H is maximal (cf. fig. 8.3). To illustrate this

M

. -~*

• h

- H

H.

/

M
a

- /

a
^-7^—

Fig. 8. 2,
Hysteresis curves (HSB) and

Fig. 8.3.
Demagnetization curve and
external-energy curve for
a permanent magnet.
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Fig. 8. 4.
Magnetized ring with air gap.

we consider the simple case of a rotationally symmetric ring

(length LJ with an air gap (length L , see fig. 8.4). We

assume L <<Lmf so that the straying of the field in the gap

can be neglected. Application of Maxwell's first law along

the central axis of the ring yields

or

H.dss = 0

HgLg + Hm Lm = (8.1)

with H and H the magnetic field in the air gap and the

magnetic material, respectively. Because ^-B=0 the perpend-

icular component of the magnetic induction on the boundary

magnet/air is continuous:

= Bg - (8.2)

M u l t i p l i c a t i o n of e q . (8.1) and (8 .2 ) g i v e s

B H L A = - B H L Ag g g m m m (8 .3 )

with A the surface area of the pole faces. Eg. (8.3) is

identical to

MoHgVg = BgHgVg = "B~H~V-m m m
(8.4)

with V and V m the volume of the gap and the magnetic mater-

ial, respectively. From eg. (8.4) it is clear that at maximum
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Bm.H the smallest volume of magnetic material V is need-
m m

ed to produce a certain field strength H in the gap. By

plotting the product BmHm against B for each point of the

demagnetization curve, one obtains the so-called external-

energy curve (fig. 8.3) with P as the best operating point.

8.3.2. MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATED BY PERMANENT MAGNETS

We consider first the simple case of fig. 8.4 correspond-

ing to a situation with one magnet and one gap. The magnetic

field and magnetic induction in gap and magnet depend on the

strength of the magnetization M and on the ratio L/L . As

long as L ^ L J J , (no fringing) , this dependence can be deduced

from (8.1) and (8.2) using the relation

as:

M

Bm B - M
L =

(8.5)

L M
(8.6)

L M
Jo(Lm+ V

(8.7)

-L M
g-
m

L m ^
(8.8)

In the hypothetical case of a perfect toroidal field (no

fringing) the values of the magnetic induction and the mag-

netic field along a circle around the symmetry axis in an

arrangement with N equal magnets and also N gaps of equal

width are given by:

—m
m^

2irr ~ —g (8.9)

(8.10)
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H = - »-
2irr

(8.11)

With r = -^-(Lg+L ) the radius of a circle around the sym-

metry axis of the toroidal field. The magnetization M is

assumed to be independent of r, which is not an unrealistic

assumption for magnet materials as SmCos with a high coerc-

ive force (subsection 8.3.3).

Two alternative descriptions of the field of a permanent

magnet can be given, which include also non-symmetrical

cases:

i) The first description is based on magnetization currents

inside and at the surface of the magnet {j_ = y (V_*B) =

y ^VxM)). The magnetization currents induce a vector

potential A:

ds (8.12)

where v is the volume and s the surface of the magnet

and n is the unit vector perpendicular to the magnet

surface. The magnetic induction B is derived from A

as

B = V (8.13)

ii) The second description brings out the equivalence between

the magnetostatic and the electrostatic case. Because

B=y H+M and _V-B_=0' it follows that u _Z-M=~Z'M=Pm with
o—

m
pm the magnetic charge density. Then:

-V.M
V.H =-** =

o
(8.14)

The "magnetostatic field" H can therefore be derived

from a magnetic charge density p .although magnetic

charges have no physical reality. Since the magnetic

field H of a permanent magnet is irrotational (no real

currents, V ^ H = O ) • it can be derived from a magnetic scal-

ar potential $ in the same way as the irrotational

electric field E may be derived from an electrostatic
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potential <j) . If we put

H = -V(f>m (8.15)

then the resultant scalar potential, in terms of the

equivalent volume and surface pole densities, is given

by

M.ds rl-M *]
— J -jr- dv (8.16)

According to the above two alternative methods the

fields of permanent magnets (outside the magnets) may be

described either in terms of "equivalent currents" or

"equivalent charges". The interpretation of the field of a

permanent magnet in terms of the circulation of atomic cur-

rents is a more fundamental one than the concept of magnetic

charges. Therefore, B, which arises from currents, is a more

fundamental field than H, which arises from "magnetic

charges. The description in terms of H is more attractive

from a practical point of view, however, since it reduces

problems that involve permanent magnets to (more extensive

studied) problems in electrostatics (Pan62).

There exists another analogy that can be useful for an

easy understanding of problems concerning permanent magnets

and magnetic fields. This analogy is based on the (mathemat-

ical) identity of equations governing stationary flow in a

continuous medium in the presence of a non-conservative

electromotive force and equations holding for a magnetic

field in a medium with a certain permeability p. The cor-

responding relations for the two' phenomena are listed in

table 8.1. The introduction of concepts like magnetic circuit

and magnetic resistance R is solely based on the correspond-

ence of the physical laws pertaining to the two phenomena of

table 8.1. A striking difference between the electrical

current and the magnetic flux is, that there exist electric-

al insulators with o=0, but no "magnetic insulators", because

always p^O.

In table 8.2 we compare various relations for magnetic

fields, etc. in a symmetrical magnet configuration with an

electrical analogue consisting of a series of batteries E
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Table 8.1.

i =
/E.c

$E.c

= 0

aE

U

Resista

R e = I

I =e
. v

Re

Sta t ionary flow

= Ac|,e

= e = electromotive
force

nee:

aS. aS

R e

Magnetic f i e l d

V.B = 0

B = pH

fU.dl = Ad)— g m

$H.dJ!, = I = magnetomotive
g force

Magn. Resistance:

i i

A*m
m R

m

and external resistors R . The magnetic field is considered

to be rotationally symmetric, without fringing. The meaning

of the symbols is given in the table or is the same as in

the equations (8.1) to (8.4).

In analogy to the electrical case, one easily finds that

(for M is constant) the external magnetic energy is maximal

when Lm=L . Then, a certain amount of magnet material (with

fixed M) is most efficiently used.

As soon as M is known, the magnetic induction B can, in

principle, be calculated at each point between the magnets

with the above discussed formalisms. Such calculations were

performed to decide on the shape of new magnet types,

either before such magnets were purchased or before they

were composed from smaller pieces. In the actual arrange-

ments, a measurement of B with a small Hall probe was pre-

ferred, because of the inhomogeneous magnetization of some

magnet pieces and the difference in magnetization between

different magnet pieces.
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8.3.3. DEMAGNETIZATION CURVE

It is evident from equations (8.7) and (8.8) and from

fig. 8.4 that by an increase of L (with Lg+Lm fixed) the

field H in the gap decreases, but the demagnetizing field

H inside the magnet increases. The magnetic induction B =

B (no fringing) is decreased by an amount AB=uQAH +AM (AH

and AM have opposite sign and H and M have opposite direct-

ions) . To make the reduction of B as small as possible, AM

must be minimal (or even zero) for a certain increase AH of

the demagnetizing field. Thus, the demagnetization curve

(M-H) must be flat and the field strength H (coercive force,

fig. 8.2) for which M vanishes, must be large.

For thin magnets a large coercive force is usually of

more importance than a high remanence B (B =B =B =M if

H=0). This is illustrated in fig. 8.5*, which shows the de-

magnetization curves (M-H) for three permanent magnet mater-

ials, viz. Ticonal (Zij67), BaO.6Fe2O3 (Ferroxdure) and

SmCo5- The last two demagnetization curves pertain to magnets

used for actual MOS configurations. They were measured by us,

using a demagnetizing field (maximum B^2.2 Tesla (22 kGauss))

-B - 4
H { k Oersted)

4It M
(Gauss)

Fig. 8.5.
Demagne tization
curves (H,M) for
Tiaonal, Fevroxdure
and SmCo 5.

* Some of the pictures in this chapter were already exist ing before the
preparation of this thesis . Therefore, sometimes old cgs units are used
for B (Gauss) or H (Oersted). The conversion re la t ions to mksA units
are:

1 Gauss = 10~" Wb/m2 = \Q~h Tesla
1 Oersted = 103/4TT A/m = 80 A/m
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1
-i

1
!.

Mini-Orange magnets

ML
Magnetomotive force z = — —

Magnetomotive resistance
L

Magnetomotive resistance

ML ML
— - = — - + (H L + H L )u V g g m m

0

ML

f ML
$ = BA = m

yo(R± + Ru)
(flux)

ML
B = m

W g =

W g =

(Lm + Lg>

(B-M) ,
—V

A*dLg ^ m dLg *Ri dLg

W maximal if R. = R , thus

Electrical analogue

Electromotive force

Internal resistance R.

External resistance R.
u

e e = I(R. + Ru)

Ri + Ru
(current)

W = IZRU (external energy)

- IR±} = IV

d Ru " e d Ru d R
= 0

u
- 2R±I = 0

~ 2 I Ri

W maximal if R. = R
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produced by an old betatron (Wou60) with modified pole

shoes. Obviously, Ticonal has the highest remanence and this

material must be preferred when long magnet bars are used.

However, in an increasing demagnetizing field (thinner

magnets) its magnetization is soon reduced to zero, where-

as M for SmCos has hardly decreased.

Maximum values of the product B.H. are (B.H)

25 JcJ/m3 (3.2 MGoe) for BaO.6Fe2O3 and (B.H)

(20 MGoe) for SmCo5, respectively.
max

max
= 160 kJ/m3

8.3.4. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON THE MAGNET SHAPE

1

In order to be focused on the Si(Li) detector, electrons

leaving the source under steep angles (8 large, "high" tra-

jectories) must be deflected more than those following tra-

jectories with a small 0 ("low" trajectories). For this

reason, we should like to have stronger fields at larger

distance from the symmetry, axis. However, when we use flat

magnets (L =fixed), and if we neglect fringing, the toroidal

magnetic field H in the gap will fall off as 1/r with in-

creasing distance r from the symmetry axis (cf. eg. (8.10)).

We can compensate for the decreasing ratio L /L at larger

r, and also for fringing, by adding extra magnet material to

the outer parts of the flat magnets. Fig. 8.6 illustrates

how the transmission curve (see subsection 3.1.2) becomes

sharper and higher due to such extra magnet pieces attached

to the top of flat Ferroxdure magnets.

In general, we want to give magnets a wedge shape,

when viewed along the symmetry axis (plane Z in fig. 8.1).

This wedge shape with its increasing magnet thickness in the

outer parts of the field will compensate for the weakening

of the magnetic field at a larger distance r to'the axis.

The desired larger deflection of "higher" trajectories

can also be obtained by giving the magnets a triangular

shape, when viewed in a direction perpendicular to the

symmetry axis (plane Y in fig. 8.1). Then, electrons in

"higher" trajectories travel a larger distance through

the magnetic field than electrons with "lower" trajectories,

and are, consequently, deflected over larger angles.
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o
m
CO

NO COMPENSATING
MAGNETS

f = 4.6 cm
g = 4.6 cm

WITH COMPENSATING
MAGNETS

f = 4.6 cm
g = 4.6 cm

0.5 1.0 1.5 0
E e (MeV)

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0

Fig. 8.6. Improvement of the transmission curve (narrower and higher)
by attaching extra magnet pieces to six flat Ferroxdure
magnets.

8.2.5. ACTUAL MAGNET SHAPES

For the first Mini-Orange Spectrometer, constructed by

Van Klinken and Wisshak (Kli72), monolithic, KOERZIT VS 55

magnets with the shape of a truncated pyramid were used

(manufacturer F. Krupp GmbH, Germany). These magnets had

a coercive force Hc=1.5xl0
s A/m (1.9 KOe) and a (B.H)max=

37 kj/m3 (4.7 MGOe). They were rather inhomogeneous and

after assembly, several magnets showed considerable radial

and axial (non-toroidal) field components.

The first MOS magnets used in Groningen were flat and

made of BaO.6FezO3 (Ferroxdure, manufacture, Philips,

the Netherlands). The actual shape and dimensions of the

magnets are indicated in fig. 8.7.

Next, permanent magnets of SmCos became available. This

material has a much higher coercive force and a larger value

of (B.H)max (see subsection 8.3.3) than the earlier magnet
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a . KOERZIT

b. BaO-6Fe2O3

5cm

5 cm

5 cm

Fig. 8.7.1. Survey of subsequent generations of MOS magnets, with di-
mensions given to scale. Typical transmission aurves are
shown. The souree distance f and detector distance g are
quoted in cm. Some transmission data -points measured with
conversion lines are indicated.

materials. Unfortunately, the magnets could only be pur-
chased {by Philips, the Netherlands and Brown Boveri
Corp., Switzerland) in the shape of small rectangular pieces
with dimensions 25xj^x8 mm, 25*8x2 m m ' 25x8x2 mm,
24x16x2.5 mm and 24x8x2.5 mm. The pieces are magnetized
along the underlined axis. From some of the rectangular
pieces we cut triangular magnets by spark erosion.

From the SmCos pieces larger magnets were composed with
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Fig. 8.7.II. See aaption fig. 8.7.1.

shapes and dimensions as indicated in fig. 8.7.
The separate pieces in a composite magnet strongly repel

each other. They are, therefore, attached to each other
with a rapidly hardening glue, or kept together by thin,
somewhat elastic containers of phosphor-bronze. The thick-
ness of these containers was only 0.5 mm, in order to prevent
a reduction of the transmission through additional blocking
by these containers. An advantage of the container (cas- <
sette) system i s , that the magnet pieces can easily be ex-
changed by other pieces with a different degree of magnetiza-
tion, yielding a different magnetic field profile and trans-
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mission curve (cf. fig. 8.10).

Finally, we could obtain monolithic, truly wedge-shaped

SmCo5 magnets from Brown Boveri Corp., Switzerland, with

shapes according to our wishes. These magnets are easy to

handle and provide as yet the highest transmissions. With

these magnets we think we have reached a final stage in a

long development through various generations of magnet types.

Therefore, a special section (8.7) is devoted to arrangements

of these magnets and to transmission curves obtained with

them.

8.4. TRANSMISSION CURVES

8.4.1. EXPERIMENTAL TRANSMISSION CURVES

The concept of the transmission curve has already been

introduced in subsection 3.1.2. There we discussed how such

transmission curves can readily be measured with 0 -ray

continuum sources. We mentioned the difference between the

transmission curve pertaining to a continuum spectrum and to

a conversion-line spectrum. In the latter case the transmis-

sion curves can be measured with sources of e.g. 2 0 7Bi,
1 3 7Cs, 5*Mn, 152Eu, 110inAg, Th(B+C+C"), 20GBi and 56Co. For

the calibration conversion lines the total emission rate R

must be known.

The R values can be obtained in two ways i

i) Without magnets and central absorber we observed the

peak-counting rate R in the solid angle Q subtended by

the known area of the detector. Provided that the de-

tector is thick enough to stop all electrons and account-

ing for backscattering from the detector by the fraction

k (=0.2 for perpendicular incidence) we find:

ii) R can be deduced from (simultaneously) measured y~ray

intensities, if the conversion coefficients are suffic-

iently well known.

A survey of transmission curves obtained with subsequent

magnet generations is given in fig. 8.7. The magnet arrange-
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Fig. 8. 8. Evolution towards increased transmission for the first
three magnet generations of the MOS.

ments are depicted to scale. The parameters f and g re-
present the source-magnet respectively detector-magnet
distance (see fig. 8.1). Codes like 4M, indicate the number
of magnets. In fig. 8.8 typical transmission curves are shown,
obtained with the magnet configurations a) KOERZIT, b) Fer-
roxdure, and c) SmCo5 of fig. 8.7. The steady evolution towards
increased transmission and to transmission at higher electron
energies is obvious.

8.4.2. CALCULATED TRANSMISSION CURVES

When the magnetic induction B in each point of the gap
is known (from a measurement or from a calculation), electron
trajectories can be constructed either graphically or by
computer simulation. Assuming a point source, the trajectory
is planar; straight outside and circular with radius of
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Fig. 8.9. Calculated trajectories for electrons with Bp values rang-
ing from 2000 to 5500 Gausscm in the magnetic field Biv).

curvature p=p/eB (p=momentum) at each point inside the mag-

netic field. Fig. 8.9 gives an example of trajectories of

electrons with energies corresponding to various Bp values

(Bp=2000, 2500, 3000,.... etc., Gausscm). The electrons

are emitted under various angles (e=20°, 30°, 40°) with

respect to the symmetry axis. The example given is for an

arrangement of 12 Ferroxdure magnets (fig. 8.7b) with a

measured magnetic induction indicated in the upper part of

the figure.

The transmission at a certain electron energy mainly

depends on the solid angle determined by the effective

boundary angles 6a and 0b of extreme trajectories that just
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reach the detector. Further the transmission depends on

backscattering" from the detector and on the blocking factor

b^B/* (see fig. 3.1). The outer angle of acceptance 6, is

determined either by a diaphragm or by the properties of the

toroidal field. Some of the transmitted electrons are back-

scattered from the detector or cause escaping bremsstrahlung

and contribute to the background at lower energies.

Waldschmidt and Wittig (WaW68) measured the fraction k of

the low-energy tail with respect to the number of incident

electrons, and found k=0.22, 0.44 and 0.65 for \f- 0°, 45°

and 75° (-das defined in fig. 8.1), respectively, for

electrons of 500 keV. To prevent excessive backscattering

we avoided large values of-& . Using flat detectors, the angle

9 is in most arrangements about the same as-^, so that 6.

did not become large either Oj<550) . The magnets give a

blocking factor of at least B/$- In practice the field

between the magnets is not perfectly toroidal and contains

radial and axial components. Consequently, some of the

electrons will not have a perfectly planar trajectory and

fall on bhe sides of the magnets. Therefore the real block-

ing factor will be somewhat larger than (3/$, but this dif-

ference is usually neglected in the transmission calcula-

tion. Similarly we disregard the fact that the blocked

fraction of the toroidal circle as viewed from the source

position differs somewhat from 3/$. With the above

parameters we calculate the transmission T as (K1172) :

T = %(cos 8 - cos 9, ) (1 - b) (1 - k)a b (8.18)

Transmission curves calculated according to eg. (8.18)

are usually narrower and higher than experimental curves

(cf. fig. 8.7f). We illustrate this with an example cal-

culated for the case of composite SmCo5 magnets (fig. 8.7d).

In fig. 8.10 the magnetic field as function of the distance

r to the central axis is given for four different combina-

tions of SmCos pieces. The pieces are either fully mag-

netized (saturated, indicated as S=strong), or have a

magnetization roughly half the saturation value (indicated

as W=weak). The field has been measured with a Hall probe in

the middle of a gap of a configuration with six (composite)
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r Ccm)

Fig. 8.10. Toroidal magnetic field along the direction r for four dif-
ferent combinations of magnet pieces. The field has been
measured toith a Hall probe.

magnets. With such magnet combinations e i ther f l a t or peaked
magnetic f i e l d prof i l e s can be generated ins ide the gaps.
For the magnet configuration II of f i g . 8.10 and for f=g=

37.

27.

2

17.

TRANSMISSION CURVE
measured f =40 mm
calculated g=40mm

Magn. Conf. II

400

Fig. 8.11.
Comparison of a meas-
ured and a calculated
transmission curve.

800 1200
E(keV)
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40 mm, we compare the measured and the calculated transmis-

sion curve in fig. 8.11. The calculated curve is narrower

and higher, and its maximum is situated at somewhat lower

energy. However, the integrated area below both curves is

roughly equal. The observed differences can be explained as

follows: the magnetic field has been measured in the middle

of the gap, along the axis <j)=30° (the arrangement has six

magnets, see fig. 8.10). Due to the fringing of the magnetic

field, B will be weaker in the middle of the gap than close

to the magnets (cf. fig. 8.17). Therefore, in an imp?:oved

calculation , the gap should be divided in sectors with each

an individual transmission curve. The maximum of the trans-

mission of the sectors will shift to higher energies in

approaching the magnet surface. Obviously, the experimental

curve is a superposition of such separate sector curves.

Therefore, the experimantal curve is broader and its maximum

is lying at somewhat higher energy than the calculated

curve.

Sometimes transmission through a second, narrower

window is possible for electrons emitted with large angles

9 and 6 (fig. 8.12). If these electrons have low energy,

they can be focused on the detector by the outside fringing

field of low strength. Such a second transmission window is

for example responsible for the low-energy peak in the 9M

transmission curve of fig. 8.7e. Especially for in-beam

measurements transmission of low-energy electrons (<5 rays)

can be very detrimental. Then, application of a diaphragm

4 r -

Magn Conf II
t = 40 g - 40

1 2
B,p(kG) SOURCE ABSORBER

DETECTOR

Fig. 8.12. Second transmission window for low-energy electrons.
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that cuts off the outer trajectories is needed. In fig.
8.13 we demonstrate how such a diaphragm reduces transmis-
sion of low-energy electrons of the 3 -ray continuum source
90Sr-90Y. The magnet arrangement of 3 monolithic SmCo5 mag-
nets (type C) has broad magnet gaps, and consequently, con-
siderable fringing fields. Not a l l low-energy electrons can
be removed from the spectrum by application of a diaphragm,
since part of them pass the magnet system following traject-
ories with one or more loopings.

15-
90S r .90Y

3C MAGNETS

NO DIAPHRAGM

Fig. 8.IS. Reduation of low-energy electron transmission by insertion
of a diaphragm.

8.5. DETECTORS

The ultimate energy resolution of the MOS is determin-

ed by the quality of the solid-state detector. For low-energy

measurements sometimes Surface-Barrier detectors were used

(manufactured in our laboratory by J.L.W. Petersen). These

detectors had a surface of 200 mm2. With a bias voltage of

350 Volt the depletion layer had a thickness of 1 mm. The

energy resolution at 400 keV was 4.5 keV.

Usually we installed commercially obtained Si (Li) de-

tectors (manufacturer KeVex Corp., USA) with surfaces of
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200 or 300 nun2 and thickness of 2, 3 and 5 mm. Typical reso-

lutions range from 2.3 keV to 3.0 keV at 1 MeV.

Both the Surface-Barrier and Si(Li) detectors have a

planar shape. Their symmetry axis coincides with the

system axis. Consequently, the incident angle of electrons

can have values up to 50° (section 8.4) leading to noticeable

backscattering. Conical detectors will, therefore, compare

favourable to these flat detectors. Mr. J.L.W. Petersen tried

to make such conical detectors. With a prototype (top angle

155°, diameter 8 mm) a resolution of '1.8 keV at 625 keV was

reached. For larger diameters, however, the resolution be-

came worse.

The detectors are mounted in a cryostat and cooled to

i roughly 150 K.They are sensitive to light and must therefore

1 be operated in the dark. A vacuum of 1.3xio"2Pa (lO"1* torr)

is sufficient for a proper functioning of the detector. The

vacuum must be clean and oil-free, so that no precipitate -

can accumulate on the surface of the cooled detector. Vibra-

tion-free adsorption pumps with cooled zeolite proved to be

satisfactory. Additional protection comes from an aluminum

cylinder which surrounds the detector. The cylinder is also

cooled, and prevents pollution of the detector inside. The

entrance window is formed by a thin (20 yg/cm2) foil (zapon)

that can easily be replaced if it is noticeably contamin-

ated by a precipitate of oil residue. In the latest arrange-

ments the Si(Li) detector is enclosed in its own vacuum

chamber with a separate pumping system. The detector chamber

is separated from the magnet chamber by a 0.4 mg/cm2 alumin-

ized mylar foil covering a circular opening with a diameter

of ^60 mm. Obviously, this foil cannot be exposed to atmo-

spheric pressure differences.

8.6. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Various older arrangements of the MOS with vacuum

chambers for in-beam and off-beam measurements are shown in

ref. (Kli75). We only mention a special arrangement for •

radioactive sources that easily sublimate in vacuum (e.g.
1 3 3 I , see (Kon75)), and thereby contaminate the vacuum

chamber and especially the cooled detector. Such sources
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were placed outside the vacuum chamber, in front of a vacuum

tight foil of 0.7 ing/cm2 Mylar, covering a hole of 7 mm

diameter. The foil is strong enough to resist atmospheric

pressure. It is aluminized to prevent the intrusion of light

into the vacuum chamber. For electron energies above 0.3 MeV

the resolution is not seriously degraded by the foil.

The latest MOS arrangement used for both in-beain and

off-beam work, is shown in fig. 5.1. The cooled detector

can be moved along the system axis without breaking the

vacuum. The detector can be withdrawn behind a valve. When

this valve is closed, the vacuum in the magnet chamber can

be broken, so that sources, targets or magnets can be ex-

changed.

Various parameters of the MOS can easily be adapted to

meet specific requirements and to offer transmission curves

tailored to the needs of the potential user. Most of these

parameters have already been introduced before. For complete-

ness we give a summary of these parameters:

Distances f and g

The filter converges electrons similar to an optical lens

with object distance j* and rough image distance g. We de-

fine f and g as the distance of source and detector,

respectively, to the middle of the magnets (fig. 8.1). In

most arrangements / and g are about equal. The transmission

shifts to higher energies by increasing f or g (cf. fig.

8.18). At large distances the transmission curves become low

and relatively narrow; low because 9^ becomes limited by the

siize of the magnets (large /) and narrow because the detect-

or becomes relatively small compared to the magnets (large

g)-

Shape of the magnets

We prefer to use wedge-shaped magnets. For older magnet

types we approached the wedge shape by constructing compos-

ite magnets from smaller (rectangular) pieces.

Magnet gaps

Since we usually aim at a transmission peaked around a

central energy, most magnet configurations have rotational

symmetry, with equal magnets and equally spaced gaps. Un-

equal gaps will result in broad and flat transmission

curves (cf. fig. 8.19).
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Magnetization

A given transmission curve can be shifted to lower energies

by partly demagnetizing the magnets. This has been done in

a few cases (see fig. 8.10) but it is better to obtain weak-

er toroidal fields by using fewer or thinner (but fully

magnetized) magnets giving a smaller blocking factor.

Number of magnets x

A given volume of magnetic material can be divided over

different numbers of magnets. We noticed that configurations

with 12 single magnets yield a roughly equivalent transmission

as configurations with 6 magnets of double thickness: the 12

gaps give a better toroidal field, but the doubling of the

number of walls increases the scattering at these walls.

Arrangements with only 3 or 4 magnets give poorer transmis-

sions, due to the larger non-toroidal field components.

Central absorber

The central absorber imposes a minimum value on the angle

6_ (fig. 8.1), but has little influence on the electron

transmission as long as the magnets are not extremely small.

Detectors

Larger detectors will intercept more electron trajectories.

However, the energy resolution of detectors with areas above

3 cm2 starts to deteriorate. Further, large detectors are

more sensitive to background radiation (y rays).

Diaphragms

A diaphragm placed before, behind or in the middle of the

magnets can cause a sharp cut-off of lower-energy electrons.

Such electrons, or 6 rays, are often transmitted via the

outer fringing field of the magnets.

8.7. WEDGE-SHAPED, MONOLITHIC SmCo5 MAGNETS

8.7.1. INTRODUCTION

Until recently the shapes of the MOS magnets were dict-

ated to a large extent by the availability of only small

SmCo5 pieces. However, we succeeded in obtaining monolithic

magnets with shapes according to our wishes. Arrangements

with these magnets ars superior to previous ones; they are

not only easier to handle, standardized and more elegant in
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shape, but they offer also higher transmissions, reaching

ultimate theoretical limits. With these magnets electrons

with energies up to 6 MeV have been transmitted with sub-

stantial yields onto solid-state detectors. The limit of

the high-energy range of the spectrometer systems is usually

determined by the detector thickness and not by the strength

of the magnets.

8.7.2. MAGNETS

As discussed in subsection 8.3.4 the magnet shape has to

satisfy two requirements:

i) Looking along the system axis the magnets must have a

wedge shape, in order to obtain a good toroidal field

with a constant field strength inside the gaps. Most

electrons pass through the inner regions of the gaps

and move not further than 25 mm away from the system

axis. However, to reduce fringing fields in this import-

ant inner region, the SmCo5 material has been extended

to about 45 mm from the axis (see fig. 8.14) .

ii) Looking perpendicularly to the system axis, (as in fig.

3.14) magnets of the types indicated by A and B have

been given a triangular shape, at least in the inner

region up to ^25 mm from the axis. With this shape the

magnet system acts as a lens which focuses only electrons

from a narrow energy range onto the detector. Broad

transmission curves can be obtained with magnets of the

type C also depicted in fig. 8.14.

RING
Fig. 8.14.
Arrangement with, monolithic,
wedge-shaped SmC'05 magnets of
type A or B (upper part) and
of type C (lower part). The
central absorber is of gold
(Au) and lead (Pb). A diaphragm
D is sometimes mounted on the
detector side of the magnets.
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i I

Fig. 8.15.
Dimensions of a single mag-
net in mm. For A magnets
w=15 mm, for B magnets w-
7.5 mm. Magnets of type C
have similar dimensions as
type A, but have not been
out along the direction
indicated by 55°. The small
arrows point in the direct-
ion of magnetization.

Our design of the magnets has been adapted to the circum-

stance that they were cut by the supplier, Brown Boveri Corp.

Switzerland, from a SmCos bar with a diameter of 38 mm and

a magnetization direction along the axis. The cutting could

be done under small oblique angles in order to obtain the

wedge shape. The magnets C preserved the circular cross

section, while the magnets A and B were further reduced to

the triangular shape as sketched in f ig . 8.15. Except for

Fig. 8.16. Configurations with 9B and 9C magnets.
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the triangular shape, type C magnets are identical to type

A. The thickest, upper parts of all three types of magnets

retain the circular boundary and contain the largest amount

of magnetized SmCos. This material serves to increase the

inner field, in the region of main transmission,because it

counteracts the weakening of this field due to fringing. Via

an aluminum holder, cemented to the back, the magnets can

be attached to a ring shown in fig. 8.15 and also visible in

fig. 8.16. This ring has an outer diameter of 9 2 mm, which

is indicative for the overall system dimensions. Fig. 8.16

shows a picture of two magnet systems with 9B magnets and 9C

magnets, respectively.

For "symmetric" configurations with equal gaps between

magnets of the same type, some typical field values are:

1.4 kG for 6B; 2.8-3.0 kG for 12B, 6A and 6C; ^4.5 kG for 9A,

in which notation the prefixed figure indicates the number

of magnets of the specific configuration. Between 10 and

25 mm from the axis the toroidal fields are roughly constant,

as can be seen from fig. 8.17 for a configuration of 6B

magnets. The same figure shows that the field B (r) is higher

in the plane 4>=15°, close to the magnets, than in the

middle of the gap ($=30°).

The mutual attraction between the individual magnets

1.5

m

0.5

B l r ) at « = I5°

1 2 , , 3 U
r(cm)

Fig. 8.17. Magnetic field as function of the distance to the symmetry
axis, measured in the planes §=Ib° and <$>=30° for a config-
uration of 6B magnets.
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exerts a considerable force directed towards the central

absorber, so that this absorber does not need a special at-

tachment to the ring holder. The "edge" of the magnets fits

into 1 mm deep grooves in the middle part of the absorber.

This part is made from lead. The number of grooves in it has

to be adapted to various magnet configurations. If wanted,

the lead piece can be enlarged on each side by gold bars

of 12 mm diameter and of 12 and 10 mm length, respectively.

The gold surface facing the detector can in addition be

covered by a lead cone. Altogether, the central absorber

used for most of our in-beam measurements extends over 4 3 mm

along the central axis. For many off-line experiments with

small / and g values shorter absorber lengths were used.

8.7.3. TRANSMISSION CURVES

Various combinations of the above mangets enable us to

perform electron spectrosocopy in a wide range of energies;

from 10 keV to 3.5 MeV. Fig. 8.18 offers a compilation of

"high and narrow" transmission curves. The dashed lines are

optimum transmission-curves of fig. 8.7, representative for

4 B

1.5 2.0
EC MeV)

Fig. 8.18. Some measured, narrow-range transmission curves for the
configurations 4B: f=14, g=25; 6B: f'=11-50, g=2S; 6A: f=
10-40, g=25, and 9A: f=20, g=25-50. The distances f and g
are in mm. The central absorber of lead was 8 mm thick.
Dashed Vines are optimum transmission curves of older magnet
types (cf. fig. 8. 7).
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the older magnet types. The superiority of the present mag-

nets is evident. Their high transmission is mainly due to

the good approximation of a toroidal field. Further, the

monolithic magnets do not need special, space-consuming con-

tainers while defocusing field components near corners and

cavities, which are often implicit in composite magnets,

are absent.

As shown in fig. 8.18, the transmission curves of a

magnet configuration can easily be shifted by variation of

the distances f and/or g (cf. fig. 8.1). Typical shifts

have been indicated for the configurations 6A, 6B and 9A.

The highest transmission of the present systems always oc-

curs for a value of / which is smaller than the correspond-

ing g value; typically for /=15 mm while g takes on a value

between 25 and 40 mm. With /=15 mm the maximum angle 9^

(fig. 8.1) for which electrons from the source are still

transmitted, is almost 60°. Then, with f<g, the electrons

fall nearly perpendicularly on the outer region of the

detector, which is favourable for minimum backscattering.

However, the implied narrow geometry becomes problematic for

in-beam work. Then, the beam enters the mini-orange system

through one of the magnet gaps, under an angle of 135 with

respect to the symmetry axis (see fig. 5.1). Depending on

the beam diameter and beam quality (absence of halo) we have

used in this case minimum / values of 25-30 mm.

A series of broad range transmission curves are shown in

fig. 8.19. Such curves can be obtained in various ways:

E (MeV)

Fig. 8.19. Broad-range transmission curves* Dashed curves are for a
configuration 4A+4B (see text).
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(1) by using only 3 (or 4) magnets, so that the defocusing

influence of non-toroidal field components becomes noticeable

(fig. 8.19, 3B, 3C, 4C), (2) by using different gap widths,

(3) by combining A and B magnets (fig. 8.19, a, b and c) or

(4) by using the circular C-magnets (fig. 8.19, 8C). The dash-

ed curves of fig. 8.19 have been obtained with a configura-

tion 4A+4B, placed at regular intervals of 45° on the ring

holder. For curves a and a we had chosen f=g=lS mm, and for

curve b f=g-30 mm. Curve a differs from curve a by blinding

of the two gaps between A and B magnets; it is an example

of a transmission curve with two maxima.

A common and welcome feature of the narrow but high

transmission curves of the wedge-shaped magnets is a steep

decrease of the transmission at lower energies. This is

significant for suppression of 6 rays during in-beam meas-

urements .

8.8. COMPARISON TO OTHER ELECTRON SPECTROMETERS

Nowadays an increasing use is made of electron spectro-

meters based on combinations of magnetic and semiconductor

devices. As in the MOS, the magnetic field acts as a "lens+

filter" system, and energy selection is accomplished by a

solid-state detector. Various electron spectrometers used

for in-beam measurements have been reviewed by Johansson

et al. (Joh73) and Dionisio (Dio78). We consider an extens-

ive comparison of the merits of various types of electron

spectrometers to be outside the scope of this thesis. There-

fore, we confine ourselves in table 8.3 to a comparison of

several aspects of the MOS with only two other types of

spectrometers, which also combine an electron transporting

magnetic field with a solid-state detector for energy se-

lection. These spectrometers are a solenoid and a (large)

orange spectrometer. Features of the latter device may in

general be considered to be also representative for magnet-

ic lens spectrometers. The qualities of the instruments

are sometimes indicated as (+)=positive, (+)=neutral or (-)

=negative. A more extensive evaluation of the meaning of

such scores must be left to the expertise and imagination

of the reader.
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Table 8.3. Comparison of various features of
solid-state detector.

. max. transmission

. ABp/Bp transmission
curve

. anti-3+

. anti-y

. anti-n

. anti-6

. anti-e~ backscatter-
ing from detector

. timing quality

. flexibility in
changing transmis-
sion curve

. dimensions

. auxiliary equip-
ment

. costs

MOS

10%

0.3- l .C

++

+
±

+

+

++
— breaking of
for exchange of

++

none

+ +

three electron spectrometers combining a magnetic field and a cooled

vacuum
magnets

Solenoid

no ant i -0 + : 15%
with anti-0 : 5%
> 10, f l a t transmission
curve

-

+
+

+

-

-

broad transmission

-

superconducting coi ls
or 300 Amp coils

Orange Spectrometer

10%

0.05

++

++
+

++

+ +

+

++ changing of the current

-

100-200 Amp coi ls

U l
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For the elimination of &+ radiation the MOS compares

favourable to a solenoid. The latter needs a special anti-

g+ baffle to prevent 3 + particles from reaching the detector.

Such a baffle reduces the electron transmission consider-

ably.

The MOS has good timing qualities since, contrary to the

solenoid with its long helical electron paths, electrons in

the MOS typically travel a distance of only 10 cm before

reaching the planar Si(Li) detector.

8 . 9 . NUCLEAR SPECTROSCOPY WITH MINI-ORANGE SPECTROMETERS

8.9.1. GENERAL ASPECTS

The study of conversion electrons has played an import-

ant role in the development of nuclear physics and has been

helpful in providing a better understanding of nuclear

phenomena.

We mention a few aspects of the conversion electron

spectroscopy encountered during our work with the MOS.

1) Conversion coefficients a,. Simultaneous observation of

electron spectra with the MOS and y-ray spectra with a

Ge(Li) detector can yield K-conversion coefficients for

discrete t ransi t ions. These Internal Conversion Coeffi-

cients (ICC) may provide information on the multipolarity

of the examined transi t ion. Often the observed spectra con-

tain transitions of known multipolarity. Such transit ions

can serve as "internal calibrators" and may somewhat re-

lax the need for precise absolute transmission (MOS) and

efficiency (Ge(Li)) curves.

2) K/L ratios. Many spectra show dis t inct L (and M) lines

besides the K l ines . Especially below 1 MeV, multipolar-

i t i e s can be deduced from experimental K/L ra t ios . The

L sub; hell ratios are even more sensitive to differences

in multipolarity. They can only be measured for heavier

nuclei and require a high-resolution solid-state detector.

3) Z identification. Via the dependence of the binding

energy of atomic electrons on the nuclear charge Z, i t

i s possible to assign Z values to new transitions which

appear in both electron and y~ray spectra. For consecut-
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ive elements with Z>40 the binding energy increases by

more than l keV per element, an increase which i s easy

to detect. The K to L distance also enables Z identifica-

tion.

4) EO transitions. Several nuclear models make specific

predictions about the EO transition, and therefore can

be tested by comparison with experiment. There exist

no EO y-ray transitions, so EO transitions can only be

studied in conversion-electron spectra. We identified

an EO transition in the decay of l°2Ag at 1591 keV

(Fee75a, see f ig. 8.20). This transition in 102Pdwas

also observed in prompt in-beam electron spectra via

the (p,p") and (a,a1) reactions with a 102Pd target.

T30O Ev(keV) 1700

Fig. 8.20. Off-beam spectra of ia2Ag (1^=8 win) with EO transition at
1591 keV. The e and y-ray sjSeatra. were recorded simultaneous-
ly. Sources have been produced by a 10 min activation of
1.5 mg/cm2 Pd (enriched to 75% in 102Pd) with a "ffe beam oy
67 MeV and 1.5 \iA.

8.9.2. DECAY STUDIES; OFF-BEAM MEASUREMENTS

As an illustration of the ability of the MOS to cover an

extended electron energy range we show in fig. 8.21 a con-

version-electron spectrum of a Th(B+C+C") source, displaying

both the lowest conversion line A at 24.5 keV and the high-

est conversion line (if we disregard N, 0 and P lines)
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Fig. 8.21. Lowest (A=24.5 keV) and highest (Xaz=2611 keV) conversion
Hne of a Th(B+C+C") source observed with the MOS.

Xa2=M(26l4) at 2611 keV of this radioactive source . The
energy resolution for the spectra, recorded with transmis-
sion curves peaked around 40 keV and around 2300 keV,
2.3. keV for the A l ine , 1/7 keV for the B line (at

* The highest discrete conversion line observed with a 5 mm thick
Si(Li) detector was the K(3',51) line in 56Co at an energy of
3434 keV.
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36.1 keV) and 6.3, keV for the X line (K (261.4) at 2527. keV.

Fig. a. 22.
Influence of various
transmission curves on
the electron spectrum
of a Th(B+C+C") source.

Fig. 8.22 shows electron spectra of the same source

measured with three different transmission curves (compos-

ite magnets) also indicated in the figure. The influence

of the transmission on the conversion lines and on the

underlying B -ray continuum is clearly visible. The sharp

low-energy cut-off of the relevant transmission curve causes

the strong I line nearly to disappear in the middle spectrum.

The integral recording character and the high transmis-'

sion of the MOS permit spectroscopy with weak sources and

short-living isotopes , which would be difficult with spectrum

scanning magnetic spectrometers. As an example of such an

investigation ve mention a study of B1*mRb (Tr=21 min) produc-

ed by the (n,2n) reaction of 14 MeV neutrons with 0.6'mg/cm2

of natural rubidium. The conversion electron spectrum of

fig. 8.23 has been accumulated after four activations, with

sources of -vO.5kBq (14nCi) at the start of the measurement.

Not only the electron transmission is of importance for

the quality of the off-beam spectra, but also the amount

of reduction of background caused by 3 and y radiation. The

latter depends on the individual source conditions. In a few

cases we compared spectra obtained with and without magnets,

and obtained improvement factors for the peak-to-background
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8.23. Conversion-electron spectrum of weak sources (O.S kBq=14 nCi)
of BmRb (Tp=21 min).

ratio of up to 200 for sources with a dominant B+ continuum

(68Ge-68Ga source). For y~ray sources without 3 + or B~ rays

the usual background from Compton-scattered y rays is reduc-

ed. For instance, the peak-to-background ratio for the well-

known conversion lines of 207Bi was improved by factors

5-10 by inserting a magnet filter.

Semi on-line measurements were performed with the MOS

coupled to the mass separator OSTIS at the high-flux reactor

of the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenoble. Especially, low-

energy (Eg<100 keV) conversion lines of mass-separated Rb

and Cs fission products were investigated, the latter being

produced by neutron-induced 2 3 5U fission. The fission pro-

ducts were collected on an aluminized, stepwise moving

tape, located in front of the MOS-magnet system (Pfe78,

Sch79).

8.9.3. IN-BEAM MEASUREMENTS

In-beam measurements aim at obtaining similar informa-

tion as off-beam measurements, but in addition they can

reveal: (i) lifetimes in the ns range by electronic timing

with respect to the beam bursts, (especially isomeric

states), (ii) lifetimes in the ps and fs range by Doppler

shift or Doppler broadening, and (iii) angular distributions

of prompt conversion electrons.

Often inherent in in-beam measurements is a background

of <5 rays. These are low-energy electrons knocked out
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of the target by collisions of the projectile with atomic

electrons of the target nucleus. Although of low energy, 6

rays can cause considerable overload of the detector. They

are produced with a cross section which is upt to 106 times

larger than typical cross sections for compound nucleus

reactions and can almost act as noise. The energy transfer

of a projectile with mass M to a free electron with mass

m is:

= 4Mm(M + m)-2Eacos
29 (8.19)

where 6 is the angle under which the electron is ejected

with respect to the incident beam (9^+^ir) . For instance, for

a particles with E =100 MeV this gives a maximum for E,. of

55 keV. The 6 electrons can go to backward directions only

by scattering in the target material. However, the situa-

tion is different for bound electrons: these can obtain

higher energies than corresponds to eq. (8.19), and can be

emitted in backward directions. Zupancic and Huus (Zup54)

describe the 6-ray cross section semi-empirically by

da/dEfi^Z
2E~7 for 6 rays with energies below 100 keV.

We took the following precautions against 6 rays:

1) We used magnet configurations with a sharp transmission

cut-off at lower energies to discriminate against low-

energy electrons.

2) The MOS system was placed at a backward position (6=135°,

see fig. 5.1) with respect to the beam direction, since

6 rays are essentially forwardly peaked.

3) Sometimes we used a weak magnetic field 'vlO"2 Tesla

(=100 Gauss) close to the target, which deflects the low-

energy electrons away from the MOS symmetry axis,

without affecting the higher-energy electrons.

4) During the earlier measurements with magnet arrangements

not yet possessing a sharp low-energy cut-off we some-

times used an aluminized 0.4 to 3 mg/cmz Mylar foil

between magnets and detector. This foil stops low-energy

electrons or degrades them considerably in energy.

The MOS was used for our investigation of deformed

neutron deficient nuclei with masses A=130 to 145 (KFe75),

and served also many other investigators in providing con-

!

1 '!
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2000

E,lkeV)

Wig. 8.24. Prompt and delayed electron spectrum after the reaction
10°Mofa,,4w;10°i?it., with an EO transition in 9BAfo.

version coefficients of relevant prompt or delayed trans-

itions (see for instance, ref. (Fee75b)).

Fig. 8.24 shows, as an example, a spectrum with mainly

prompt transitions in 1 0 0Ru, following the reaction
1 0 0Mo(a,4n) 1 0 0Ru (Voi75). The delayed spectrum shows a

known E0 transition of 735 keV in 9 8Mo, with a half-life of

21.8 ns, produced with the reaction 10°Mo(a,a+2n)98Mo. It

is interesting to note that this EO transition comes from

nuclei which have been stopped in the target material, so

that the conversion line is not Doppler broadened.

The line is narrower than the other lines which originate

from fast E2 or El transitions. When a (short living) 1 0 0Ru

nucleus recoils out of the target of 0.5 mg/cm2, it will

decay in vacuum within an average path length of 1 mm behind

the target, and its (prompt) conversion electrons can regu-

larly reach the Si(Li) detector. The delayed (EO) conversion

electron of a recoiling 9 8Mo nucleus is, however, emitted

much farther away from the target, and hence outside the

region from where electrons can be focused onto the Si(Li)

detector. Therefore, only 9 8Mo nuclei that have been stop-

ped in the target are observed in the delayed spectrum.

Fig. 8.25 shows a prompt spectrum following the

reaction *50Nd(a,4n)*5°Sm. This spectrum has been measured

with a 5 mm Si(Li) detector. The overall quality and peak-

to-background ratios of this spectrum are comparable with
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Fig. 8.25. Simultaneously recorded prompt e and time-integrated y-ray
spectra after the reaction ™*M(v.,4n) 150Sm at E^=4S MeV.
The insets show the time spectrum and the transmission
curve of the MOS (magnets as in fig. 8. 7d, dots indicate
transmission points from conversion lines).

typical Ge(Li) spectra for y rays. Some markedly less con-
verted transitions can immediately be recognized as El
transitions (see ref. (Voi75)).
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SUMMARY

The multipolarity of continuum transitions following

the reactions 16 °Gd(*He,4n) 16 °Dy and llt6Nd(Z0Ne,4n or

5n)162'181Yb has been deduced from experimental conversion

coefficients. Conversion-electron spectra were measured

with a Mini-Orange Spectrometer, while Y~raY spectra were

recorded simultaneously with a Nal(Tl) detector or, at

low energies (0.5 MeV), with a Ge(Li) detector. Both the

electron and y-ray spectra were measured in coincidence

with discrete transitions in the product nuclei.

We derived the average conversion coefficient a T

in three different energy regions. In the statistical

region, above 1.5 MeV, the a_ values are consistent with

the multipolarity El. In the Yrast region, between 0.7 and

1.5 MeV, a™ approaches to the value expected for E2 radia- ('•

tion. Special attention has been given to the low-energy I

part of the continuum around 0.5 MeV. Recently, it has •

been proposed that low-energy continuum radiation has Ml !
i

multipolarity. The results of our conversion coefficient :
measurement do not support this suggestion. Especially in

this low-energy region the coincidence requirement between i ; j
» Mi

j continuum transitions and discrete lines appeared to be | «:

important. Without this requirement we obtained too high, v

misleading a_ values. ;'.

The general outline of this thesis and a short descrip- ;

tion of the content of each chapter are presented in

chapter I.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift wordt onderzoek beschreven dat tot

doel heeft meer inzicht te verkrijgen in het gedrag van

kernen in hoog aangeslagen toestanden met een groot impuls-

moment (spin). Kernen in zulke hoge excitatietoestanden

kunnen worden gemaakt door beschieting van een trefplaat

met projectielen die zijn versneld in een grote versneller,

zoals bijvoorbeeld een cyclotron. Er kan een versmelting

van het projectiel en een kern uit de trefplaat optreden.

We spreken dan van een zogenaamde compound-kern reactie.

Naarmate de projectielen een grotere massa hebben, kunnen

excitatietoestanden met hogere spin worden bereikt. Wij

verrichtten ons onderzoek met behulp van twee compound-

kern reacties, namelijk:

i) 1 6 0GdCHe,4n) 1 6 0 D y , waarbij het hoogst bereikte impuls-

moment ongeveer 22 tl bedroeg (zie hoofdstuk V ) ,

ii) lllSNd(2(1Ne,4n) 1 6 2 Y b , met een maximaal impulsmoment

van ruim 40 Tl (zie hoofdstuk VI) .

Als de aangeslagen kernen terugkeren naar de grondtoe-

stand, zenden ze gammastraling uit. In het door ons onder-

zochte gebied van hoge kernspins wordt deze straling niet

meer waargenomen in de vorm van individuele overgangen

met discrete energiewaarden, maar in de moeilijker te be-

studeren vorm van een continuum. Het is interessant om de

multipolariteit van deze straling te kennen, omdat deze ons

iets zou kunnen leren omtrent de eigenschappen van de snel

draaiende kern. De multipolariteit kan goed worden bepaald

door geconverteerde stralingsovergangen te bestuderen. In

plaats van een gamma quantum wordt dan een zogenaamd conver-

sie electron geëmitteerd. De ve-.rhouding tussen het aantal

uitgezonden electronen en het aantal uitgezonden gamma

quanta heet de conversiecoefficient. Deze laatste is karak-

teristiek voor de multipolariteit van de straling.

Continuum gammastraling kan het best worden waargenomen

met een Nal(Tl)-detector, omdat deze een hoge efficiency

heeft en een goede response functie (dat wil zeggen dat er

voor een bepaalde discrete gamma overgang een gunstige ver-

houding bestaat tussen het aantal tellingen in de fotopiek

! i
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en het totaal aantal geregistreerde tellingen). Voor metin-

gen van het continuum gammaspectrum rond 500 keV is het

echter beter om een Ge(Li)-detector te gebruiken, omdat dan

het spectrum gezuiverd moet worden van de hier veelvuldig

optredende discrete lijnen. ConVtersie electronen worden ge-

meten met een door onze groep ontworpen en ontwikkeld

instrument, de Mini-Orange Spectrometer. De constructie

en de werking van dit apparaat worden beschreven in hoofd-

stuk VIII.

Als we de conversiecoefficient voor een discrete over-

gang bepalen, weten we van te voren meestal wel bij welke

specifieke kern deze overgang behoort. Bepalen we echter de

gemiddelde conversiecoefficient voor een zeker energie-

interval met alleen continuum straling, dan kunnen in dit

interval overgangen behorend tot verschillende kernen voor-

komen, en weten we niet precies op welke kern de door ons

afgeleide conversiecoefficient betrekking heeft. Om nu

toch zeker te zijn dat we alleen overgangen in een bepaal-

de kern (in ons geval 160Dy of 162Yb) bestuderen, moetBn

we speciale maatregelen treffen. We weten dat kernen heel

snel (binnen 10~9 seconde ) vanuit hun aangeslagen toestand

terugkeren naar de grondtoestand door het uitzenden van

een lange cascade van vaak wel twintig overgangen. De

eerste serie overgangen van de cascade heeft onze speciale

interesse, omdat ze behoren tot het gebied van de continuum

straling. De laatste overgangen van de cascade zijn meestal

zichtbaai als duidelijke discrete lijnen in het gamma-

spectrum gemeten met een Ge(Li) detector. Nu worden tellin-

gen, geregistreerd door de detector voor (continuum) electro-

nen en door de detector voor (continuum) gamma quanta, al-

leen als geldig beschouwd als gelijktijdig (in coïncidentie)

ook ëén van deze discrete overgangen behorend tot de door

ons onderzochte kern wordt waargenomen in het spectrum van

een derde, zogenaamde identificatie-detector. In dit geval

zijn we zeker dat de conversiecoefficient alleen betrekking

heeft op continuum straling van een specifieke, door ons

geselecteerde kern. De electronische schakeling voor de

coincidentiemetingen wordt besproken in hoofdstuk III.

Voor we de conversiecoefficient kunnen berekenen uit

de aldus in coïncidentie gemeten electronen- en gammaspectra
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zijn nog een aantal speciale bewerkingen en correcties

nodig. Zo moet het electronenspectrum gezuiverd worden van

bijdragen van achtergrondsstraling, en moet het gamma-

spectrum gecorrigeerd worden voor de response functie van

de gebruikte detector. Ook is nöq een kleine correctie

nodig voor hoekcorrelatie effecten. Al deze correcties

worden besproken in hoofdstuk IV.

We hebben de gemiddelde conversiecoefficient bepaald

voor drie verschillende energiegebieden met een duidelijk

verschillend deexcitatiemechanisme (zie hoofdstuk VII).

Als belangrijk resultaat werd gevonden dat straling in het

statistische gebied, boven 1.5 MeV, de multipolariteit El

heeft. In het zogenaamde Yrast-gebied, tussen 0.7 en 1.5 MeV,

vonden we overeenkomstig de verwachting de voor versnelde

collectieve overgangen kenmerkende E2 multipolariteit. Bij

lage energie rond 0.5 MeV, treden naast de continuum

straling ook discrete lijnen op in het spectrum. Recente-

lijk is van.zowel experimentele als theoretische kant ge-

suggereerd dat de continuum straling in dit gebied de multi-

polariteit Ml zou hebben. De resultaten van onze metingen

steunen deze onderstelling niet.


